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This research utilized Ivey's Developmental Counseling and Therapy (DCT)

model

to investigate the

cognitive-developmental levels (CDL's) of postsecondary

students with learning disabilities. First, a critique of current service delivery models

showed an emphasis on
Formal

skills.

Despite this emphasis,

frequency

among

presented

at the

presenting

at

all

four

CDL's

it

was hypothesized

existed.

It

was

that a

who

also hypothesized that students

the sensorimotor and dialectic/systemic levels. Results

the Concrete and

among

Formal

all

four

levels

CDL's

show

did exist, and that students

who

that a

presented

were more successful than students who presented

CDL's. Further analyses show

that the

Concrete level

important level to consider for students and service providers.

to

more balanced

Concrete and Formal levels would be more successful than students

balanced frequency

the other

services best utilized by students exhibiting Concrete and

examine student's CDL's, and implications

research are proposed.
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may be
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at
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CHAPTER

I

RATIONALE AND DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY

This

initial

chapter will outline the problem the present study

address, the basic contours of the study,

its

is

meant

significance and hypotheses.

It

to

will

end

with an outline of the contents of the dissertation.
Introduction

Within the past two decades the number of students with learning
pursuing postsecondary education has increased significantly (Carlton
1991; McGuire, Hall,

& Litt,

(1989) estimated that

3% of students

learning disability, and this

disabilities

& Walkenshaw,

1991; Staff, 1986). The U. S. Department of Education
in

American postsecondary

number continues

to

settings

have a

grow. Research indicates that more

than half of the 50,000 high school graduates with learning disabilities will continue on
to

some form of postsecondary education (Mithaug,

Shaw

&

Horiuchini,

Shaw, 1989). The increase of adults with learning

institutions during the

century (Shaw

It is

&

decade of the 1980s will continue

& Fanning,

disabilities in

into the

1985;

postsecondary

1990s and the 21st

Shaw, 1989).

likely that students with learning disabilities

postsecondary settings, but

it

is

have always been

in

only recently, through the passage of federal regulations

(Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973) and research pointing to the reality of

adults with learning disabilities (Patton

& Pollaway,

1992; Price, Johnson,

& Evelo,

1994), that colleges and universities have begun to provide services for this population.

Section 504 of the Rehabilitation act of 1973

1

states:

"No

otherwise qualified handicapped
individual

in the

United States shall
^^^'"'^^
P-^-P^^-n in be d nied
h tnef
discrimination under any activity receiving
federal f
financial assistance" (1973, Public
Law 93-1 12).
'

Based upon

7

this law,

postsecondary institutions are legally obligated

the following conditions (Gajar

&

to

adhere

Smith, 1996):

An

1
.

admission limitation on the number of qualified
students with
disabilities cannot be imposed;

2.

Preadmission inquiries as

3.

Students cannot be excluded fi-om taking a course
solely on the basis of

to a person's disability cannot

be conducted;

their disability;

4.

Discriminating requirements must be modified to accommodate
students

who

5.

are disabled;

Accommodating devices such

as tape recorders

must be allowed

in the

classroom;

6.

Devices that ensure
be prohibited;

7.

Alternative testing,

8.

Faculty must,

9.

Students with a disability should not be counseled toward restrictive careers
unless justified by certification requirements; and.

10.

when

full participation

when

of a student

in the

classroom cannot

necessary, must be provided;

required, use adaptive devices;

Students with a disability have the right to due process
discriminatory behavior.

if they

encounter

However, research has shown

that services vary a great deal

from campus

to

campus

(Bursuck, Rose, Cowen, and Yahaya,
1989), and have not worked well enough
to
attract

and keep students

in

school (Siperstein, 1988).

Past literature describing service delivery
for adults with learning disabilities

very limited (Gajar

& Smith,

1996). That

is,

many "model" programs

is

are theoretically

described in the literature, including an array
of such services as counseling, academic

accommodations, and instructional

by any research suggesting

A

1990).

skills,

but these descriptions are rarely accompanied

the effectiveness

of such interventions (Hughes

&

Smith,

further critique of this literature views service
delivery for postsecondary

students with learning disabilities as being based upon
the use of the deficit model with
little

consideration for within group differences (Strehom,
1995). That

is,

many

negative characteristics are used to describe these students and
continue to define the

ways

in

which they are provided services on postsecondary campuses.

Szymanski and Trueba (1994) argue

that although using negative characteristics

and applying such hypothetical constructs as the "functional limitations" of a

disability

can help people understand differences, such characteristics and constructs can also

impose limiting explanations of behavior. This limited view of persons with

disabilities

can then castify and oppress these individuals instead of assisting them.
Self-advocacy

is

one way

focus as well as attempted to

that service delivery has maintained an individualized

empower

students to better understand themselves.

Current literature defines successful postsecondary students with learning disabilities as
those

who

self-advocate (Brinckerhoff, Shaw, McGuire, 1992; Brinckerhoff, 1993).

Self-advocacy

is

defined as the ability to recognize and meet the needs that are specific

3

to one's learning disability

(Goldhammer

&

without compromising the dignity of oneself
to others

Brinckerhoff, 1992).

been described as requiring three
1

.

The process of becoming a

skills

self-advocate has

(Kansas University Affiliated Program, 1987):

Knowledge of what you want;

2.

Knowledge of what you

3.

The

ability to achieve

are legally entitled to; and,

your goal.

Brinckerhoff (1993) also includes independent decision making,
self-determination, and
the ability to express one's needs as critical skills to
self-advocacy.

Many

students often begin their postsecondary education with

about their disability,

how

it

effects their learning, and/or

networks on campus (Brinckerhoff, Shaw,

& McGuire,

Brinckerhoff (1993) points out that self-advocacy

must help

is

how

and the preparation for

that before students

ftiture

employment"

«fe

Schmitt, 1987).

a skill that service providers

foster in students, "teaching disability self awareness, the

social skills,

knowledge

to access support

1992; Dalke

now

little

(p. 24).

development of

He

further points out

can effectively advocate for themselves, they need

to

develop a

greater understanding of themselves and their disability. While a primary emphasis on

self-advocacy

is

a concern within the field of learning disabilities, research indicates

that the prevailing

emphasis on the

and

model of service delivery

tutorial

little

&

Shaw, 1996). Criticism of the

more than help students

fosters a sense

postsecondary settings places primary

model: academic accommodations, assistance with basic

tutorial support (Cullen

does

at

of helplessness

fit

into the

tutorial

is

that

it

system (Okolo and Sitlington, 1986), and

in students with learning disabilities

4

model

skills,

by encouraging

them

,0 rely

on special cduca>io„ profesMcnals

& Zigmond,

1

,o solve ,hei, p,„hlc,ns
,del5e.,cneourt

990).

Using dcvclopincual theory, ,norc
spcc.ncally
Counseling and Therapy (DC'I
formal operational

skill.

That

Ivey's

n.odel (1986), sclf-advoeaey

)

is,

due

to its

Developmental
seen as a eonercte and

is

emphasis on ident.fy.ng needs,

strengths/weaknesses, patterns within one's
self as well as being able to verbalize
a
strong sense of one's self to others,
self-advoeaey requires skills that

many

students

may

not have yet aequired.

Developmental Counseling and Therapy (nPT)

Developmental Counseling and Therapy (DCT)

a theoretieal

is

framework

coneeived by Allen Ivey (1986; 1991a). The theory
combines the basie tenets of
Platonic philosophy and Piagetian psychology
and provides behavioral terms and

operational dellnitions of these tenets that
individual development.

DCT provides

developmental level (see Figure
client's needs,

and changes as the

DCT expiuids on
emphasizing a

1.1),

a

am

be applied

to the

means of assessing

understanding of

a client's cognitive-

adopting a therapeutic approach that matches the

client develops.

the traditional

view of development as

circular, holistic orientation to

development as a constant movement and

development,

a linear process, instead

view of humiui

fhis

Ihix throughout levels

of cognitive-

development mirrors the Piagetian stages of sensorimotor, concrete operational,
formal operations, and the dialectic-systemic (sec Figure

5

1

.2).

As

a theoretical

The dicnt prcscna concerns in a nndoax, duocpmixcd fashion, end frcqucndy jumps
around on topics. Behavior will tend to follow the lamc pattern OAmdy, ihort attendon rpan and frequent body movement. There may be intense conccntrmtion on
hcrc-an<J-f>ow experience. At the late sensorimotor level, dient exhibits somemagKal

—

or irradonal thinking and (ome beginning ability to be concrete.

Coocret^Op^fwHofiMl: S^MfxMng for SHusbofiM! D^^Cfiptkxu
concrete, linear dcscripdons of individuals, often with a fair anKxmt
of detail. However, nonverbal dicna may pvc thon yes or no retponict. Emodons

The diem gives

will be described but not reflected

display

Fo€xnM^>permtiofXMl:

some

upon. At the

causal reasoning, which

is

late concrete level, the client will

exemplified by ifhh^n thinking,

Disoemln^ PstUms of ThougM, Emotion, mnd AcOon

—

These dicna can talk about themselves and their feelings somedmet even from the
pcrspecrives of others. Their convertadotu tctid to be abstract. At the late formal
Icvd, these dicnts can rccogniie commonaliries in repcadng bchtvioa or thoughts.

OiMhcUc/Syttmatk:: iaUgrmtin^ PmttemM ofCmodoa mnd Thought Into m Syttem

Most people do not
frame of reference.
of her

make

ordinarily

sense of their worlds from a dialccdc/sy«cm>c

A woman who recognizes that sexism may be rcsporuiblc for some

difficulties is displaying this

levd of thinking. In

of systems of knowledge and is learning how she
dient who reviews the interview and examines
varying cmodonal responses

I

from

several perspectives

be able to challenge

Hi^y

his or

with

At the

her integradon

able to rcflea on sr«cins of
abstraa, this form of thinking can lead to complex

of opcradons. Technically, the dient

syncms of opcradons.

it

affcacd by the

dicnt

also opcraring at the dialecric/syrxemic levcL

is

late dialecdc/systemic level, the client will

of synems

is

b aware
enviromnent. A

this case, dv:

is

forms of mulripcrspecrivc thought.

Figure

1.1

Four Cognitive Levels of Developmental Assessment
(Ivey, 1991a)

6

And wnh

c»ch

proWcm

»o*vTd. tmch

^cvriopmcnul iMtk met. you and i he ctient
mull
to the bcfinnmg or lo another
kvel 10 work on oihcr dcvclopmcnul
opponunit
and probknu

mum

use of influcndn^ ikilU)

AppropriAie theories/ applications:

S(yk

I:

Style

2:

Behavior modtftcaxioo, corrcctiooal work
Asseriivcncss traioin^ dcctSAOfxal coumeUn^.
reality therapy, ratiooa^-cmoiivt therapy

Style 3: Ptrsorv-ccntcrtd therapy, lofoiherapy.

psychodynamic therapy

Styk

4:

Feminist therapy, modem cocounter trwxp%.
ssocs of traittfercocc, "l-you* talk between

counselor arid client

Figure 1.2

Developmental Spiral Diagram
(Ivey, 1991a)

7

framework
specific

DCT is both broad enough .o serve as

enough

to serve as a treatment

model

in its

DCT provides a framework by which to
cognitive fonctioning, as well
as a

way

to

a n,e,a.heore.,ca, approach
and

own

right.

assess a client's predominant
level of

match mtcrventions

DCT is

to that level.

based upon a belief that different
change strategies offer varying
degrees of utility

at

different cognitive-developmental
levels.

The

application of

learning disabilities

,s

DCT to

service delivery for postsecondary
students with

seen as a possible avenue to assist
students

needs in a postsecondary

setting.

developmental perspective

it

is

By

in

meeting their

approaching service delivery from a cognitive-

possible to meet the growing

demands of providing

individually focused service delivery in
light of the growing numbers of
students and

shrinking budgetary resources.

Statement of the Problem

As postsecondary

students with learning disabilities continue to be
the fastest

growing population of students with
and educational budgets continue

disabilities in higher education

to shrink, service delivery is facing a critical period.

Learning disability service providers are feeling pressure
students" (McGuire

reach as

many

et al.,

(Henderson, 1995)

to

"be

all

things to

all

1991) and thus service delivery models are being created

to

students as possible. These models are often seen as evolving

spontaneously to attempt to meet the diverse needs of this population (Gajar,
1992). As
a result, service delivery has

become

less individualized.

Although cautions have been made

that providing interventions to

postsecondary students with learning disabilities must be structured

8

in light

of salient

student eharaeteristies and the
v^iriation of students' experiences
(Mellard

1984;

static,

Hughes

&

Smhh,

1990),

many

service delive.-y models have

&

beeome

Deshler,

fixed and

defined by group deficits and concentrated
on self-advocacy, h.stead of detailing

services around the abilities, experiences,
needs, and strengths of individual
students,

students arc being asked to

fit

themselves into the services available. As

current service delivery models act as
a "template" for
disabilities in

which many students arc not able

to

fit

all

a result,

students with learning

(Strchorn, 1995).

Postsecondary students with learning disabilities
arrive on campus

and

They have unique

sizes.

characteristics as well as varied experiences.

in all

them one choice: become concrete imd formal. Because

Omori-Gordon,

&

at

shapes

They

present on different cognitive-developmental
levels; however, service delivery

expressed differently

many

also

is

giving

Iciirning disabilities arc

difTcrent developmental periods

(Keough, Major-Kingsley,

Reid, 1982), a developmental approach to service delivery would

allow service providers an opportunity to form services around
individual students'
abilities,

experiences, needs, and strengths.

approach could work

is

One way

which a developmental

in

by better observing the cognitive-developmental

level

of each

student.

Purpose of Studv

The

central puqiosc

of this dissertation was the investigation of cognitive-

developmental levels of postsecondary students with

Iciu

ning disabilities. This

research took place in two parts:

1.

2.

Assessment of cognitive-developmental
of significant factors
developmental level.
Identification

9

level; and,

that impact

upon

students' cognitive-

Significance_of_Study

This study was meant to
offer a significant contribution
counseling and school
psychology
First,

it

aimed

in several

to critique current

to the fields

of

ways.

non-developmental service dcliveiy
models

offering "template services"
using Ivey's Developmental
Counseling and Therapy

(DCT) model

as a meta-theory. Th.s
critique

is

meant

to illustrate that

many

current

models of service delivery are based
upon the concept of self-advocacy,
and thus
designed upon the concrete and formal
cognitive-developmental

Second, the study aimed

to

levels.

develop and validate a questionnaire

cognitive-developmental level for postsecondary
students with learning

While

this

validity,

it

to assess

disabilities.

study did not undertake widespread
testing of the instrument's

could provide an

initial

reliability

screening of such that can later be pursued

in

and

more

depth.

Third, the study sought to illustrate that

many

students do not exemplify the

concrete or formal levels as their presenting
cognitive-developmental levels. Thus,

many

current models of service delivery based upon
self-advocacy, a concrete and

formal

skill,

are asking students to do things they might not
yet be able to do.

Finally, the study sought to

at

examine the

characteristics exemplified

the four cognitive-developmental levels and to

service delivery based

disabilities

upon the

DCT model.

make

suggestions for developmental

Postsecondary students with learning

have many positive experiences and strengths

concrete or formal

skills,

that

may

not be related to

and service delivery should be approached from

cognitive-developmental levels. That

is,

by students

all

self-advocacy skills must be taught

10

four

at the

postsccondaiy
strengths from

level, but not

all

without eonseious etYort to include
experiences and

of cognitive-development.

levels

Hypotheses

The hypotheses

to

be explored within the fomiat described
above included the

following:

1.

A

significant

number of postsecondary

do not present

students with learning disabilities

at the

concrete or formal levels, and
Irequency amongst all four levels may exist;

2.

Students

who

present

in fact, a

the concrete or fomial levels will be

at

feel that

they

know more

Students

who

present

more balanced

more

likely to

about their learning disability (score of 3 or
greater on a 6 point Likert scale) than
students presenting at the
sensorimotor or dialectic/systemic levels;

3.

the concrete or fomial levels will be more likely
to
feel that they accommodate well for their
learning disability (score of 3 or
greater on a 6 point Likert scale) than students
presenting at the
at

sensorimotor or dialectic/systemic levels;

4.

who present at the concrete or formal
have higher CPA's than students presenting at
Students

levels will

be more likely

to

the sensorimotor or

dialectic/systemic levels;

5.

Students

who

be diagnosed
at the

6.

present at the concrete or fonnal levels will be
later in life

more

(from age 12 and older) than students presenting

sensorimotor or dialectic/systemic levels;

Students

who

present

at

the concrete or fomial levels will be

more

be upperclassmen (juniors and seniors) than students presenting
sensorimotor or dialectic/systemic levels;

7.

likely to

Students

who

present

at

the concrete or fonnal levels will be

likely to

at the

more

likely to

correctly identify their learning disability than students presenting at the

sensorimotor or dialectic/systemic levels;
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8.

Students

who

correctly identify their learning
disabihty will be more
.
likely to feel that they know
more about their learning disability
accommodate well for their learning disability,
and have higher CPA's
than students not able to correctly
identify their learning disability.

O utline of the Remainde r of the Dissertatinn
The remainder of the

dissertation will be divided into four chapters.
Chapter

presents relevant theoretical and empirical
foundations in two major parts.
vast literature

on postsecondary students with learning

disabilities

outline of the theoretical and practical
underpinnings of
study.

The foundations of the

lead to

it

will also

Chapter

and

statistical

by

it

distills the

and presents an
relates to the present

present study as well as the comprehensive study that

be examined.

III

presents the design, subject selection, instrumentation,
hypotheses,

procedures of the study.

Chapter IV presents the
raised

DCT as

It

II

results, implications, limitations,

and new questions

the study.

Chapter

V presents a summary of the study as well as future

12

implications

CHAPTER

II

THEORETICAL AND EMPIRICAL FOUNDATIONS

In this chapter, research pertaining to
postsecondary students with learning
disabilities, specifically related to service
delivery, will

Ivey's

DCT model can have on the critique,

be reviewed. The role

that

reframing, and reconceptualizing of service

delivery with this population will also be presented.

This chapter

is

divided into two major parts. In Part

I,

research pertaining to

postsecondary students with learning disabilities will be outlined.
This will include an

overview of adults with learning

disabilities, educational attainment, transitional needs,

self-advocacy, self concept, counseling/therapy, and service delivery.
In Part

II,

Ivey's Developmental Counseling Therapy

(DCT) model

outlined. This will include an overview of theoretical foundations,

DCT's

DCT

will

be

in practice,

application to the current study, and the current study's development.

PARTI
Adults with Learning Disabilities
Early research pertaining to service delivery for students with learning
disabilities at the

postsecondary level focused on describing the characteristics of

learning disabled adults (Cordini, 1982; Corbin Sicoli, 1986; Hoffman, Sheldon,

Minskoff, Sautter, Baker, Bailey,

Vogel, 1985; Vogel

& Fomess,

& Echols,

1987; Johnston, 1984; Putnam, 1984;

1992; Wilczenski

& Silver,

1992).

Much of this

research identified characteristics of individuals with learning disabilities that persist
into adulthood

(Buchanan

& Wolf,

1986; White, Schumacher, Warner, Alley,
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&

Deshler, 1980). According to Miller
and Cabell (1989), these characteristics
cluster

around three main areas: academic

skill deficits, difficulties related
to

academics, and

social-emotional disorders (see Figure 2.1).

A critique of this research pointed out that
adults with learning disabilities

students in existing programs

the existing data

was mainly observable data from

(Mangrum and

Strichart, 1984).

on

characteristics

of

descriptions of

Also, prior to the late

1980s, research on adults with learning disabilities was
initially focused on revisiting

childhood problems. That
disabilities

is,

the

knowledge base regarding

was gathered via follow up

learning disabilities (Patton and
adults' experiences to their

own

studies and case histories of children with

PoUoway,

1992).

continual focus on students' deficits.

mechanisms or strengths

Zigmond (1990)

As

a result, this research

compared

childhood experiences, often times reflecting upon

behaviors and characteristics exhibited years
is its

adults with learning

earlier.

No

that these students

A

mention

may

further critique of this research

is

made

as to specific coping

possess.

reported that the paucity of specific research pertaining to

adults with learning disabilities did not imply that learning disabilities did not exist in

this

age group, but rather that adults were not perceived as "a distinct population with

distinct characteristics

and programming needs"

(p. 1).

Although many problems

individuals with learning disabilities face at an early age

years, the nature of the

(Patton

& Palloway,

demands placed upon

1992). There

may

continue into their adult

these individuals changes with age

was a need

for

more

specific research

comparing

learning disabled students with traditional students in postsecondary settings.
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Acadcniic_Ski^^

Social-em otional DisorHcr^;

Basic skills dcficiciicics

Reading

Poor social

difficulties

skills

Perilously low scll'-csteem

Verbal Conceptual Abilities

Impulsivity

Written language dinicullies

External locus

ol"

control

Withdrawn and Depressed
Overly dependent

Diriiculties Related to

Academics

Short attention span
Short- and long term

memory

difficulties

Spatial difficulties

Study

skills

Time management

Figure

2.

Characteristics of Postsecondary Students

with Learning Disabilities
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Educational Attainment

Research moved to attempt to
better descr.be adults with
learning

disabilities

within postsecondary settings.
This research took the form
of educational attainment.

Vogel and Adelman (1990) compared
a sample of 110 college
students with learning
disabilities to a

random

stratified

learning disabilities had lower

performances than

that

sample of 153 peers. Although the
students with

ACT scores as well

as

of their peers, they graduated

same time frame. However,

weaker high school
at the

same

rate

ar.d college

and within the

the authors note significant
differences between non-

graduating students with learning
disabilities and their graduating
peers, most notably,

poorer oral language
process

(p. 134).

abilities

From

and motivation and

this research,

completion for students with learning
1
.

Acknowledgment of one's

attitude

toward the teaching-learning

seven factors related to successful college
disabilities

were formed:

learning disability;

2.

Seeking out assistance and/or accommodations;

3.

Being qualified for acceptance given the demands of the

4.

Having appropriate high school preparation, especially

specific settings;

in the area

of

English;

5.

Using appropriate compensatory
highly coordinated

LD

strategies as well as comprehensive,

support services;

6.

Having special academic advising; and.

7.

Having a positive

attitude

toward teachers and the teaching-learning

process.
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The authors suggest

that farther research be

done

to

determine the effectiveness of

structured services for students
with learning disabiUties.

Vogel and Adelman (1992) continued
college students with learning
disabilities.

to research the educational
attainment

The authors found

of

that students with

learning disabilities who:

1
.

2.

Self referred at the time of admissions;

Were screened

for high school preparations

and performance, intellectual
type and severity of LD and motivation of
and attitude toward the
teaching-learning process; and,
ability,

3.

showed no

Used

LD

significant differences

finding of this study

rate, the

support services, including special academic
advising,

academic

was

that

from a matched sample of peers.

An

important

although there was no significant difference in graduation

failure rate in the

matched sample was almost

three times higher

than the students with learning disabilities group. The
authors again suggest that the
services that have been developed to identify and assist
successful students with

learning disabilities have been effective, and

may

benefit other at-risk college students

as well.

Wilczenski and Gillespie-Silver (1992) attempted to determine the
qualifications of college students with learning disabilities

performance

(first-year

disabilities using

students with and without learning

two objective admissions

percentile rank in class.

the first-year college

a

GPA) of university

High school

GPA

number of students with

by examining the academic

criteria,

SAT scores

percentile rank in class

for students with

and high school

was useful

and without learning

in predicting

disabilities;

however,

learning disabilities were maintaining a high academic
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standing contrary to expectations
based on their high school record.
scores were significantly higher
learning disabilities.

among

The authors

th.s

disabilities differed

it

test

group of high achieving students
with

stressed the importance of verbal
aptitude scores,

citing verbal conceptual
abilities as crucial for

authors also point out that

SAT verbal

was not

clear

how

academic success

in college.

The

low-achieving students with learning

from low-achieving students without
learning

The research on educational attainment seems

disabilities.

to paint a portrait

of the

"successftil" postsecondary students
with learning disabilities. These students
are

prepared for the transition from high school
to the postsecondary

setting.

Needs of Successful Postsecondarv Students

Transitional

The Office of Special Education and

Rehabilitation Services has established the

successful transition of individuals with learning
disabilities fVom school to adult
a national priority (Haring, Lovett,
specifically

on the

&

transitional needs

disabilities as they enter

and

Smith, 1990). Research began to focus more

of postsecondary students with learning

exit the university environment. Transitional

include what academic as well as psycho-social factors
disabilities successful in a

Shaw,

& McGuire,

life as

make

postsecondary settings (Brandt

1992; Ness, 1989; Price

et al.,

needs

students with learning

& Berry,

1991; Brinckerhoff,

1994; Rosenthal, 1989; Siperstein,

1988). Transitional needs also include recognizing the counseling needs of

postsecondary students with learning
as self-esteem, self-identity,

disabilities, including specific deficits/needs

and self-perception (Cordini, 1982; Dinklage, 1991;
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such

Heyman, 1990; Orzek, 1984; Rosenthal,

1992; Saracula, Minden, Wilchesky,
1989;

Searcy, 1988).
Brinckerhoff, Shaw,

& McGuire (1992) describe the

four primary issues

affecting the transitional needs
of college students with learning
disabilities:

How

are high school and college
different?;

2.

How

are eligibility and access determined?;

3.

How

are reasonable

4.

How can

1
.

The independence

accommodations determined?; and,

the independence level of college
students be fostered?

level referred to in question

number four mcludes, "options

promote student independence by providing learning
strategy
advocacy training within a
student"

(p.

425).

Many

setting that can

be tailored

instruction

and

that

self-

meet the unique needs of the

to

leaders in the field feel that a major concern of
providing

services for postsecondary students with learning
disabilities should be the development

of self-advocacy

skills (Brinckerhoff, 1993;

1990). This concern

Americans with

is

warranted due

Disabilities

of 1973 are available only

McWhirter

&

to the fact that protections afforded

one or more major

Phillips,

by the

Act (ADA) as well as Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act

to those

who

disclose their disability, seek reasonable

accommodations, and provide documentation verifying a
limits

McWhirter, 1990;

life activity,

disability that substantially

including learning (Cullen

&

Shaw, 1996).

Self-Advocacy
Self-advocacy has been defined as people:

"speaking up and speaking out for themselves, solving their

making

their

own

decisions,

knowing and exercising
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own problems and

the full rights and

While much of the early hterature
on self-advocacy focused on
mdiv.duals with severe
disabUuies or mental retardation
(Cullen

& Shaw,

1996), n

. now

within the field of learning
disabilities. Current literature
provides

readily accepted

many

suggestions

on how students can become
self-advocates, including understanding
the nature of their
learning disability/leaming
about diagnosis, developing self
concept/sense of strengths

and weaknesses, and accessing
counseling/therapy.
Understanding the N^h.rP nf One's Learning nic.h.Ufy

Many
disabilities to

special educators believe that in
order for students with learning

be successful

understanding of their

own

at the

postsecondary level they must come to an

strengths and weaknesses

(Adelman

&

Vogel, 1990;

Brinckerhoff, 1993; Engly, 1987; Phillips,
1990; Speckman, Goldberg,
1993).

However, many individuals diagnosed with a learning

disability

& Herman,
have

little

understanding of the nature of their disability
and the effects on their lives (Buchanan

&

Wolf, 1986; Reiff & deFur, 1992). Engly
(1987) reports that postsecondary students

must develop the

tools to

cope with the range of responses they

will receive

from others

on campus. These tools are seen as understanding the
nature of their learning

disability,

the ability to discuss their learning disability with
others, and the ability to ask for

necessary accommodations and assistance. In a series of interviews
with 49 adults with
learning disabilities,

college.

Key

disability

Greenbaum, Graham, and Scales (1995)

factors to educational success included

and an

listed

in

knowledge about one's learning

ability to specifically describe learning problems.
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keys to success

Cohen (1985)
student

is

states that "the diagnosis

of a learning disabihty for
the college

often therapeutic in and
of hself (p. 192).

He

'

uncommon

for students to feel a
sense

leammg and schoolwork have been

points out that

of relief as they begin

difficult.

Brinckerhoff et

to

,t

is

understand

al.

not

why

(1992) suggest that

service providers share
diagnostic data with students in
order to assist them in

understanding their learning disability.

Self-Concept/Sense nf qtr.^^ths and \S/e^]cn.....

Many

adults with learning disabilities
have limited self-awareness and poor
self-

concept (Hoffman

many

et al., 1987).

difficulties setting

satisfaction

from

As

a result,

many

adults with learning disabilities have

and meeting meaningftil goals, and struggle

their lives

(Buchanan

&

Wolf, 1986;

The work of Wilczenski (1992) approaches
the Social Identity

concept

is

Theory

(Tajfel, 1981).

partly dependent

That

on the various

Social Identity Theory also suggests that

postsecondary students with learning

is,

Mangrum

&

to derive

Strichart, 1986).

the topic of self-concept

examining the ways

social groups to

in

by using

which

self-

which an individual belongs.

members of disadvantaged groups, such

disabilities,

as

have two options when they cannot

escape a stigmatized identity:

1
.

2.

To

attempt to pass for "normal" in the mainstream; and,

To

attempt to construct a positive identity based on being different.

Wilczenski (1992) points out that integrating students with learning
disabilities into the

mainstream of postsecondary education seems
that the best

way

to

cope with a disability

is

to collude

by trying

to

with the general consensus

pass for "normal". Wilczenski

also begins to describe the identity process of students initially diagnosed with
a
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learning d.sabi,,, by
us.ng .he

deabng with
identity

loss.

work of Kuble.Ross
(1969) pena.ning

,o ,he stages

Wilozenski recognizes "three
phases of group process"

fomtafon: dental, explorat.on,
and acceptance, and pushes

(p.

of

53) in

for the continued

use of the Socal Ident.ty
Theory and the loss paradtgm
when work.ng w.th students
with learning disabilities.

Counseling/Therapy

The counseling needs of adults with

learning disabilities can be
determined in

large part through an
examination of their developmental
needs and difficulties

(Rosenthal, 1992).

Many

adults with learning disabilities
seek psychotherapy for a

variety of reasons including
anxiety, depression,

low self-esteem, and poor

interpersonal skills (Schulman,
1984). However, there

is

no one profile of the

psychosocial issues confronting adults
with learning disabilities. Thus,
research shows
that the

amount of counseling techniques employed
seem

to

be as plentiful as the

reasons for seeking counseling.

Schulman (1984)

stresses the

need

for therapists

working with adults with

learning disabilities not to be hasty in ascribing
behaviors associated with the learning
disability to a severe

primary emotional disorder. In

with learning disabilities whose surprisingly

intact

fact,

"there are

a

good psychodiagnostic assessment

at

(p.

862).

Schulman

the initiation of treatment as well

as looking at the entire individual instead of
concentrating
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individuals

ego functions are masked by

behavioral characteristics" associated with their
learning disability

recommends

many

on the

disability.

Occkc.

I>ol|<>way,
,

and

I

)ccker

(

1

9K5) locus on

test

and academic pe. lonnance

anxiety as two key areas to
assist college students with
learning disalMlit.es. The
authors outline a three-tiered
approach to service delivery:
(
I

'.eating counseling

.

programs

that focus

on study

and

skills

l)cljavi()rs;

lest talking
^

2.

Treating lest anxiety through the use
of stress management traunng .uid
relaxation techniques; and.

3.

Using the work of Ellis (1%5)

to cognitively modify .nappropnale
expectations leading to behavior change.

Miller and Cabell (19X9) outline the use of
the cognitive behavioral approach

Beck (1979) with posfsecondary students with learning
Irequently utilized with clients

who

disabilities.

model

is

approach

is

Within

(p. 74).

this

are taught to monitor negative thinking, and to
identify and realize the

interrelationship

ol this

his

are less introspective and have a diminished

tolerance for self-examination and exploration ol past
experiences

model students

I

ol

among

negative thinking, affect and their behavior. The overall goal

to assist .students so that they can,

over time, identify for themselves

dysfunctional assumptions which continually contribute to a distortion of
actual
experience.

Byrne and Crawford
issues

(

1

990) contend

of college students with learning

break self-esteem problems

competent being, and

down

into

that strategies attending to self-esteem

di.sabililies

two

have been neglected.

1

he authors

interrelated dyiiiunics: insults to the self as a

insults to the self as a lovable being.

Although the student with a

learning disability will attempt to minimize insults through avoidance or compensatoi7
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hehavio. ,hcy are

neve,- e,i,n„.,e..

,..,e„„dy„a,„i. ,„co^

i.

used

saK.e„,s „,i„„ develop
.-learned di.abdine." ,o
provi<,e ,„e,„selves
conliol in areas

where

(liey

,o

speoui.e

wUh

a sense

how
of

have none.

ni..klagc (1991, stresses the
need to provide postseeonda^
s,n<lents with
learning disah.I.ties dneet
help w.th acade.n.c prohlen.s,
but emphasises that this will

not work unless the student

is

self-conlldent and independent
(p. 5).

l»w sell-esteen, and learned
helplessness, he recomntends

In order to reverse

a ntnltiface.ed

approach to

counseling including self-help
groups and individual counseling.
Rosenthal ,1992)
(Kohul,

1

9K4,

u.ses

,o assi,s, adults

Kohufs

forntulalion of the self and
sclf-developn.ent

with learning disabilities.

I

le .s,re.s.ses that

counseling

strategies for the adult with
learrting disabilities nn.st be
tesponsivc to not only thetr

developmental self-needs

that relate to strengths, dchcits,

and style of luncticunng, but

also their age and eirciinistance
(p. 223),

Self-Advocacv T^fli^tnp
Recently, research has turned to assessing
the elTcctivcness of various models of
training to help mdividuals with learning
disabilities develop self-advocacy skills
(Allard, I9S7; Sachs,

lliff,

&

Donnelly,

1

987; Phillips, 1990).

One

hour Understanding Learning Disabilities (Ul D)
course developed

Program

at

such model

at

is

a 15-

the Threshold

Lesley College (Yuan, 1994). This course was
designed with three goals

mind;

1.

']

()

provide students with answers to basic questions about learning

disabilities;

2.

To

process information regarding each student's own learning style,
strengths and weaknesses, and strategies for capitali/.ing on strengths
and
compensating for weaknesses; and.
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in

Roffman, Herzog, and Wershba-Gershon
(1994) developed a study

to evaluate

the effectiveness of the

ULD

disabilities received 15

hours of training throughout one
semester, and were evaluated

course. Nineteen first-year students
with learning

with paper-and-pencil instruments
and a

ULD course expanded students'
and taught them

to

mock

interview.

The authors found

knowledge base regarding

that the

their learning disabilities

apply their self-understanding in a social
context.

Service

De liverv

at the

Postsecondarv Level

A main focus of research pertaining to postsecondary students with learning
disabilities has

been

how

to

provide suitable services. Throughout the

last

20 years,

service delivery has meant academic skill
development and/or remediation (tutoring),

while the social-emotional or psycho-social aspects of
learning disabilities went
ignored (Price, Johnson,
that,

"In terms of total

& Evelo,

1994). In fact,

life ftinctioning,

it

was not

until

Kronick (1978) stated

social ineptitude tends to be far

more disabling

than academic dysflinction" (p.87), that service providers began to
attempt to
their

make

programs more comprehensive.
Cordini's (1980) survey of 121 institutions accepting students with learning

disabilities revealed that

assist students in

programs

to

only 14 offered anything more than a basic

managing academic

become more

issues.

tutorial

program

Research further emphasized the need

to

for

sensitive to the multitude of needs of postsecondary students
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l")i;iiMu>slic Icslini'*

1
.

2.

TheDovclopinailoriiKl.vKliKil i;duc;ilional Prorjains;

3.

Aciidcmic

'I.

IJasic .skills icmocliatit)ii;

5.

Siibjccl aica

().

Special courses;

7.

Auxiliary aids and services; and,

N.

(

iuul

|>iogiam advising;

IiiIdi ihi;;

"ouiiselin}',.

Togelher. these eoinponenls were considered
coinprcliensive services

loi

sludenis

al

lo Ik-

necessary

ni

the |>oslsecondary level.

2()

,l,e

needs „r,.„s,seeo,K,.-y s„Kle,„s

->ll>T,e lo enteri,,,

"I-

.oci.l

fo,-

providnig cirectivc,

Scheiber and Talpers (1987) reported
that special programs for
students
learning disabilities should
also include trained staff to

of mdividual leammg styles and
needs leadmg
instruction and tutormg,

work with

to individualized

wuh

students, assessment

plannmg, small group

ongoing communication between
program and regular

staff,

and counseling and student support
groups.
Corbin Sicoli (1986) suggested a
program model involvmg special admissions

and career counseling, special academic
advising, psychological counseling,
and an
academic reinforcement program

Shaw and Norlander

to include tutoring

and study

skills support.

(1986) described the learning disabilities program

University of Comiecticut which involves
evaluation, instruction

in

at the

study skills and

learning strategies, direct instruction in reading,
writing, spelling, and

word processing,

and vocational, academic, and personal counseling.
Miller and Cabell (1989) described

(SLSP)
Its

at the

Community College of Denver. An

intensive mental health counseling
Litt

The Special Learning Support Program
important aspect of this program

component which

is

utilizes cognitive therapy.

and McGuire (1989) described a three-stage process of program
services

for

college students with learning disabilities. This process ranges
from direct instruction
(learning strategies, study skills, self-advocacy skills, understanding
individual
strengths and weaknesses) to monitoring (independent application
of skills, fostering
self awareness, planning for independence) to consultation (student initiated

appointments, demonstrated independence). Brinckerhoff et

al.

(1992) remark that in

these times of reduced resources, this approach has fiscal as well as educational
benefits.
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Recen, research has lead
,o the discussion of
the usefolness of service
delivery
in general.

Szyn,anski and Trueba
(1994, describe ,he possible
cas.ifica.ion of people

with disabiliUes

in .ha,

some of ,he

theoretical class.f.ca.ion
systems

(i.e.

special

education) and socetai
instituttons that have been
invented to assist minority
individuals

(,.e.

models of serv.ce delivery, can
also serve

For example, although
hypothetical constructs, such as
the
dtsabtlity,

to

oppress those indiv.duals.

fxtnotional limitations

of a

can help people understand
differences, such hypothetical
constotcts can also

impose limittng explanations of
behavior. The authors propose

that further research

take into consideration
multi-level, multi-disciplinary
investigations that address

various levels of disability services
or policies (e.g. individual,
interpersonal,
institutional/organizational, societal) from
the

framework of different stakeholders

(e.g.

people with disabilities, families, seivice
providers, employers).

Summary

A review of the literature indicates tliat over the past 20 years

there has been a

substantial increase in research pertaining
to postsecondary students with learning
disabilities (Patton

characteristics

and Polloway, 1992).

Much of this work

of this population and provide insights

has served to define the

into the difficulties faced

by

adults with learning disabilities. Gajar
(1992) notes that the need for comprehensive

service delivery has also been identified as a
concern for postsecondaiy settings;

however,
"the use of research designs to develop effective strategies
to remediate and
accommodate the cognitive, social, personal, and vocational problems faced

by adults with learning

disabilities in

community employment and

postsecondary settings has not been vigorously pursued
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(p.

515)."

The

pursuit of a

new model of service

delivery

is

needed

developmental experiences and needs of
adults with learning

to integrate the unique

disabilities.

It is

important that adults with learning disabilities
help to define for themselves the
services
they need as well as such constructs
as success and quality of life (Hoy
1996).

& Manglitz,

A new model of service delivery must be a highly individualized,

developmental model, and take into consideration
shrinking budgetary supports across

campuses (Strehom, 1995). Closely
for service providers

available

related to the

and professionals

on adults with learning

themes described above

to positively reframe

disabilities.

much of the

is

the need

information

For example, research provides us with

evidence of many weaknesses and deficits that postsecondary
students with learning
disabilities

might experience, yet

fails to report

compensate for many years with minimal

how many of these

services.

Refocusing on strengths and

protective factors of adults with learning disabilities

interventions and

students achieve and

may

more optimal outcomes than continuing

lead to

more appropriate

to focus

on

deficits

(Hoy

Manglitz, 1996).
Patton and

PoUoway (1992)

reported that life-span development psychology

provides a foundation for understanding the adjustment challenges of adults with
learning disabilities.

The authors

cite four

developmental psychology (Baltes, Reese,

major assumptions about life-span

& Lipsitt,

1980) and

how

they might be

important in viewing this population:

1

.

Development

is

seen as a lifelong process, actively ongoing from birth to

death;
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&

^'

^ integrative

^'^'^"P"^^"^ ^'^^

framework by providing
^ba^i^r
a
b^.s for combining knowledge
derived from various
developmentaT
should be considered within
life-span contexts.

With these assumptions

in

mind,

postsecondary settings are likely to be

in

it

is

easy to see that students coming
to

many

different stages of development

regarding their learning disabilities.
Service providers need to match
services to where
students are developmentally, taking
into consideration
their learning disabilities,

and

how

that this conceptualization

is

students conceptualize

likely to continue to change.

PART II
DCT-Theore tical Foundations
Drawing extensively on

the writings of Plato, Piaget, and Freud,
Allen Ivey has

conceptualized an integrative approach to therapy
termed Developmental Counseling

and Therapy (DCT). This approach allows a
counselor/therapist
in a client's

to

examine the change

consciousness throughout a therapeutic relationship.

Ivey (1986) views the construct of DCT as an
integrative position with four key
perspectives:

1
.

A philosophical position

that holds that life is a recursive process

whereby

the individual continually explores the interpersonal,
intrapersonal,
transpersonal, and non-personal environment only to return
to her or his

beginning point. The results of this exploration is that the essence of that
point of beginning is both finally realized and continually changing.
In
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bnef,

we

are the

eulmmation of our

total

experience; past, present, and

development within the counseling
domain
cZ^
lu""""^
""/^r"^
Combmmg the work of Plato and Piaget, Ivey
presents
an innovative

of

development that a client may pass
th^uTnT^'T
hrough on her or his journey to
self-understanding

(Rigaz.o-DiGillio

3.

A

ructure for practice of therapy that
enables counselors/therapists to
evaluate and predict a client's level
of cognitive-development and to design
interventions that are isomorphic to
the client's cognitive level in
order to
ettect appropriate movement
through the
s

cognitive-developmental levels-

4.

Central to this model IS the concept of
coconstructivism. This concept
holds that the counselor/therapist is impacted
by the client through a
reciprocal give and take process that is
inherent in the existential movement
ot the therapeutic relationship (Ver
Eecke, 1984).

Ivey (1986) views the discovery of the intelligence
that transcends and
all

the other levels of cognitive-development
as

synonymous with

awareness of the complexity of the self Ascending
1

.2)

things, concrete action

and thought (concrete),

and thinking (formal), and arriving

at

empower

to the

to the intelligible

Figure

world of visible

world of abstraction

an awareness of the complexity and circularity of

the world's interactions (dialectic), the

these levels can

the dialectical

in a spiral fashion (refer to

from the world of images and perceptions (sensorimotor),

inftises

model

posits that useful generalizations

from

individuals to master whatever developmental tasks they are

confronting (Rigazio-DiGilio, 1989).

The Piagetian concepts of accommodation and
within the

DCT model. How an

assimilation are key concepts

individual changes or influences the world
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(assin^nacon, and

how

a person

v,ewed as .win processes

,s

Muenced

by ,he envi™nn,en.
(accon,n,oda,ion) are

that stand ,n dialectical
relat.onship to each other.

The

stntggle to reach a cogn.t.ve
balance between assignation
and accommodation

is

what

Piaget tern,ed equihbration.
Ivey ,1986) contends that
the process of equ.libration,
or
style

of cognttive balance, of a
person may be an

coping abihty, and
.0

move

is

asset or a detriment to the
person's

usually the focus of the
counselor's/therapisfs work.

clients to a point

flexible, task-appropriate

from which they can access
needed cognitive

DCT posits that adults continually move through
children progress through. Simply
because a client
counselor/therapist cannot necessarily

in

clients will typically

present

often

many

make

it

operation

engage

at

in a

know which

is

the

.evel

T

same cognitive

levels that

a certain chronological age, the

cognitive-developmental level will

any given time. Also, Ivey (1986) comments

that all

mixture of several different levels and will
most likely

previously uncompleted developmental tasks.
These incomplete tasks

necessary for the counselor/therapist to help
guide the client back to

earlier cognitive levels

of re-experiencing the world.

Research indicates
identified

skills in a

manner.

Assessing ropn itive-Developmental

be predominately

DCT aims

by independent

DiGiho, 1989). From the

that clients' cognitive-developmental level
can
raters using

first

be reliably

50-100 words of their natural language (Rigazio-

verbal and non-verbal interaction, the counselor/therapist

can begin to assess the predominant cognitive-developmental
level of the client (see

DCT classification system

in

Appendix A). The way
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in

which

clients describe their

presenting problems w.ll suggest
their manner of
conceptuahzing these coneerns, ar.d

key terms and phrases

will suggest various
cognitive-developmental levels.

For

example, the

late

problem

that

may

include distortions, deletions, and
over-generalizations, whereas the

formal client

may

appear to be analyzing the problem from
a distance but often the

thought process

sensorimotor client

is

may

present a cognitive construction
of the

replete with a pre-operational

view of the situation or with

sensorimotor errors (see Appendix B).
It is

important to note that clients

developmental levels

in

response to

may move

skillful

quickly between cognitive-

questioning and techniques (Rigazio-

DiGilio, 1989). Also, although individuals
are primarily operating within one of
the
four levels, an individual experiencing
psychological distress
particular cognitive-developmental level that

adaptation (Goncalves

IS to

& Ivey,

where the

level.

.

2.

to the client's

client is currently positioned

upon one

provide then effective

predominant cognitive-

may

at levels

confuse and frustrate the

movement can

other than

client.

take one of two directions (Ivey, 1986):

Horizontal movement-Stage enhancement;
Vertical

to

Questions and/or interventions presented

Ultimately, therapeutic

1

unable

often relying

1992). Thus, the critical issue for counselors/therapists

match therapeutic interventions

developmental

is

is

or,

movement-Stage progression.

Because of the idea of horizontal movement (Piaget
decalage) the therapeutic task then

is

ot cognitive functioning. Horizontal

refers to this as horizontal

not necessarily to

move

movement may be

client's ability to perceive a situation in a

a necessary preliminary to a

more complex way.
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clients to "higher" levels

In fact, earlier

uncompleted developn,en,a,
.asks n,ay need
can move

client

to

In

better.

treats

summa,^,

DCT does not emphasis that "higher"

act withtn one's hfe

symptoms

with cltents

be re-examined more
Odly before a

a more effective level of
cognitive-development.

,n fact, opt.mal
psychological health

upon and

.o

from

all

able to flexibly reflect

perspectives, and therapy tdeally
assesses and

at all levels (Ivey.
1986).

at the level

comes from being

levels are necessartly

DCT allows

for counselors/therapists
to join

they are currently utilizing,
work with them to expand opt.ons

or complete tasks w.thin that
particular level (horizontal
growth), or challenge them by

mismatching interventions

to

move

into or develop within
another level (vertical

growth). Therefore, counseling/therapy
that only addresses one level

A

limited.

more

useful if clients can engage in
fomral techniques afterward

on what the experience meant

that concentrate solely

for them.

on understanding may not

Counseling styles and/or therapies
assist clients to efTect concrete

or to tolerate strong sensorimotor
emotional states. In

developmental levels

may be worked

therapeutic plan (Goncalves

may

usefal but

purely sensorimotor approach to
therapy, for example Gestalt
relaxation

techniques, might be
to reflect

may be

& Ivey,

with

at different

all,

many

change

cognitive-

times within an overall

1992), or an entire course of counseling/therapy

primarily focus on one level, leaving remaining
levels for

work

at

a later time.

DCT in practice
As
and

DCT

is

a relatively

new

theory,

much

research remains to test

clinical utility as a metaconstruct to the increasingly
eclectic practice

and therapy (Rigazio-DiGilio, 1989). However,
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DCT has been

used

in

its

validity

of counseling

a variety of

fashions from network
conceptualization (Ivey

&

Ivey, ,991, to the
treatment of

weight loss (Weinstein,
1994).

DCT has been

used

to

conceptualize and treat

disorders (Ivey, 1991a),
children (Ivey

&

DSM III-R Axis II personality

Ivey, 1991), fan^ilies
(Rigazio-DiGilio

Anderson, 1991), and depressed
inpatients (Rigazio-DiGilio,
1989).
materials and instruments exist
to help understand and use

&

&

A range of training

DCT (Ivey,

Rigazio-DiGilio,

Ivey, 1991) including the
Standard Cognitive-Developmental
Interview (SCDI; see

Appendix C)

(Ivey, Rigazio-DiGilio,

&

counselor/therapist take clients through
client's

developmental history. The

Ivey,

1

99 1 ). The SCDI helps a

all levels

SCDI can

of DCT

in describing

an aspect of the

also be used diagnostically to assess
a

client's cognitive-developmental
level.

Ivey's (1991b) self-questionnaire was
developed to help counselors/therapists
identify their

own

this instrument,

preferred style

when

helping clients (see Appendix D). Based
upon

two comprehensive projects have

utilized modified instruments to

identify the preferred cognitive-developmental
levels of clients in a weight

management group (Weinstein, 1992) and postsecondary
disabilities

(Strehom, 1995).

DCT's Ap plication

By

students with learning

using

DCT as

to the Current

Research

a meta-theoretical framework to examine existing service

delivery models for postsecondary students with learning
disabilities
that

most interventions are made

late 1980's

at the

it

concrete and formal level. That

most service delivery was based upon a
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tutorial

becomes evident
is,

prior to the

model, assisting students

with concrete learning
students

skill deficits.

becoming self-advocates

More

recently, literature has
concentrated

(see earlier section

on Self-Advocacy), and

recognizing individual feelings
and needs about their learning

examination, what

many

on

disabilities.

Upon

service delivery programs are
asking students to do

is

closer

to enter

the postsecondary setting as
formal thinkers, then "concretize"
what their needs are

around

their learning disability.

These are quite advanced cognitive

most individuals who do not have a learning

disability

skills.

In fact,

do not achieve the formal

operational level of thinking (Foreman,
1991); however, one might argue convincingly
that concrete

and formal operational

skills are

necessary to successftilly complete a

postsecondary education.

Develop ment of the Current Research

The

application of

DCT to

service delivery for postsecondary students

was

studied in this author's comprehensive project
(Strehom, 1995). In that project,
service delivery

was conceptualized

DCT

as a cognitive-developmental approach to assisting

students in better understanding and accommodating for
their learning disability.
service delivery

1
.

was based upon

Development
that

is

is

DCT

the following assumptions:

not a linear process;

in constant

first

it

is

rather a dialectic, holistic process

movement;

2.

Postsecondary students with learning disabilities are a distinct population
with distinct characteristics and programming needs;

3.

Postsecondary students with learning disabilities will be at different
developmental levels with regard to conceptualizing and understanding
their learning disabilities;
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An md.v.dua

4.

.zed, integrative

framework can be developed that
provides
comb.ning knowledge derived from
different cognitive
developmental levels and conceptualizes
how an individual
bas.s for

lives with a

earning disability; and,

Different change strategies offer
varying degrees of utility
cognitive developmental levels.

5.

The concept of DCT
a

service delivery

Developmental Service Plan (DSP). The

framework

that

at diflerent

was accomplished through

DSP

is

the creation of

an individualized, integrative

combines knowledge derived from the four

different cognitive-

developmental levels of DCT. This framework allows
students and service delivery
providers to better conceptualize

The DSP

Initial

is

how

a student lives with his/her learning disability.

developed through a three step process:
concrete, factual data gathering;

1.

Initial

2.

Assessment of cognitive-developmental
instrument and interview; and.

3.

Development of intervention

level via an assessment

strategies.

Data Gathering
This

first

step

essentially gather as

of DSP development allows students and service providers

much

to

data as possible regarding the learning disability. This step

allows students and the service providers to share concrete information pertaining
learning disability issues. Infonnation shared
limited

at this

point might include, but

is

to:

*How

long has the student

*When was

known

that he/she has a learning disability?

the student diagnosed?
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to

not

*What were

student's grades in high
school?

*Did the student receive
services
* What services are
offered

*How do
Within

these services

this initial

information. This

initial

in the past? If so,

what kind(s)?

by the provider?

work?

meeting the data collected
meeting

is

is

often concrete, factual

no different from many other
service deliveiy

models where concrete issues are
handled very well; however, most
other service
delivery stops after collecting
concrete, factual information.
At this stage
the

DSP,

m developing

service providers are begim^ing
to structure a developmental
framework of the

student. This

framework

reports as well as

what

is

is

built

from the concrete, factual information
the student

contained

in the student's

Assessme nt of Cognitive-Develop ment;^!

T

documentation.

pvpI

This second step of DSP development
occurs through the use of an assessment
instrument and a cognitive-developmental
interview.

Building from Ivey's "What

is

Your Preferred

Appendix D), an informal assessment instrument
used

Style of Helping?" (1991b; see
to help counselors/therapists

assess what cognitive developmental level
or conceptual style they prefer, a similar

instrument was designed for postsecondary
students with learning disabilities.

The instrument, "What
Disability?" (see

The

Appendix

task for the students

is

is

Your

E), consists

to

Preferred Style of Understanding

of nine questions with four possible answers.

rank the four possible responses from most descriptive of

themselves (1) to least descriptive of themselves
totaling each

Your Learning

(4).

The instrument

is

then scored by

of the four columns representing the four cognitive- developmental
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levels.

students then n,ark the.
scores on a developmental
sphere to visually

illustrate their

preferred style(s) (see Figure
2.2).

students are to be assured that
.here
their learning disability.
In fact,

instrument

is

,s

no nght answer or best way

to

understand

eaeh style has both strengths and
weaknesses. This

designed to informally allow students
and service delivery providers an

opportunity to quickly assess where
students

may be

in the conceptualization

of their

learning disability.

In order to follow up with the
brief amount of information the
assessment

instrument will yield, a Standard
Cognitive-Developmental Interview (SCDI)

developed by Ivey

et al.

(1991)

is

recommended

to ftirther assess

how

students

conceptualize their learning disability.

The SCDI

takes a client through

all

levels

of cognitive experience

an aspect of his/her

own

clients' cognitions,

with the interviewer providing stimuli that

levels.

developmental history. The interview attempts

In order to ensure standardization,

it

is

recommended

move

in

describing

to focus

on

clients to different

that the interviewer

adhere to the format provided (see Appendix C).
However, adaptations of this formal
structure

(Ivey et

have been proven useful with a wide variety of children,

al.,

clients,

and patients

1991a).

Within

this

proposed model, the use of the SCDI was an adaptation of the

formal structure. Although the same standard format was utilized,
including sequence

and content of questions, the interview provided additional information

to assist

students and service delivery providers in better adapting services to the students.
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Scoring
1
.

Inslrucllons

Total the four columns at the
bottom of each page and put your totals below
Total of

Columns

1

(S/M)

2 (C)

3

(F)

in

the spaces provided.

4 (D/S)

Page 2

Page 3
Page 4 (above)

Column
2.

total for all

3 pages

Scoring Check for Accuracy of Addition
1. If you add all four columns, the total should be

1 00. If the total of all your answers is 1 00 you
^
have added con-ectly.
2. In you do not total 100:
a. Rnd the page where your error likely Bes. The total of
page 2 scores should be 50.
page 3 shouW be 40, and page 4 should be 10. Did you add each page con-ectly?
c. If you did add con-ectly, then most tkely you put the same
number twice or left out an
answer. Change your answers that shouW take care of the problem.
'

3.

Mark your scores.by

points

on the devetopmental sphere. The
lowest scores indicate your
preferred style areas.

Connect the four points
and note your areas of

4.

preference.

How able are

you to work with and
communicate with those
different from you?

Figure 2.2

Scoring Instructions and Developmental Sphere
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Devclopmenl

The
gathered.

oJllnl ervenlion Slral,.p ip«

third step

From

of DSP developmen, .nvolves
an analysis of the prev.ous
data

this data the service

provider ean begin to help
students eoneeptuaUze a

eognittve-developmentai profile of
themselves. This profile begins
with an overvtew of
.he four eognitive-developmental
levels, and refers back to
the student's developmental

sphere for visual representation.

At

this point, the service

provider can assist the students

strengths and weaknesses, taking
into consideration

how

in

understanding their

they conceptualize their

learning disability, and the
interventions/skills associated with
each cognitive-

developmental level (see Figure
construct an individualized

When

DSP

developing the

not the main focus.

The DSP

2.3).

service provider and student then
co-

based upon the four cognitive-developmental

DSP
is

The

it

is

levels.

important to note that a students' weaknesses
are

based upon both strengths and weaknesses,

emphasizing continual growth and change regarding
the conceptualization of one's
learning disability as well as the skills
associated with each cognitive-developmental
level.
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Body

cciilcicd aclivitiox

Relaxation techniques, guided imagery,
hypnosis, biofeedback, stress reduction,
anxiety workshops, exercise/physical
education chisses

Concrete tasks
IMannnig and organizational

skills,

content tutoring, agenda setting, notetakers,

read and understand documentation, set
goals for each semester.

Noticing pattems

Self-advocacy

skills,

personal counseling, support groups, further
assessment of

strengths and weaknesses, personality testing.

Contextual thinking

Genogram, examine research on learning

disabilities,

examine the process of

labeling, attend consciousness raising groups.

Figure 2.3

Interventions and Skills of Each
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CDL

The comprehensive

projeet ended with the design
and implementation of a

Developmental Serviee Plan (DSP)
questions

still

remained as

for

to the utility

postsecondary students with leammg

two students (see Figure

2.4);

however,

of sueh a developmental model

disabilities.

without the validation of a working
instrument.

In faet, sueh a

in

many

working with

model eould not

More work was needed

exist

to validate the

quick assessment of students'
predominant cognitive-developmental level
as well as
identification

of significant factors

that

may
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impact each

level.

I^toer^^^-^^^^
rustration

you

feel

is

a strength for

you M.

In order to reduee the

m regards to your learning disabiUty the

interventions are well suited to your
skills:

following

Relaxation techniques, guided imagery,
hypnosis, biofeedback,

stress

reduction, anxiety workshops,
exercise/physical education classes

Concrete tasks -At times during our meeting
it was difficult for
you to be
concrete about your experiences and needs.
It may prove helpfxil to
continue
work with me to strengthen this area. The
following interventions can be

to

utilized:

Planning and organizational

content tutoring, agenda setting, notetakers
read and understand documentation, set
goals for each semester.
skills,

Noticing pattems -This is another strength for
you M.
conceptualize your learning disability by recognizing
following interventions are well suited to your

You show

an ability to

patterns in your

The

skills.

* Self-advocacy skills, personal counseling,
support groups, further

of strengths and weaknesses, personality

life.

assessment

testing.

Contextual thinking-Most individuals do not ordinarily make sense
of their
worlds from this frame of reference; however, it can be a useful way to
conceptualize your learning disability while here at the university. The
following interventions can be utilized:

*Genogram, examine research on learning

disabilities,

labeling, attend consciousness raising groups.

Figure 2.4

Sample
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DSP

examine the process of

CHAPTER

III

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

In this chapter the criteria
and procedures of the present
study will be reviewed.

The chapter

is

divided into seven sections. The

first

section will serve as an

introduction and re-acquaintance
with the purposes of the present
study.
section will elaborate

Sample population

The

the hypotheses of the study
that were presented in Chapter

selection, composition,

and size

will

be detailed

fourth section will detail the
measures used for data collection.

cany out
The

upon

The second

this study within the University
setting will

sixth section will consist of the
research design

m the third section.
The

be reviewed in the

steps taken to

fifth section.

and data collection procedures.

Finally, procedures for statistical
analysis will be detailed in section
seven.

Introduction

The present study
previous chapter.

1
.

2.

As

is

derived fi-om the

initial

exploratory

stated previously, the purposes

work described

of this dissertation were

in the

to:

Create an instrument to assess the cognitive-developmental
level of
students with learning disabilities; and,

Identify significant factors that impact

developmental

upon

students' cognitive-

levels.

Hypotheses

The various hypotheses outlined
1.

A

significant

in

Chapter

number of postsecondary

do not present

at the

I

are elaborated here:

students with learning disabilities

concrete or formal levels, and
fi-equency amongst all four levels may exist;
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in fact,

I

a

more balanced

This hypothesis addresses the
crux of the present study. That

is,

with learning disabilities will
arrive at postseeondary settings
presenting

cognitive-developmental levels. Thus, service
provision for
addressing students' needs on

all

four levels. Chapters

I

and

this

II

levels.

Students

who

are

who

at all

four

population should be

detail

models of service provision could be seen
as "template services"
reasons, they cater to students

that students

how

current

in that, for

a variety of

are comfortable presenting at the
concrete or formal

more comfortable presenting

at

the sensorimotor or

dialectic/systemic levels m.ght be considered
in the minority and less well
served in

postseeondary settings.

2.

Students

who

present at the concrete or formal levels will
be more likely to
feel that they know more about their
learning disability (score of 3 or
greater on a 6 point Likert scale) than students
presenting at the

sensorimotor or dialectic/systemic levels-

3.

Students

who

present at the concrete or formal levels will be more likely
to
feel that they accommodate well for their
learning disability (score of 3 or
greater on a 6 point Likert scale) than students presenting
at the

sensorimotor or dialectic/systemic levels;

4.

who present at the concrete or formal levels will be more likely
have higher CPA's than students presenting at the sensorimotor or
Students

to

dialectic/systemic levels;

It

was expected

that students

who

presented

at either the

cognitive-developmental levels would be more likely to
their learning disability,

than students

who

accommodated well

for

it,

concrete or formal

feel that

they

knew more about

and had higher cumulative CPA's

presented at the sensorimotor or dialectic/systemic levels for several

reasons. First, due to the

overwhelming bias of current service provision

concrete and formal services (see Chapter

II),
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students

who

presented

in offering

at the

concrete

and formal levels .ay
be .ore
they icnew

at

ease in accessing these
serv.es, and therefore feel

.ore and aeco.modated

better than students

who

presented

at

the

sensorimotor and d.alect.e/systenne
levels. Also, the
eoncrete and formal cogn^ve-

developmental levels
about the.selves.
level will tend to

individuals

.ay

.ay

As

also inherently allow
individuals to feel that they
Icnow

deseribed

be .ore

. Chapter

II,

linear, sequential,

and

Chapter

II,

individuals

of the.selves. Thus,

"know" more about
than individuals

5.

factual.

who

present at the concrete

Because of this, these

be .ore naturally inclined
to "know" .ore about
their strengths and

weaknesses, and thus acco..odate
well with
in

individuals

.ore

see.s

infonnation in .ind.

As described

present at the foimal level will
tend to be .ore "aware"
logical that individuals

their learning disability

who

Students

it

who

this

and

who

feel they

present

at this level

accommodate

.ight

better for

it

present at the sensonmotor or
dialectic/systemic levels.

who

present at the concrete or formal
levels will be more likely to
later in life (from age 12 and
older) students presenting at the
sensorimotor or dialectic/systemic levels;

be diagnosed

According

to Piaget, the concrete operational
stage

of development occurs from

approximately age 8-12 and the formal
operational stage begins

beyond (Craig, 1996). Thus,

it

seems evident

at

age 12 and continues

that postsecondary students

diagnosed after these times will be more likely

who were

to present at either the concrete or

formal levels.

6.

Students

who

present at the concrete or formal levels will be more
likely to
be upperclassmen Quniors and seniors) than students
presenting at the
sensorimotor or dialectic/systemic levels;
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This hypothesis focuses on
,he possible developmental
progression
postsecondao- students n,ay take
when deahng w,th .heir learning
hypothesis poses that

many

ftrst

and

that those students

in service del.vety

and

who

models

dtsabili.y.

and second-year students may
not present

concrete or formal levels due
to their possible inexperience
are upperclassmen

that foster these

at

levels to learn

This

at the

the pos.seconda,^ level,

may have had more

two

that

time and experience

more about themselves

their learning disability.

Students

who

present at the concrete or formal
levels will be more likely to
correctly identify their learning
disability than those students
presenting
at the sensorimotor or
dialectic/systemic levels; and,

7.

This hypothesis makes the assumption
that individuals

who

present

at

the

concrete and formal levels are more
likely to be able to correctly
identify their learning
disability than students presenting at
other levels

levels

may

Hypothesis

8.

inherently allow an individual to

due

to that fact that

know more

about themselves (see

1).

Students

who

correctly identify their learning disability will
be

to feel that they

know more

about their learning disability,

well for their learning disability, and have higher
able to correctly identify their learning disability.

This hypothesis

from the

both of these

literature

disability they

is

based upon two assumptions.

on self-advocacy

that students

have will be better able

Second, an assumption

is

made
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who

First,

own

than students not

an assumption

who know what

to assess their

that students

CPA's

more likely
accommodate

is

made

kind of learning

strengths and weaknesses.

are able to correctly identify their

lea,„i„, clisai,„i,y

'

w,„

I.e

,n.„c

^""'^'"-^

.Cvc

i„ .sel|.adv.,cacy

"'-Cly

„„,,n.,y

i.,c„„ry

„„,,

,„

i.a,ni„,, disahilhy.

SiltnpleJ\)|)ii|;ili()n

wee

l>articip,,„(.s

a( .i,e

rccnilcd from Lcan.ing Disahilhics

U,„ve,s„y „l Massaei.u.sC.s.

A,ni,ers(. T<, rceeive services

mus, Lave w, „te„ <iocunK„la,i„„ lh,m
'l.sal„n,y.

w,Mks

I

DSS

managcnenl

nunlcl.

Services (IJ).SS)

M M>SS,

sluden.s

a licensed psycl,„l„gisl
„f a( leas, .,„e lea,„ing

has been serving sludenls

Iron, a case

Sup,,,,,,

will, learning drsab,l,„es
r„r len

years and

aghl graduate s.udenls are assigned
40-50

l

studcnis per semeslcr and acl as
acaden,ie/pers„nal cunscU.rs as well as
ha.suns „,

University facuKy and slalT A, Ihc
l<»)6 scineslei
,

each sludcnl was asked

slndcnls parlieipalcd in
lo

i.nlial

llie

nieeln.g w„l, a case n,anager

U) parlicipale in

sludy, bul seven were

incnnplele quesli.Minaires.

A

llnal U.tal ol

I

I

(,

ii„l

lliis

used

A

sludy^

in

Ihe

dunng

l„lal „l

liiial clala

pailieipanis were used in

,l,e

l

all
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analysis due

llie

dala

analyses.

'I'hc

who were

sample

popiilalioii included students at the University

receiving services

at

LOSS

during the

I'all

of Massachusetts

semester ofl 996. Table

presents the imtial demographic characteristics
ofthe sample population.

An

investigation of current year in college (year
ofcollcgc graduation) yielded
(n

In

(n

2K),

28% Juniors

(n

32), 24%)

sophomores

(n

28),

and

terms of social considerations, the sample population was
54) and 53%o male (n

White, with

7%

(n

62).

I'he

24%

47%

49

24%

seniors

freshmen (n - 28).

female

majority of the participants 93%) (n

8) representing other race/ethnic groups.

3.1

108) were

Table

Initial

3.1

Demographics

Year of college graduation

Year
Fall

Freouenc

Percentage

1996-1997

Gender

Gender

Freouenc

Percentage

Female

47%

Male

62

TOTAL

116

53%

00%

1

Race/Cultural group

Grou

Freouenc

White

Percentage

93%

Other

8

TOTAL

116

50

7%
00%

Table 3.2 presents .he clenu,g,apluc
eharaeteristies ofthis population
speeilk

leannn,

when
13)

(n

d.sah.l.ties.

T,. sample population was
between

the ages

they were initially d.agnosed
w.th a learning d.sab.I.ty.

were mifally diagnosed between
the ages orO-6, eo.npared

= 43) who were

nut.ally diagnosed

m

du.mosed

in.t.ally

13%

Finally,

(n

the

15)

were

initially

60) were

initially

initially

24%

(n

17)

were diagno.sed between the

compared

to

20%

23)

who were

(n

= 22) were

were

15-18 ago nmgc.

19.

52%

of the sample (n =

diagnosed betwee.i the grades of
pre-kindergarten through
II)

(n

in the

diagnosed with a learnmg disab.Hty.

sample (n

19%

37%

the grades of pre-k.ndergarten
to thud year

9% of the

l-mally,

28)

diagnosed above the age of

The sample population was between
of eollege when

to

oflhe sample (n =

between the ages of 7-10. 15%
(n

1-14 age range, and

I

of (bur and thu ty-s.x

.%

1

to

tilth

grade.

sixth and e.ghth grades, as

diagno.sed between the nu.lh and twelllh
grades,

diagno.sed allei the Iweinii grade.

Table 3.3 presents the demographic
characteristics ofthis population .specific to
types of learnmg disabilities.

documentation

that

the freiiuency

students with

once

in the

to support

57) of the sample population have

two learning

that support three

disabilities.

or more learning

of types of learning

10%

Finally,

di.sabilities.

I

hus,

disabilities in the present study,

more than one diagnosis of a

it

41%

(n

when

(n

II)

48)

have

reporting

must be noted

learning di.sabiiity were counted

and l4"o (n

(n

18)

were documented with

attention ba.seil learning

27) were documented with auilitoiy learning disabilities.

51

that

more than

frequency distribution.

10% of the sample
di.sabilities,

(n

support the diagnosis of one learning disability,
and

have documentation

documentation

49%

Table 3.2

Demographics Specific

Age

Grade

1

to

at initial

Learning Disabilities

diagnosis

in school at initial diagnosis

GRADE

FREQUENCY

PERCENTAGE

Pre K-5

60

52%

6-8

11

9%

9-12

23

20%

13+

22

19%

TOTAL

116

100%

1-

52

Table 3.3

Demographics Specific

to

Types of Learning Disabi

Number of diagnosis of learning
# of diaonn<!ig

9

3+

TOTAL

ities

disabilities

Freouenc

Percentage

57

49%

48

41%

11

10%

116
1

Types of learning
-Type

Frefluenc

Language
Mathematics

00%

disabilities

Percentage

34%
13

Memory

7%
3%

Visual

31

17%

Other

15

8.5%

TOTAL

84

100%

53

6% (n =

1

1)

of the sample were documented
with dyslexia, while 0.5% (n =

documented with head trauma. 34% of the
sample
language learning disability, and
disability.

disability,

Finally,

3% of the
while

1

70/0

were

= 62) were documented
with a

(n

were documented with a math related
learning

l^/o

sample (n = 6) were documented with
a memory based learning
(n

=

3

1

8.5% of the sample

listed in the

1)

)

(n

were documented with a visual learning

=

15)

were documented with a learning

disability.

disability not

above categories.
Measures

The following

section describes the

measurement instruments

that

were used

in

the present study.

Assessment Instrument
Building from Ivey's "What

is

Your Preferred

Style of Helping?" (1991; see

Appendix D), an informal assessment instrument used

to help counselors/therapists

assess what cognitive-developmental level or conceptual
style they prefer, a similar

instrument was designed for postsecondary students with learning
disabilities.
draft

of this instrument, entitled "What

is

Your

A

Preferred Style of Understanding

first

Your

Learning Disability?" (see Appendix E), was developed for the author's comprehensive
study (Strehom, 1995). This

first draft

consisted of nine questions

with four possible answers and was not held to any internal validity measures or review

by experts

in the field.

The instrument used
as a Learner?" (see

in the present study, entitled

Appendix

F), consists

"How do You View

Yourself

of ten questions with four possible answers.

Students rank four possible responses from most descriptive of themselves (1) to least
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descripfve of themselves

columns representing

(4).

The instrument

their learning disability.

is

then scored by totaling each
of four

the four cognitive-developmental
levels.

Students are ,o he assured that
there

instrument

is

is

no right answer or hest way

In fact, each style has both
strengths

to

understand

and weaknesses. This

designed to infonnally allow students
and service delivery providers
an

opportunity to quickly assess
where students

may

be

in the conceptualization

of their

learning disability.

This instrument was

initially

used and validated

m the present study.

Prior to

the study, internal validity
measures were implemented to strengthen
the measure and
will be detailed later in this
chapter.

Information Sheet

Each participant was asked

to

fill

out an information sheet containing
five

questions (See Appendix G). All questions
gathered general information that was used
in the data analyses.

the student's official

Three of the questions (1-3) were verified by
using information
file at

LOSS. Two of these

questions (4

&

5) utilized six-point

Likert scales.

Developmental Interview
In order to follow

up with the brief amount of information the assessment

instrument yielded, a condensed version of the Standard
Cognitive-Developmental
Interview (SCDI; see Appendix C) developed by Ivey,
Rigazio-DiGilio, and Ivey

(1991) was used to further assess
disability.

how

students initially conceptualized their learning

This interview was also used to validate the instrument.
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in

Approximately

The goal of the
disability; the

20%

interview

key

facts

of all subjects partic.pa.ing

was

to obta.n a broad pieture

in the

study were interviewed.

of the student's learning

and feelings as organized by the
student with minimal

interference from the interviewer.

The

interviews lasted approximately
f.ve minutes

and consisted of elicWng
approximately 100 words from each
student pertaining
their learning disability.

to

Statements were then rated by five
independent judges as to

the primary cognitive-developmental
level used by the student.

The following

interview cue

was used

to elicit the

100-word response from

Students:

would like you to respond to a statement that
I hope will stimulate
you in
some way I would like you to say as much as
you can about what happens
tor you when you focus on your
learning disability."

"I

Past research has demonstrated that
a client's predominate orientation can be
identified
in the natural

shown

language of an mterview (Rigazio-DiGilio,
1990). Research has also

that this

50-100-word interview was

effective in identifying cognitive-

developmental level of an inpatient population
(Rigazio-DiGilio, 1989; Rigazio-DiGilio

&Ivey,

1990).

University Setting
In order to conduct the present study

on the campus of the University of

Massachusetts, Amherst, several steps were taken.

were designed and submitted
H).

The

to the

Human

written consent forms were based

Subjects

upon

research with humans:

1.

Participation in research

is

First,

voluntary;
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two written consent forms

Review Committee

(see

Appendix

the following notions central to

The

2.

Voluntary Participation

3.

The

,n,t,al

researeliers

is

based on being informed;
and,

must guard

wntten consent form

against

making

participants vulnerable.

deta.Is the general
pun^oses

specific guidelines as to
the relationship

of this study

to

of the study and

LDSS. The second

consent form details the
interview phase of the present
study and indicates

randomly chosen

for an interview, participants
will

be compensated for

indicates

written

that, if

the.r effort

and

time.

Upon

approval from the

Human

Subjects

Review Committee,

a formal proposal

of the study, including the approved
written consent forms, were
submitted
Research Committee

(CCAD)

LDSS

is

at the

at the

Center for Counseling and Academic
Development

University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

located.

Upon

to the

CCAD

is

the center

where

approval by the Research Committee,
the proposal was

presented to staff members and case
managers

at

LDSS who would

be assisting

in the

data collection with students.

Researc h Design and Data Collection

The design of this study

is in

four parts: instrument construction and

validation

by content

collection

from students with the interviews, and

experts, data collection

initial

from students with the instrument, data
ratings of interviews

by content

experts.

Instrument Construction

As

detailed earlier in this chapter, an initial draft of this
instrument

was

completed for the author's comprehensive study. For the purposes
of the present study,
a

new

draft

was completed with enhanced questions and answer
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choices.

A group of

five professionals

who have

studied and worked

wUh

Ivey's Developmental

and Therapy (DCT) model
were eontaeted and invhed

Counsehng

to serve as content experts
for

the study. This group of
experts included Allen Ivey, Hd.D.

The content experts were

much

it

refiected each

of 1-6 was

to first rate

each individual .inswer choice as

one of the four cognitive-developmental

utilized for data collection (see

Appendix

I).

perfoi-m internal consistency analyses
detailed helow.
reliability coefficients (Alpha),
the instrument

A

Likert scale

This data was then utilized

Upon

was then

levels.

how

to

to

receiving acceptable

printed and ready for data

collection with students.

Data

Co llection
At the

student

with the Instrument

initial

was asked

with students

meeting with a case manager during the

to p^irticipate in the study.

who were

asked to give approval

in

agreement

1996 semester, each

Written consent forms were reviewed

to participate in the study.

Students were also

to a possible interview at a later date, if they

chosen from other participants

in the study.

were randomly

Completed, written consent fonns,

mformation sheets, and instruments were returned

main

Fall

to a confidential

box

in the

LDSS

office.

Data Collection with the Interviews

Beginning approximately

five

weeks

after initial data collection,

twenty

students were randomly chosen from those participating in the study and asked to
participate in a five-minute interview.

two students declined

A

total

of twenty-two students were contacted as

to participate in the interview.
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Interviews were conducted

at

the

panic,pa„„g studcn,, and

a,,

in.e^.ews were audio ,aped
and .ranscnbed by ,he
au.hor.

all

interviews, ,he five content
experts were again contacted

Ratings of the T nterviews

Upon
to rate the

transcribing

twenty tnterviews. The
content experts were asked

to rate

each

,

00-word

response fron, each student
for a prima.^ and
secondaty cogn,t,ve-developn,en,al
level
(see

Append.

statistic to

J).

Th,s nont.nal data was then
used

measure

to

perfor™ a percentage agreement

inter-rater reliability (detailed
below).

Data Analy ses

Data analyses for the present
study took place
reliability analyses

were completed

analyses of variance
cluster analysis

(ANOVA's),

in three parts.

for the construction

First, internal

of the instrument. Second,

chi square, correlation
coefficients, and

K-means

were performed on the data gathered
from the information sheet and

instrument. Finally, an inter-rater
reliability procedure, percentage
agreement, was

performed

to

determine agreement

among

experts rating interviews as well as to

determine agreement between students'
interviews and their scores on the instrument.
All data analyses

were computed via SPSS

for

Windows.

Instrument Construction
In order to assess the overall

model, content experts were asked

to

fit

of items between the instrument and the

consider each answer stem from la-lOd (n =
40)

and make a dichotomous decision (Likert scale
of
cognitive-developmental levels.

A

DCT

1-6) about

its

match

to the four

"p value" was then obtained through
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this content

method developed by Katz
(1958). ReHabii.ty

validity

computed

for each

eoeffieients (Alpha)

of the four cognitive-developmental

were then

levels.

Information Shce Land Instrument

To

begin, a description of the methods
for

all

data analyses specific to each

hypothesis will be presented. For the
pu^^ose of clarity, each hypothesis will
be
restated before the procedures
associated with

A

1
.

its

investigation are defined.

number of postsecondary students with learning
disabilities
do not present at the concrete or formal
levels, and in fact, a more balanced
frequency amongst all four levels may
exist;
significant

This hypothesis was tested by observing a
frequency of students
cognitive-developmental

level.

student's lowest score, a fifth category,
undifferentiated,
analysis with a chi square statistic

study,

it

among

was determined

each

Cognitive-developmental level was determined by each

student's lowest score on the instrument.
In cases where there

significant difference

in

was performed

to

was

was a

created.

determine

tie

A

between a
frequency

if there existed a

the frequencies in each group. For the purposes of
this

that a "significant"

number of students not presenting

at

concrete and formal levels would be 1/3 of the sample or --35%.
2.

Students

who

present at the concrete or formal levels will be more likely to
feel that they know more about their learning disability
(score of 3 or
greater on a 6 point Likert scale) than students presenting at the

sensorimotor or dialectic/systemic levels;

Hypothesis

Two was

tested through

two one-way analyses of variance.

Initially,

students' cognitive-developmental levels (1-4) were used as the independent variable

by the dependent variable of perceived knowledge about
additional

one-way analysis of variance was performed
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their learning disability.

selecting students into

two

An

groups.

The

fi.,,

s,u..„s p.esenUng

s.ude„,s p.e.on„ng

a,

a. ,ho

co„„e,e and Tonna, ,eve,,

,„e sensorin,o,or and
dia,ec„e/s,s.e„,lc levCs.

a,.d ,„e

,o,. .,„.s

one-way analysis of v=.,anee,
students' selee.ed
eogni.ivo-developn.en.a,

was used

second

.econd

level (1-2)

as .he u,dependen, variable
by ,he dependent va,-,able
„, pe,.ce,ved knowledge

about their learning disabihty.
Students

3.

who

present

the concrete or fomial
levels will be more likelv to
.ey accommodate well lor
their le..n.ng d.sab.hl^C^I^:^
o 3 o
greater on a 6 point L.kert
scale) than students
presenting at he
sensormiotor or dialectic/systemic
levels;

^

^

Much

at

like

Hypothesis Two, Hypothesis Three
was tested through two one-way

analyses of variance.

Initially, students'

cognitive-developmental levels (1-4) were

used as the independent variable
by the dependent variable of perceived
level of

accommodation

for their learning disability.

An

additional

one-way analysis of

variance was performed selecting
students into two groups. The

presenting

at the

first,

students

concrete and fomial levels, and the
second, students presenting

sensorimotor and dialectic/systemic

levels.

For

this

at

the

second one-way .malysis of

variance, students' selected
cognitive-developmental level (1-2)

was used

as the

independent variable by the dependent variable
of perceived level of accommodation
for their learning disability.

4.

who present at the concrete or fomial levels will be more likely
have higher GPA's than students presenting at the
sensorimotor or
Students

to

dialectic/systemic levels;

Much

like

Hypotheses

one-way analyses of variance.

Two

and Three, Hypothesis Four was tested through two

Initially, students'

cognitive-developmental levels (1-4)

were used as the independent variable by the dependent variable
of cumulative GPA.
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An

additional

groups.

The

one-way analyses of variance
was perfonned

first,

selecting students into

two

students presenting at the
concrete and formal levels,
and the second

students presenting at the
sensorimotor and dialectic/systemic
levels. For this second

one-way analysis of variance,
students' selected
cognitive-developmental

was used

5.

as the independent variable

Students

level (1-2)

by the dependent variable of
cumulative GPA.

who

present at the concrete or formal
levels will be more likely to
be diagnosed later
life (from age 12 and
older) than students pre n
ng
at the sensorimotor
or dialectic/systemic levels;

m

6.

Students

who

present at the concrete or formal
levels will be more likely to
be upperclassmen Quniors and
seniors) than students presenting
at the
sensorimotor or dialectic/systemic levels;

7.

Students

who

present at the concrete or formal levels
will be more likely to
correctly identify their learning
disability than students presenting
at the
sensorimotor or dialectic/systemic levels;

Hypotheses Five,
with the chi square

8.

Six,

and Seven were

all

tested through a frequency analysis

statistic.

Students

who

correctly identify their learning disability will
be „
more

likely to feel that they

accommodate well

know more

about their learning disability,

for their learning disability,

and have higher GPA
than students not able to correctly identify their
learning disability.

Much

like

Hypotheses Two, Three, and Four, Hypothesis Eight was tested

through a one-way analysis of variance. Whether or not
students correctly identified
their learning disability (0-1)

variables of Know,

was used

as the independent variable

Accommodate, and GPA.
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by the dependent

Eating_oflnteodews

The data gathered from
pereentage agreement

.he ra<i„gs of .he con.ent
experts

statistie to

measure

inter-rater reliabihty.

was used

.0

perfom, a

Beeause the data

gathered from the ratings was
nominal, percentage agreement
was used as a measure of
tmer-rater rehabihty.

The percentage agreement

statistic

was calculated a

of three

total

times.

First,

percentage agreement was calculated

individual interview.

60%

I,

was deten„ined by

among

the five experts for each

the author's dtssertation
committee that a

agreement (3/5 expens) would determine

at

what cognitive-developmental

level

the student presented.

A

second percentage agreement was
calculated by combining

all

twenty

interviews as a whole for an overall
agreement.

A

third percentage

attained at least

levels

60%

utilizing the interviews that

agreement from the experts. These cognitive-developmental

were then compared

levels as

agreement was calculated

to

each of the twenty students' cognitive-developmental

determined by the instrument.

Further Analvses

After the data analyses presented above were
performed to answer the

hypotheses of the present study,
arose during

initial

flirther

analyses were performed on questions that

data analyses.

Correlation coefficients were performed

among

all

hypothesized that there might be significant correlations
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numerical variables.

to report

among such

It

was

variables

as age

of initial diagnosis and how much
students

feel they

knew about

their learning

disability.

A

frequency analysis of students'
cognitive-developmental profiles was

performed

A

profile.

means

to inquire

whether there was a significant amount of
students

further attempt to perform an analysis
of profiles

in a particular

was accomplished

via

K-

cluster analyses.

Further one-way analyses of variance were
performed by using additional

independent variables.
analysis,

much

First, clusters (1-6),

created through the

K-means

cluster

were used as the independent variable by the dependent
variables of how

students feel they

accommodate

know

about their learning disability,

for their learning disability,

and

their

how

cumulative

well they feel they

GPA

(Know,

Accommodate, and GPA).
Second, ages of students when

initially

diagnosed (1-5) were used as the

independent variable by the dependent variables Know, Accommodate, and
GPA.
Third, grade levels of students

when

initially

diagnosed (1-4) were used as the

independent variable by the dependent variables Know, Accommodate, and GPA.
Lastly, a

new

variable

was constructed

cognitive-developmental levels. This

new

combined group of students presenting
presenting

level.

at the

at

to tease out

any differences among

variable consisted of three groups: a

the concrete and formal levels, students

sensorimotor level, and students presenting

at

the dialectic systemic

This variable (1-3) was used as the independent variable by the dependent

variables

Know, Accommodate, and GPA.
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CHAPTER

IV

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this chapter the results of the data generated by the present study will
be

presented and discussed.
results

The organization of the

of the data analyses pertaining

chapter will be as follows: First, the

to instrument construction will

be presented and

discussed. Second, the results of data analysis pertaining to the information sheet and
the instrument will be presented and discussed, including a case-by-case analysis of

each hypothesis. Third, the results of data analysis from the interviews will be
presented and discussed. Finally, additional results from further analyses will be

presented and discussed in order to help clarify and expand upon the implications of the
study as a whole.

Instrument Construction
Results
In order to assess the overall

fit

of items between the instrument and the

DCT

model, content experts were asked to consider each answer stem from la-lOd (n = 40)

and make a dichotomous decision (Likert scale of
four cognitive-developmental levels.

A "p

1-6) about the

stems match to the

value" was then obtained through this

content validity method developed by Katz (1958). The calculation of this

statistic

produced a p value of .895.
Reliability coefficients (Alpha)

were then computed

for each of the four

cognitive-developmental levels. These coefficients are presented
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in

Table

4.1.

Each of

Table 4.1

Reliability Coefficients

Standardized item alnha
Sensorimotor

.9146

.9147

Concrete

.9387

.9405

Formal

.8958

.9092

Dialectic/Systemic

.8495

.8534

TOTAL

.8996

.9044
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the four cognitive-developmental levels achieved
an Alpha score above that considered
significant (>.70).

Discussion

These

results validated the

fit

of the items

to the instrument

and allowed for

further analyses using the instrument to take place.

Information Sheet and Instrument

'

I

To

begin, a description of the methods for

all

data analyses specific to each

P

!

hypothesis will be presented. For the purpose of clarity, each hypothesis will be
restated before the procedures associated with

its

investigation are defined.

HYPOTHESIS

A

significant

number

I

1

of postsecondary students with learning disabilities

do not present at the concrete or formal levels, and
frequency amongst all four levels may exist;

in fact, a

more balanced

Results

Table 4.2 reports the fi-equencies for students' cognitive-developmental levels as

measured by the instrument with Figure

4.

1

depicting this data visually. This

hypothesis was tested by observing the frequency of students

developmental
determine

if

level.

A

frequency analysis with a chi square

a significant difference

among

in

each cognitive-

statistic

was performed

the fi-equencies in each group existed.
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to

Table 4.2

Cognitive-Developmental Levels

CDL

Frequency

Percentage

Sensorimotor

19

16%

Concrete

30

26%

Formal

31

27%

Dialectic/Systemic

28

24%

Undifferentiated

8

7%

TOTAL

116

CDL

Frequency

1

00%

Percentage
"

..

Sensorimotor

47

41%

61

52%

Undifferentiated

8

7%

Total

116

100%

Dialectic/Systemic

Concrete

Formal
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(3
tl

20

Cognitive-Developmental Levels

Figure

4.

Cogiiitivc-DcvclopmciUal Levels
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As reported
levels

in the table, a relatively

was obtained with

26%

concrete (n = 30),

Only

7%

among

16% of the sample was

the instrument.

27%

formal (n = 31), and

of the sample was placed

A

balanced frequency of cognitive-developmental

another. In sum,

=

41%

.3430). That

(n

By way of a frequency

is,

statistic

no one group

showed no
is

= 47) of the sample presented

dialectic/systemic levels, while

dialectic/systemic (n

into the undifferentiated category (n

frequency analysis with chi square

the groups (p

24% was

52%

(n

= 61) presented

two groups

(p

=

.

=

=

19),

28).

8).

significant difference

significantly larger than

either at the sensorimotor or

concrete or formal levels.

at the

analysis with chi square statistic, there

difference between these

sensorimotor (n =

was

also no significant

779).

1

Discussion

As

previously stated, this hypothesis addresses the basic crux of the present

study. That

is,

students with learning disabilities will arrive and exist within

postsccondary settings presenting

at all

four cognitive-developmental levels. This

hypothesis set out to prove that a "significant" amount (35%) of students did not
present at the concrete or formal levels, and

was supported.

it

This finding has implications for service delivery with postsecondary students
with learning disabilities for several reasons.

models of service provision have been
present

at

tailored to

the concrete and formal levels.

economic time of small budgets, services
(>

50%) make

the most sense.

First,

One
that

Chapters

I

and

II

detail

how

current

meet the needs of students who

reason this

may be

true

is

that in this

meet the needs of the majority of students

However, Chapters

I

and

I!

also detail

how

such

"template services" might not meet the needs of a number of students. This finding
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suggests that a poten„ally large

settees that meet
at the

number of students

thetr preferred styles.

Students

(4,./. i„ this

who

are

sample) are not Hndtng

more eomfortable presenting

sensorimotor or d.alectic/systemic
levels might be considered

and serviced

less well in

in the

"mtnority,"

postsecondaty settings than there
concrete and formal

counterparts.

In light

of further data analyses, a second
implication of this finding poses the

question: Should postsecondary
service providers be helping

comfortable

at

all

students to be

more

the concrete and formal levels?
This implication will be discussed in

Chapter V.

Also

|

in light

of flirther data analyses as well as the

DCT model,

a third

implication of this finding poses the
question: Should service provision be
addressing
all

four cognitive-developmental levels
regardless of what level a student presents?

This implication will also be discussed

in

Chapter V.

HYPOTHESIS

who present at
know more about

Students
feel that

they

2

the concrete or formal levels will be more likely to
their learning disability (score of 3 or greater on a

6 point Likert scale) than students presenting at the sensorimotor and
dialectic/systemic levels;

Results

An

I

initial

one-way analysis of variance was performed using

students'

cognitive-developmental level (1-4) as the independent variable and perceived
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knowledge about
this

their learning disability (1-6) as the

dependent variable. Results of

ANOVA produced no significant differences among the groups (p ^ .1241).
An

additional

one-way analysis of variance was performed using

combined cognitive-developmental

students'

level (1-2) as the independent variable

and

perceived knowledge about their leaming disability (1-6) as the dependent variable.
Results of the

Thus,

this

ANOVA show a significant difference among these groups (p = .0231).

hypothesis was supported.

Discussion

Although there was no significant differences among

four cognitive-

all

developmental levels and the dependent measure, when the levels were combined

into a

"majority'' group (concrete and formal) versus a "minority" group (sensorimotor and

dialectic/systemic), significance

presenting

leaming

at the

was obtained. These

concrete and formal levels (majority) feel they

disability

(X =

This finding

their

this

at the

is

important to this study for several reasons.

know more

meaning

at the

students

who

know more about

sensorimotor and dialectic/systemic levels,

to service provision.

That

is,

do these students

feel they

about their leaming disability due to the nature of these cognitive-

developmental

levels, or

their preferred levels?

feel they

First, if

concrete and formal levels do in fact feel that they

vital

their

X = 3.4).

leaming disability than students

could have

know more about

4.0) than students presenting at the sensorimotor and

dialectic/systemic levels (minority;

presented

results reveal that students

due

to the fact that the services

Second,

know more about

if students

their

leaming

who

seem

to

be most well suited for

present at the concrete and formal levels

disability than students at the sensorimotor
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and dialectic/systemic
students in

levels,

should service providers be doing
more

becoming more concrete or formal around

to assist all

their learning disability?

These

implications will be discussed flirther in
Chapter V.

HYPOTHESIS

feel

3

Students who present at the concrete or formal
that they accommodate well for their
learning

on a 6 pomt Likert

scale)

than students presenting

levels will

be more Ukely to

disabiUty (score of 3 or greater
at the sensorimotor and

dialectic/systemic levels;

Results

Much

like

Hypothesis Two, an

initial

one-way analysis of variance was

performed using students' cognitive-developmental
variable and perceived ability to

accommodate

dependent variable. Results of this
the groups (p

An

=

level (1-4) as the independent

for their learning disability (1-6) as the

ANOVA produced no significant differences among

.0874).

additional

one-way analysis of variance was performed using

combined cognitive-developmental

students'

level (1-2) as the independent variable

and

perceived ability to accommodate for their learning disability (1-6) as the dependent
variable. Results

of the

ANOVA show a significant difference among these groups (p =

.0491). Thus, this hypothesis

was supported.

Discussion

As with Hypothesis Two, although
all

there

was no

significant differences

four cognitive-developmental levels and the dependent measure,

were combined

into a "majority"

when

among

the levels

group (concrete and formal) versus a "minority"
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group (sensorimotor and dialectic/systemic), significance
was obtained. These

results

reveal that students presenting at the concrete and
formal levels (majority) feel they

accommodate

better for their learning disability

(X =

4.6) than students presenting at

the sensorimotor and dialectic/systemic levels (minority;

This finding

Hypothesis Two,

if

important to this study for several reasons.

is

students

accommodate

feel that they

X = 4. 1).

who

presented

at the

disability

due

that services

who

is,

seem

to

feel they

vital

accommodate

of these cognitive-developmental

be most well suited for

meaning

to service

better for their learning

levels, or

their preferred levels?

due

to the fact

Second,

if students

presented at the concrete and formal levels feel they accommodate better for their

learning disability, should service providers be doing

becoming more concrete or formal around
will

like

better for their learning disability than students at the

do these students

to the nature

much

concrete and formal levels do in fact

sensorimotor and dialectic/systemic levels, this could have
provision. That

First,

be discussed further

in

more

to assist all students in

their learning disability?

These implications

Chapter V.

HYPOTHESIS

4

Students who present at the concrete or formal levels will be more
have higher CPA's than students presenting at the sensorimotor and

likely to

dialectic/systemic levels;

Results

Much

like

Hypotheses

was performed using

Two

and Three, an

initial

one-way analysis of variance

students' cognitive-developmental level (1-4) as the independent
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variable and cumulative

CPA as the dependent variable.

Results of this

ANOVA

produced no significant differences
among the groups (p = .0827).

An

additional

one-way analysis of variance was
performed using

combmed cognitive-developmental
cumulative
difference

level (1-2) as the independent
variable

GPA as the dependent variable.

among

these groups (p

=

students'

Results of the

and

ANOVA show a significant

.0389). Thus, this hypothesis

was supported.

Discussion

As with Hypotheses Two and
differences

when

among

the levels

all

Three, although there were no
significant

four cognitive-developmental levels
and the dependent measure,

were combined

into a "majority"

group (concrete and formal) versus a

"minority" group (sensorimotor and
dialectic/systemic), significance was obtained.

These

results reveal that students presenting
at the concrete

have higher CPA's (X = 2.67) than students
presenting
dialectic/systemic levels (minority;

This finding

Hypotheses
levels

do

Two

in fact

is

is,

sensorimotor and

important to this study for several reasons.

and Three,

if students

who

have higher CPA's than students

levels, or

due

at the

have higher CPA's than students

at

who

much

like

present

sensorimotor and

meaning

to the nature

to the fact that services

preferred levels? Second, if students

First,

are presenting at the concrete and formal

do these students have higher CPA's due

developmental

at the

levels (majority)

X = 2.41).

dialectic/systemic levels, this finding could have vital

That

and formal

seem

at the

to

to service provision.

of these cognitive-

most well suited

for their

concrete and formal levels

other levels, should service providers be doing
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more

to assist all students

disability?

m becoming more concrete or formal around the.

These implications

learning

will be discussed forther in
Chapt.:er V.

HYPOTHESIS

5

Students who present at the concrete
or formal levels will be more likely to
be diagnosed later in life (from age
12 and older) than students presentmg
presenting at the
sensorimotor and dialectic/systemic levels-

Results

Hypothesis Five was tested via two frequency
analyses with the chi square
statistic.

Initially, a

frequency analysis was performed with students'
cognitive

developmental levels (1-4) as the columns and students'
ages when
(1-5) as the rows. This analysis produced

A
students'

ages

no significant

second frequency analysis with the chi square

combined cognitive-developmental

when

initially

results (p

statistic

level (1-2) as the

initially

-

diagnosed

.8027).

was performed with

columns and students'

diagnosed (1-5) as the rows. This analysis also produced no

significant results (p

=

.9558). Thus, this hypothesis

was not supported.

Discussion

There was no significant differences among the frequencies of all four
cognitive-developmental levels and the ages of when students were

with a learning disability. Unlike earlier hypotheses,

when

initially

diagnosed

the cognitive-

developmental levels were combined into a "majority" group (concrete and formal)
versus a "minority" group (sensorimotor and dialectic/systemic), significance was also
not obtained.
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Although not supported by
the present study, th.

Mng . important because

helps to conceptuaHze
that age of initial
diagnoses of one's learning
disabUity

no

effect

on the cognitive-developmental

Thus, being diagnosed
earlier or
individual will be

more

later in Hfe

likely to present at

levels than another;
however, in light

play an important role in
disability,

how

level that

how much

.ay have

an .nd.Mual eventually
presents.

does not necessarily mean
that an

one of the four cognitive-developmental

of farther analyses, age of
initial diagnosis

individuals eventually

know

may

about their learning

well they feel they accommodate
for their learning disability,
their

academic success (GPA)
This finding

may

at the

postsecondary

level.

also be important in determining
if time of initial diagnosis

has any relation in determining
an individual's presenting
cognitive-developmental

That

level.

more

to

is,

individuals' predominate
cognitive-developmental level

do with

diagnosis.

their surroundings, previous
education,

These implications

life

may have much

than age of

will be discussed further in Chapter
V.

HYPOTHESIS

Students

and home

6

who

present at the concrete or formal levels will
be more likely to
be upperclassmen Ouniors and seniors) than
students presenting at the
sensorimotor and dialectic/systemic levels;

Results

Much

like

Hypothesis Five, Hypothesis Six was tested via two frequency

analyses with the chi square

statistic.

Initially,

a frequency analysis

was performed

with students' cognitive developmental levels (1-4) as
the columns and students' year
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rt

of college graduation
(1-4) as the rows. This analysis
produced no signilleant

=

results (p

.4579).

A
students'

second frcqueney analysis with the ehi
square

combined cognitive-developmental

year of college graduation
results (p

= .3831). Thus,

(

1

-4) as the rows.

this

statistic

level (1-2) as the

was performed with

eolumns and students'

This analysis also produced no significant

hypothesis was not supported.

Discussion

Much

like

Hypothesis Five, there were no significant
differences among the

frequencies of all four cognitive-developmental
levels and students' year of college
graduation. Further, unlike earlier hypotheses,
levels

were combined

into a "majority"

when

the cognitive-developmental

group (concrete and formal) versus a

"minority" group (sensorimotor and dialectic/systemic),
significance was also not
obtained.

Combined with
later in life

present

at

the results of Hypothesis Five, that being diagnosed earliei
ler or

does not necessarily mean

that lui individual will

one of the four cognitive-developmental

be more or

less likely to

levels than another, these results

help to further conceptualize what factors effect the cognitive-developmental
level that
'dt\

individual

may

eventually prefer.

This finding

may

also be important in determining if year in college has any

relation in determining an individual's presenting cognitive-developmental level.

These implications

will be discussed further in Chapter V.
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HYPOTHESIS
Students

7

who

present at the concrete or formal levels
will be more likely to
correctly identify their learning
disability than students presenting
at the
sensorimotor and dialectic/systemic levels;
and,

Results

Much

like

Hypotheses Five and

frequency analyses with the chi square

Six, Hypothesis

statistic.

Seven was

Initially, a

tested via

two

frequency analysis was

performed with students' cognitive developmental
levels (1-4) as the columns and
students' ability to correctly identify their learning
disability (0-1) as the rows. This

analysis produced no significant results
(p

A
students'

=

.9880).

second frequency analysis with the chi square

combined cognitive-developmental

statistic

level (1-2) as the

was performed with

columns and the

students' ability to correctly identify their learning disability
(O-I) as the rows. This

analysis also produced no significant results
(p

=

.7165). Thus, this hypothesis

was not

supported.

Discussion

Much
among

like

Hypotheses Five and

Six, there

were no

significant differences

the frequencies of all four cognitive-developmental levels and students' ability

to correctly identify their learning disability. Further, unlike earlier hypotheses,

the cognitive-developmental levels were

combined

into a "majority"

group (concrete

and formal) versus a "minority" group (sensorimotor and dialectic/systemic),
significance

was

also not obtained.
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when

Combmed
Seven help

with the results of Hypotheses
Five and Six, the results of
Hypothesis

to fl^rther

conceptuaHze what factors

level that an individual

This finding

may

may

effect the cognitive-developmental

eventually prefer.

also be important in

one's learning disability has any
relation

determming

if correct identification

m determining an

individual's presenting

cognitive-developmental

level.

emphasis

on students learning self-advocacy

detailed

formal

in the literature

how

is

quite surprised with this result due
to the

skills.

Chapters

I

and

II

self-advocacy can be conceptualized as a
combination of concrete and

skills.

Thus, an expectation that more students

and formal levels would be able
established.

The author

of

who

presented

at the

concrete

to correctly identify their learning
disability

However, the data from Hypothesis Seven appear

to

be the

was

least valid in

the study due to several reasons. First,
researchers in the field are quite aware of the
difficulties in finding

any organized way

(Brinckerhoff, 1996). That

of types of learning

is,

to define

this

disabilities.

Thus, checking students' reports against their
that these diagnoses are correct.

problem of actually defining learning

over into actual practice. To receive services
diagnosis of a learning disability

Education Plan (lEP)

may

disabilities

there does not exist clear guidelines nor clear
categories

documentation does not necessarily assure
Second,

and diagnose learning

is

at

disabilities is seen as carrying

many postsecondary

required; however, a

institutions, a

copy of a Individualized

also allow students to receive services. Thus, service

providers are often times not aware of a student's specific learning disability, but

perhaps aware of her/his strengths and weaknesses.
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Finally, the

students.

have.

that

On

in theory

and

With much confusion existing

disabilities,

wonder

problems

and

at the

many

in practice

in the field

postsecondary level

in

can be seen as carrying over

to

with actually defining learning

determining eligibility of services,

it

is

students are confused about what type of learning disability they

this study's information sheet, students

were encouraged

no

may

to self-report

multiple types of learning disabilities. Thus, for example, if one of the five learning
disabilities a student reported

was

actually listed in her/his documentation, she/he

received credit for correctly identifying her/his learning disability. This varied multiple

may have

choice format

greatly inflated the actual numbers.

HYPOTHESIS
Students

who

8

would be more
learning disability, accommodate

correctly identifled their learning disability

likely to feel that they

know more about

well for their learning disability,

their

and have higher CPA's than those students not

able to correctly identify their learning disability.

Results

Much

like earlier

hypotheses an one-way analysis of variance was performed

using students' ability to correctly identify their learning disability (0-1) as the

independent variable by the dependent variables Know, Accommodate, and CPA.
Results of these

ANOVA's produced

.1366- Accommodation; p

no

significant differences

= .1552-GPA; p =

.6251;

not supported.
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among

Know). Thus,

this

the groups (p

=

hypothesis was

Discussion

For many of the reasons explained
above, these
the author.

disability

It

was assumed

would have been more

accommodated

who

were also surprising

that students

likely to feel that they

would present

at the

who were

to

eorreetly identified their learning

knew more about and

better for their learning disability. This
assumption

Hypothesis Seven,
disability

that students

results

was based upon

able to correctly identify their learning

concrete and fonnal levels. These implications
will be

discussed further in Chapter V.

Ratinus of Interviews
Results

Because of the nominal nature of this

data, a percentage

agreement

statistic

was

calculated a total of three times as a measure of inter-rater
reliability.
First,

percentage agreement was calculated

individual interview.

than

60%

in

Table

4.3,

the five experts for each

only one interview (#6) achieved

agreement and thus, a distinction was not made as

developmental level

A

As presented

among

to at

what cognitive-

this particular student presented.

second percentage agreement was calculated by combining

all

twenty

interviews as a whole for an overall agreement. This percentage was calculated

at

agreement.

A

third percentage

attained at least

60%

less

agreement was calculated

agreement from the experts as

developmental level of the student (n =

19).

utilizing the interviews that

to the presenting cognitive-

These cognitive-developmental

82
I

levels

79%

Tabic 4.3

Percentage Agreement

1

Interview

numhnr

Among

Raters

% A^reemonf

1
•

UU-olVl

2

80-F

3

80-r

4

60-r

5

80-C

6

.40

7

1

0-F

8

.80-C

9

.80-SM

10

.60-C

11

.80-SM

12

.80-F

13

1.0-SM

14

.60-C

15

.60-SM

16

1.0-C

17

1.0-C

18

.80-F

19

1.0-SM

20

1.0-C
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were then compared

to

each of the twenty students'
cognitive-developmental levels as

determined by the instrument. The
percentage was calculated

These

results are presented in

Table

at

63%

agreement.

4.4.

Discussion

It

was determined by

(3/5 raters)

would determine

presented. Thus, results

An overall
more

the author's dissertation committee
that a
at

show

agreement of 79%

likely than not to agree

When

what cognitive-developmental

that a determination

is

it

agreement

level the student

was made on

all

but one interview.

seen as reliable, and good sign that the experts
were

upon

students' cognitive-developmental level.

the ratings of interviews were

instrument, an agreement of 63%
reliability,

60%

was

compared

to the students' scores

obtained. While this

does show better than chance occurrence and

is

is

on the

not seen as outstanding

promising for

fixture

research.

Further Analyses

After the data analyses presented above were performed to answer the

hypotheses of the present study, further analyses were performed on questions
arose during

initial

that

data analyses.

QUESTION
Are there any

1

significant correlations coefficients

among

variables used in

the present study?

Results

Correlation coefficients were perfomed

among

of five significant correlations were found. These

84

all

numerical variables.

results are reported in

Table

A

total

4.5.

Table 4.4

Percentage Agreement

Interview

number

Among

Raters and Students

Raters

Instrument

Match

1

SM

C

NO

2

F

F

YES

3

C

C

YES

4

C

C

YES

5

C

C

YES

6

NA

DS

7

F

C

NA
NO

8

C

C

YES

9

SM

SM

YES

10

C

C

YES

11

SM

F

NO

12

F

F

YES

13

SM

SM

YES

14

C

F

NO

15

SM

C

NO

16

C

C

YES

17

c

SM

18

F

DS

NO
NO

19

SM

SM

YES

20

C

C

YES

TOTAL

12/19

PERCENTAGE

63%

1
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Table 4.5

Correlations

Grade Level

Know

-.3816

p = .000

Age

Year

Accommodate

-.3704

.2208

.4724

p = .000

p = .041

p = .000

i

Age

Grade

level

.9347

p = .000
.
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^

Discussion

The

significant negative correlations
allow for interesting statements to be

as to the relationship

between how much students

learning disability and

between
initial

Know

when

,t

more

Know

diagnosis, the

the students

that the

and Age (-.3704) suggests

about their

the negative correlation

lower the grade level of

felt

that the

younger the age of

they knew.

Overall, an implication of the negative correlations
earlier in one's life

know

the students felt they knew. Similarly,
the negative

correlation between

more

they

was diagnosed. For example,

and Grade Level (-.3816) suggests

diagnosis, the

feel

made

is

that being

diagnosed

might allow for an accumulation of more knowledge
about one's

learning disability. This implication lead to the data
analyses later in this chapter (see

Questions Five

The

made about

&

Six).

Significant positive correlations also allow for interesting
statements to be

the relationship between

how much

students feel they

learning disability and their current year in college, and

accommodate
between
feel

they

for their learning disability.

Know

and Year (.2208) suggests

know more

how

know

well they feel they

For example, the positive correlation
that the students

who

are juniors and senior

about their learning disability than the students

who

and sophomores. Also, the positive correlation between

Know

(.4724) suggests that the better students

accommodating

learning disability, the

more they

the positive correlation between

variables are measuring the

felt

felt

they

about their

they were

knew about

Age and Grade

same information.
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at

are freshman

and Accommodation
for their

their learning disability.

Lastly,

Level (.9347) suggest that the two

Overall,

llicic arc

lincling that students

more about

several implications ol the positive eorrelatioiis.

who

are past then

and second years

in nature.

seniors have had

at least

postsecoiidary level.

I

I

hat

is,

suggest that

lirst

one reason

two years

he.se

lor this llndinj.

may need

Second, the rinding
learning disability also

felt

assistance

that students

they

I'ither

they

feel

who

feel

they

knowledge. That

is, it

know much

may

advocacy

seems well documented by

is

to lind out

about their

is

for their

their learning disability suggests thai

disability

This finding

and

way, the linding does

accommodate well

knowledge about one's learning
skills.

that juniors

in this area.

knew more about

a self-advocate requires

nught be

them, or foreed them,

disability they have.

and second year students may not

learning disability and

'ha|itei

they k now

ol dealinj', with their learning disability at the

may have allowed

years

more about what type of learning

(

in eollep.e feel

the

their learnni}^ disability helps to conceptuali/e
this proecss as

developmental

becoming

first

I'irst,

be that gaining

a necessary step toward developing self-

the literature presented in

II.

OUFS'l iON 2

Arc

(lu'iT cogiiilivo-ctevclopniciidil profiles in

which

sigiiiricanl

numbers of

students exist?

E^^'^ults

A

freciuency analysis of students' cognitive-developmental prollles

performed
profile.

A

to inquiie

whether there was a significant amount of students

in

was
a particular

cognitive-developmental profile consists of how the lour cognitive-
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developmental levels were ordered

after

adding up students' responses

to the

instrument (lowest score through
highest score). Because there are
four cognitive-

developmental

levels, a

maximum of 24

frequency of each of the 24 profiles.

profiles are possible. Table
4.6 presents the

No one profile contained a significant amount of

Students.

Discussion

The attempt
students (n

=

3 1)

to

had

form cognitive-developmental

tie

profiles

was mixed. Many

scores on levels and this precluded a
numerical analysis from

taking place with their profiles. These

tie

scores are not necessarily seen as a failure on

the part of the instrument to differentiate
these students. In fact, one goal of the

instrument was to determine a student's "predominate"
cognitive-developmental

level,

not an entire profile. However, with the remaining
85 students, a frequency analysis

was computed

to inquire

whether or not such profiles did

no one profile had more than 8 (6.9%) students. These
profiles

do not

exist,

and a larger sample size

exist.

results

may be needed

The

results

show

do not conclude

to

that

that

explore profile analysis

through this particular design.

QUESTION
Are there cognitive-developmental

3

clusters in

which

significant

numbers of

students exist?

Results

A

ftirther

cluster analysis.

attempt to perform a profile analysis was accomplished through

K-means

cluster analysis allowed for a comparison

89

of similarity

4

1
1

Table 4.6

CDL Profiles
Number
1

1

z

Profile

Frequency

Percent

SM-C-F-DS

2

1.7

5M-C-DS-F

0

0.0

1

0.9

5

4.3

3

2.6

1

0.9

2

1.7

4

3.4

6

5.2

4

3.4

2

1.7

6

5.2

A
s

oiVi-JJo-r-L'

u
7

^-oiVi-r-L/o

o
o

Q
1

I

n
u

L.-r-oJVl-Ub

1

1

1
1

9
z

c

1

14
1

^

1

o

1

1

r - O iVl -

o-

J

4.3

/I

3.4

r

J

4.3

z

1.7

7/

1

o.U

1

o

Z

1. /

1

Q

1

r - \^ - O iVl - L-/ l3

1

A

zw

J.
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DS-C-F-SM

J

22

DS-C-SM-F

3

2.6

23

DS-F-SM-C

8

6.9

24

DS-F-C-SM

3

2.6

NA

NA

31

26.7

TOTAL

116

100%
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1

between each student on

all

variables.

Students' scores from the instrument

cognitive-developmental level (1-4) were
used to center

contams the

cluster

still

maximum amount

of students

this analysis.

that are similar to

on each

Thus, each

each other while

maintaining a significant difference from
the other clusters (p = .0000).

The sample

(n

= 116) was divided

into six clusters.

The frequencies of the

clusters as well as final cluster centers
are reported in Tab'e 4.7.

Discussion

The
That

is,

final cluster centers

allowed for a profile analysis with

by taking the lowest through highest score

level, six profiles are

developed and reported

in

six possibilities.

each cognitive-developmental

for

Table 4.8.

QUESTION 4
Are there significant differences among the clusters formed
by K-means
cluster analysis and the dependent variables (Know,
Accommodate, and GPA)?

Results

The

clusters (1-6) created through the

K-means

cluster analysis

were used as the

independent variable by the dependent variables Know, Accommodation, and GPA.
Significant results were found with the

the

Know

x Cluster

= .5269) were not

GPA x Cluster ANOVA (p =

ANOVA (p = .0058).

The

results

of the Accommodate x Cluster (p

significant at the .05 level.

Further analysis with the Bonferroni multiple range
difference

among

.0194), and with

the clusters

on the

test

of the significant

GPA variable show that the actual difference

91

Table 4.7

Cluster Analyses
Clusters

Cluster

Freauencv

Pcrcentaffe

1

26

22.4

2

20

17.2

3

26

22.4

4

12

10.3

5

16

13.8

6

16

13.8

TOTAL

116

100%

1

Final cluster centers

Cluster

Sensorimotor

Concrete

Formal

Dialectic/Svstemic

1

24.76

32.19

22.03

20.96

2

32.05

21.65

21.4

24.9

3

23.38

24.88

26.50

25.23

4

31.16

20.08

29.50

19.25

5

22.81

26.81

19.87

30.50

6

26.25

17.93

27.68

28.12
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1

Table 4.8

Six Cluster Analysis Profiles

Cluster niimhPi^

Profile

DS-F-SM-C
C,F-DS-SM

SM-C-DS-F

DS-C-F-SM
F-SM-C-DS
C-SM-F-DS
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exists

among

means of cluster 6 (X = 2.99) and

the

clusters 4

(X = 2.27) and

1

(X =

2.38).

Further analysis with the Bonferroni
multiple range
difference

exists

among

the clusters

Know

on the

between the means of cluster

5

show

variable

(X = 4.62) and

test

of the significant

that the actual difference

cluster

1

(X =

3.19).

Discussion

From

by three

profiles

most

(#6)

it

is

is

interesting to point out that the cluster with the

seems
likely

to

points. Thus, this profile can

make

significant

mean

it

is

ability to set

who

skills,

is

extremely concrete would

benefit from content tutoring

and maintain goals.

also interesting to point out that the cluster with the

score on the

Know

in all

be seen as the "most" concrete. This

have good planning and organization

Similarly,

by nine points and the lowest

intuitive sense in that a student

and note takers, and have the

most

a profile that has a very strong (low) concrete score
(X =

In fact this score is the lowest in the profile

7.93).

result

GPA

mean

significant

1

these analyses

most

variable (#5)

is

a profile that has a very strong

(low) formal score (X = 19.87). In fact this score

is

the lowest in the profile

points and the lowest in

"most" formal. This

all

result

profiles

seems

by two

to

make

points. Thus, this profile can be seen as the

intuitive sense in that a student

extremely formal would most likely have an ability

and strengths/weaknesses, recognize patterns

The
lowest

cluster (#1) that has

mean

score on the

Know

by three

who

is

to conceptualize their learning style

in their life,

and self-advocate.

one of the lowest mean CPA's (X = 2.38) as well as the
variable

score (X = 32. 19). In fact this score

is

(X = 3.19) has a very weak

the highest in the profile
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(high) concrete

by eight points and the

highest in

all

profiles

by

six points.

concrete. This result seems to

make

Thus,

this profile

can be seen as the "least"

intuitive sense in that a student

who

is

not at

all

concrete would most likely have difficulty in expressing
or knowing their needs,

organizing assignments, and self-advocating.
In

all,

the cluster analysis

seems

be most helpful

to

importance of the concrete cognitive-developmental

in recognizing the

level.

This implication will be

discussed further in Chapter V.

QUESTION
Are there
initially

significant differences

5

among

the ages of

when

students were

diagnosed with a learning disability and the dependent variables (Know,

Accommodate, GPA)?

Results

Ages of students when
variable

by

diagnosed (1-5) were used as the independent

the dependent variables of how

learning disability,

and

initially

how

their cumulative

found with the

Know

much

students feel they

Age

ANOVA (p =

and GPA). Significant

.0014).

presented visually in Figure 4.2. The results of the

and the

GPA

x

Age

(p

=

results

The means of each group

Accommodate x Age

.4078) were not significant

(p

were

are

= .3001)

at the .05 level.

Further analysis with the Bonferroni multiple range
difference between the

about their

well they feel they accommodate for their learning disability,

GPA (Know, Accommodate,
x

know

means of Age and Know show

test

of the significant

that the actual difference exists

=
between the age groups 0-6 (X = 4.53) and 7-10 (X = 4.23) and the age group 18+ (X
3.00).
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5.0

T

15-18

11-14

7-10

0-6

Age Groupings

Figure 4.2

Mean

Scores for Knowledge by

96

Age Groups

19+

Discussion

From

these analyses

it is

interesting to point out that the

mean

for

knowledge of

each age group continues to decrease as the age of initial diagnosis increases.
This
result

seems

One) and

to support an earlier correlation

between these two variables (see Question

will be discussed further in Chapter V.

QUESTION
Are there

significant differences

were initially diagnosed with a learning
(Know, Accommodate, GPA)?

6

among the grade
disability

levels of

when

students

and the dependent variables

Results

Grade

levels

of students when

diagnosed (1-4) were used as the

initially

independent variable by the dependent variables Know, Accommodate, and GPA.
Significant results were found with the

The means of each group

Know

x Grade Level

are presented visually in Figure 4.3.

Accommodate

x Grade Level (p

not significant

at the .05 level.

= .0843) and

the

exists

between grade

test

means of Grade Level and Know show

level

K-5 (X = 4.33) and

and 13+ (X = 3.13).
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The

of the

results

GPA x Grade Level (p =

Further analysis with the Bonferroni multiple range
difference between the

ANOVA (p = .0001).

levels 6-8

(X =

.1537) were

of the significant

that the actual difference

3.18), 9-12

(X =

3.17),

4.6

4.4-

Grade Levels

Figure 4.3

Mean

Score for Knowledge by Grade Level
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Discussion

From

these analyses

each grade level continues

it

to

is

interesting to point out that the

decrease as the grade level of

mean

initial

for

knowledge of

diagnosis increases.

This result seems to support an earlier correlation between these two variables
(see

Question One) and will be discussed further

in

Chapter V.

QUESTION
Where

7

the significant difference between the combination variable
(majority versus minority)? That is, when the majority variable is tested against
is

the sensorimotor and dialectic/systemic levels separately, will there be a
difference?

Results

A new
among

variable, Combination,

was constructed

any differences

cognitive-developmental levels. Combination consisted of three groups: a

combined group of students presenting
presenting

level.

to tease out

at

at the

concrete and formal levels, students

the sensorimotor level, and students presenting at the dialectic systemic

Combination (1-3) was used as the independent variable by the dependent

variables

Know, Accommodate, and CPA.

Accommodation x Combination
Combination

(p

= .0804) and

the

Significant results were found with the

ANOVA (p =
Know

.0377).

The

results

of the

CPA x

x Combination (p = .0721) were not significant

at the .05 level.

Further analysis with the Bonferroni multiple range
difference between the

test

of the significant

means of Accommodation and Combination show

99

that the

actual dillcrcnce exists

between Sensorimotor (X = 3.84) and C\>ncretc/Fonnal (X -

4.60).

Diseussion

The puipose of the Combination

variable

was

to

attempt to lease apart the

"minority" group created by the sensorimotor and dialectic/systemic

which ot the two
levels

levels

was

actually

in the

minority

when compared

That

is,

to the other

on the dependent measures?

A

significant ditTerence

was found among

variable, mciuiing that the students

ability to

levels.

more

levels.

accommodate

who

presented

the levels and the

at

the sensorimotor level rated

postsecondai7

level.

tiieir

for their learning disability significantly less than all other

This result allows a beginning hypothesis to be formed

present as sensorimotor

Accommodate

may need

the

that the students

most assistance accessing services

This result will be discussed
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furtiier in

Chapter V.

at

the

who

CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter conclusions

discussed

The chapter

is

and impHcations of the present study

divided into three sections. The

will

be

section will serve as an

first

overview of the conclusions of the study. The second section
will elaborate upon the

and research implications by reviewing the original purposes of
the study.

clinical

Limitations of the study will be presented in section three.

Overview
In sum, the present study extended the author's comprehensive study
completed
in 1995.

The

central purpose of this dissertation

was

the investigation of cognitive-

developmental levels of postsecondary students with learning

disabilities

The

current

study took place in two parts:

1.

Assessment of cognitive-developmental

2.

of significant factors
developmental level.
Identification

The study found

that

level; and,

that impact

upon

students' cognitive-

postsecondary students with learning

disabilities did

among

the

However,

this

present at different cognitive-developmental levels, and the frequencies

levels

approached an expected distribution for a sample of this

study concludes that students

who

as forming a "majority" group for

concrete and formal levels did

size.

presented at the concrete and formal levels are seen

two reasons.

First, students

make up 52% of the

Second, through the critique of literature presented
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who

presented in the

sample, technically a majority.

in

Chapters

I

and

II, it

can be further

concluded

that students

"majority" group due

who

presented

to the fact that

at the

concrete and formal levels are in a

most services offered

for postsecondary students

with learning disabilities are designed around these
two cognitive-developmental

Thus,

levels.

if

students

who

presented

40% of this

"majority group,"

at

the concrete and formal levels are in a

sample can then be concluded

group due to frequency, and a possible difficulty
to

meet

the field

good unless

little

That

is,

distinctions can be

combined

CPA's,

know

felt

they

accommodate

presented

at the

knew more about

attempt

who

who

presented at

on such dependent measures

how

as

GPA, how

well they feel they

when

students were

at flirther

their learning disability,

In

and

felt that

who

they

presented

at the

levels.

analysis

making up both

exist.

concrete and formal levels had higher cumulative

better for their learning disability than students

the levels

students

students

and a "minority" group significant differences did

sensorimotor and dialectic/systemic

An

among

for their learning disability? This study found that

who

does

as to the characteristics of each

about their learning disability, and

into a "majority"

students

among

utilizing services that are not designed

drawn

are their significant differences

they feel they

accommodate

fact,

"minority"

that students present at different cognitive-developmental levels

different cognitive-developmental levels

much

in a

their strengths or styles.

Knowing

level.

be

to

was made

to tease out the differences if any

the "majority" and "minority" groups. That

is,

were

presented at the concrete or formal levels and the sensorimotor or

dialectic/systemic levels different from each other in any

way? The

results

of this study

did not find differences between the concrete and formal levels; however, the results of
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this

study concludes that on

accommodate

at least

one dependent variable, how well students

for their learning disability, the
source

feel they

of the significant difference

between the "majority" and "minority" groups

lies

with the students

sensorimotor. Thus, an argument can be

for

viewing students who present

made

sensorimotor level as the group of students that

may be

in

who

present at the concrete and formal levels as

Through

cluster analysis,

it

more

can be seen that students

to

who

cluster with the highest

be successful.

present at the concrete
at the

other levels. For

GPA was also the cluster seen as the "most"

example, the cluster that had the highest

The

mean

how much

score on

about their learning disability was also the cluster seen as the

students

"mosf

felt

they

had the lowest

knew about

GPA and the

lowest

their learning disability

mean

was not

how much

draw from

fact, the

students

felt

this data is the

level.

This study also presents some interesting results for the
disabilities in general,

knew

the "most" sensorimotor, but the

"least" concrete. Thus, an interesting conclusion to

importance of the concrete

score on

they

formal. However,

conclusions cannot be directly drawn about the other "minority" levels. In
cluster that

at the

be made for viewing

likely to

and formal levels were more successful than students presenting

concrete.

presented as

need of the most services;

however, the results of this study allow for a stronger
argument
students

who

field

of learning

most notably, concerning the time of initial diagnosis.

It

was

found that students' knowledge of their learning disability was greatest when diagnosed
before the age of ten or before the

fifth

disability continues to decrease as age

grade. In fact,

and grade

knowledge of one's learning

level increase. This finding

important due to the finding that knowledge of ones' learning disability and
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is

how

well

they feel they accommodate are highly correlated.
Thus,

it

can be concluded that

students diagnosed at an early age/grade have a better chance
to
learning disability and

accommodate well

for

know more

than students diagnosed

it

at

about their

a later

age/grade.

Implications

This study was meant to offer a significant contribution to the
counseling and school psychology in several ways.
this

fields

First, the clinical

of

implications of

study will be presented.

Clinical

For the purposes of clarity, each aim of this study presented

in

Chapter

I

will be

restated.

aimed

non-developmental service delivery
models offering "template services" using Ivey's Developmental Counseling and
Therapy (DCT) model as a meta-theory. This critique is meant to illustrate that
many current models of service delivery are based upon the concept of selfadvocacy, and thus designed upon the concrete and formal cognitivedevelopmental levels.
First,

it

Chapters

I

and

to critique current

II

detail current literature in the field

with leaming disabilities.

It

can be seen from

this literature that

being offered for these students were based upon the
services presently being offered are based

I

and

II

detail

through the

of this study

students.

The

is

results

upon

tutorial

most early services

model, and the majority of

the concept of self-advocacy. Chapters

DCT model how both of these approaches

require concrete and formal skills.

results

of postsecondary students

The

clinical implication

that service provision

of this study begin

to

is

upon and

of this critique and the

possibly neglecting a large group of

exemplify that
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are built

at the

very

least, efforts

should be

made

to assist students in learning

that service delivery is

and

utilizing the concrete

and formal

skills

based upon. However, a more ideal situation would
be service

delivery that approaches postsecondary students
with learning disabilities from

cognitive-developmental levels, matching services to where
students are

all

four

in their

conceptualization of their learning disability.

Second, the study aimed to develop and validate a questionnaire
cognitive-developmental level for postsecondary students with learning
disabilities.

While

to assess

study did not undertake widespread testing of the
instrument's reliability and validity, it could provide an initial screening
of such
that can later be pursued in more depth.
this

Third, the study sought to illustrate that many students do not exemplify
the concrete or formal level as their presenting cognitive-developmental level.
Thus, many current models of service delivery based upon self-advocacy, a
concrete and formal

skill,

are asking students to do things they might not yet be

able to do.

The
instrument

short,

clinical implication

is its

of the construction and

initial

validation of this

possible use in current service delivery models.

easy to use, and could possibly be an excellent

first

The instrument

step in assessing

students are conceptualizing their learning disability and the services they

The instrument may

how

may

also allow service providers to begin to target students

is

need.

who may

not be likely to have an easy transition into utilizing services that are based upon skills

they

may

not yet possess.

examine the characteristics exemplified by
students at the four cognitive-developmental levels and to make suggestions for
developmental service delivery based upon the DCT model. Postsecondary
students with learning disabilities have many positive experiences and strengths
that may not be related to concrete or formal skills, and service delivery should be
approached from all four cognitive-developmental levels. That is, self-advocacy
skills must be taught at the postsecondary level, but not without conscious effort to
include experiences and strengths from all levels of cognitive-development.
Finally, the study sought to
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presenting

(

eonerete

who

at

lUil

and

what ahout students

who

aie
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)ne nia|oi i|uestion that stdl

at

is

why

stiulenls

who
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hy|>othesi/ed that due

students, those

inanis

who

at

the

On

t)ne

hand

it

ean he

the concrete and lormal desij'ii ofcurrent services for (hese
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presented

had higher scores on the de|)eiKlenl measures than students
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hand,

it

may have
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system make these levels necessary for academic
success. Thus,
appropriate to conclude that

the very least service providers at

at

be emphasizing concrete and formal
deficiency. That

is, it

may have many

inform concrete and formal
results

who

positive experiences and strengths that help to

skills.

of this study suggest

that the concept

of service delivery

disabilities

developmental levels (DCT)

That

may

be too

ideal.

is,

from

all

skills is

however,

that

would

four cognitive-

matching services

students are in their conceptualization of their learning disability
initially;

grade levels should

all

present at the sensorimotor and

approach postsecondary students with learning

sense

seems most

however, difference does not equal

should be clear that students

dialectic/systemic levels

The

skills;

it

to

may make

this research suggests that training in concrete

where
the

most

and formal

of the utmost importance for academic success. Additional research studies

must be completed

to better assess the strengths

and weaknesses of students who

present at the sensorimotor and dialectic/systemic levels to better inform a design of

DCT service provision.
Research

The

results

of this study provide

example, continuing
excellent

fact,

means

to explore the

many avenues

for ftiture research.

For

concept of DCT service provision appears to be an

to assisting all students in

succeeding

at the

service delivery designed to meet the needs of students

postsecondary

level.

who

all

present at

In

four

cognitive-developmental levels would allow for students to begin to access experiences

and

utilize skills at all levels.

For the purposes of the present study,

it

was important

assess the cognitive-developmental level at which students presented; however, what
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to

may be more

important are the different levels students' are
able to utilize

time. Continued

fiiture

work with

research with the

Continued work
for

more

the

SCDI does

be available
In

it

any given

profile analysis appears to be an important
concept to any

DCT model.
to validate the instalment

distinctions to be

exist,

at

made

designed in

this

study would allow

as to students' cognitive developmental levels.

seems important

that a shorter,

more time

While

effective instrument

to assist service providers.

all,

research must continue in the assessment of cognitive-developmental

levels for claims

of DCT's efficacy

to

be made.
Limitations

While

of the preceding chapters provide much support

all

for the study's

purposes and hypotheses, the limitations of this work must be noted as well.
First, the

still

too small

the statements

samples

sample

make
made

size,

while large considering the population

the results

more than

in this study.

in the literature, is quite

it

must also be noted

reliability

is

sample would strengthen

in race/ethnicity as well as

made

that the

reliability

and validity measures reported

demography.

many campuses,

in this study.

measurement of cognitive-developmental

level through questionnaire technique is relatively

on a wider scale of instrument

larger

including students from across

also strengthen the statements

Second,

A

be studied,

Also, this sample, although not unlike other similar

homogeneous

A more culturally diverse sample,
would

suggestive.

to

new and

untested. Follow-up studies

and validity are needed
in the present study.
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to corroborate the

Third, the study of postsecondary students with learning
disabihties can be
difficult

due

to the nature

definitions that

all

of confidentiality

in the field,

professional can agree upon.

and lack of operational

From an

early age the field treats

learning disabilities as "things" to be quiet about, to handle out
of the mainstream

classroom, and to quite possibly, learn to hide. Thus,
disabilities

do happen

want

is

to

do

to

to

make

it

to

if

students with learning

a postsecondary setting, the

be continually labeled as "different." Often,

last

thing they often

this situation

makes

talking about experiences with learning disabilities difficult.
Lastly, the paradox of attempting to study the cognitive-developmental levels

of students with learning
fact, a parallel

disabilities

by using a concrete/formal instrument

is

noted. In

can be drawn between the difficulties of providing service delivery

to all

cognitive-developmental levels and attempting to design research techniques that do
not favor certain levels.
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APPENDIX A

STANDARD COGNITIVE-DEVELOPMENTAL CLASSIFICATION
SYSTEM AND EXAMPLES
by Allen E. Ivey and Sandra A, Rigazio-DiGilio
[c] 1988 All RightB Reserved

GENERAL GUIDELINES
This classification system is required to rate the
Standard Cognitive-Developmental Interview. Two scorers will
independently classify the level of cognitive-development
predominantly characterized by the patient's verbal behavior
during different sections of the interview using the criteria
set forth below.
"Predominant" is defined as the cognitivedevelopmental level that stands out above all others.

The Assessment Phase
Each scorer will receive a typescript of the dialogue
that occurred between the interviewer and patient during the
assessment phase of the interview. The task for the rater is
to determine the level of cognitive development predominantly
represented in the patient's conceptualization of a family
issue^.
Ratings will be made on a four-point classification
scale' which identifies the four basic dimensions of cognitive
development
sensori -motor/elemental concrete
operational/situational formal operational/pattern, and
dialectic/transformational.
It should be noted that, although
more than one level m^y be used by the patient, the task of
the scorer is to determine which of the four levels is
predominantly used as a frame of reference during the
assessment phase. Two methods of rating will be used:
The raters will classify each patient statement
1)
using the criteria defined on the following pages.
Predominant cognitive -developmental level will be
computed by percentages of client responses in each
of the four cogni tive -developmental categories
(Ivey, 1983).
The raters will complete a holistic classification
2)
by adding overall subjective clinical expertise to
the above data to provide a more overall impression
(Carkuff, 1969).
:

,

,

The Treatment Phase
Each scorer will also receive eight intervention sections
that occur during the treatment phase of the interview,
divided to reflect the eight cogni tive -developmental subdivisions defined below. The group of typescripts will be
randomized and will include only the patient statements. The
task of the scorer is to holistically review each section and
determine the cogni tive -developmental sub -division
predominantly reflected within the patient statements.
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Ratings will be made on a eight point classification system
which sxib-divides each of the four basic dimensions of
developmental cognition by early and late indicators: early
and late sensori-motor/elemental , early and late concrete
operational/situational, early and late formal
operational/pattern, and early and late
dialectic/transformational. Again, although more than one
s\ib-division may l?e identified in each section the task of the
scorer is to determine which of the eight is predominantly
used by the patient within each section. Raters will use only
the holistic method of classification for these eight
sections

Ill

.

.

.

SENSORI-KOTOR/ELEKZNTAL DIKENSION
A.

Early censori -motor/elemental Exib-divicion
Key vords:
see/hear/f eel
The patient randomly focuses on fragments and pieces
of sensori -based data as s/he talks about the
visual, auditory, and/or kinesthetic elements of a
situation/issue

Affect
o

o

The patient shows minimal distinction between
sensory input and emotions,
The patient is dominated by sensory stimuli and

affect

Cognition
o

B.

The patient shows minimal ability to coordinate
the elements of sensory-based data into an
organized Gestalt.

Late sensori -motor/elemental sixb- division
Key word: belief
The patient provides a view of reality that makes
sense of the sensori -based data reflective of the
situation/issue in a somewhat incomplete or
i r rational manner

Affect
o
o

The patient 's emotions remain sensory -based and
reactive
The patient is unable to act on her/his
emotions.

Cognition
o

II.

The patient offers interpretations that, no
matter how sophisticated, are illusory and
irrational, stated in a way that the patient
could not take effective actions based on the
beliefs.

CONCRETE OPERATIOKAL/SITUATIOKAL DIKENSION
A.

Early concrete operational/elemental cub-division
Key word: do
The patient describes the situation/issue from a
single self -perspective in a linear, relatively
organized sequence of concrete specifics. Her/his
,
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explanation has a major cmphaBis on facts and some
focus on a few basic feelings.
Affect
o
The patient describes general emotions simply,
from one perspective, and with a lack of
differentiation,
o
The patient expresses emotions outwardly.

Cognition
o

B.

The patient focuses predominantly on a factual
description of the concrete details of a
Kituation/issue from his own perspective.
There is minimal emphasis on evaluation or
analysis

Late concrete operational/elemental sub-division
Key words: if
then
The patient organizes the elements/facts of the
situation/issue into linear "if
then"
statements that may lead to issues of causation.
S/he may be able to control and describe actions,
and may be able to think in terms of antecedents and
consequences.
The focus is on facts and actions as
opposed to feelings, analyzation, evaluation, or
awareness of patterns. Logic and reversibility may
be evident.

Affect
o

The patient is able to control and describe
broad -based, undifferentiated, outwardly
focused affect.

Cognition
o

o

o
o

then"
The patient demonstrates linear "if
thinking, emphasizing causality and
predictability from a single perspective.
The patient is able to control and describe
actions and the impact of actions.
The patient is able to apply logic and
reversibility to concrete situations/issues.
The patient is able to separate thoughts and
actions.

III. FORMAL OPERATIONAL/PATTERN DIMENSION

A«

Early formal operational/pattern sub-division
Key word: pattern
The patient distances from description of sensory
experience and moves toward examination and/or
analyzation of the facts of a si tuation/issut
examination and analyzation of the self. S/he is
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able to identify repetitive behavior, thoughts, and
affect related to various similar situations and
issues

Affect
o

The patient demonstrates an awareness of the
complexity of feelings

Cognition
o

o

B.

The patient describes repeating patterns of
thought, behavior, and affect in the self that

occur across situations
The patient engages in analysis of self and
situation.

Late formal operational/pattern cub-division
Key vord: patterns of patterns
The patient is able to analyze patterns of patterns
or multiple perspectives of behavior, thought, and
feeling from the vantage points of the self and the
contextual fields within which s/he interacts. The
patient is able to see larger, consistently
repeating patterns of behavior, thought, and feeling
in her/his life and examine how s/he thinks and
feels about the evolving theme/view of reality.

Affect
o
o
o

The patient demonstrates an ability to analyze
her/his patterns of feelings,
The patient demonstrates an ability to identify
others' feelings and be empathic.
The patient demonstrates an awareness that
feelings can be validly expressed in multiple

ways

Cognition
o

o

o

IV.

patient demonstrates an ability to examine
patterns of self and situation.
patient demonstrates an ability to organize
analyze different situations/issues
abstractly,
The patient may coordinate and discover new
patterns, compare and contrast different
situations, and form this into a Gestalt.

The
the
The
and

DIALECTIC/TRANSrORKATIOKAL DIKENSION
A.

Dialectic/transformational/integrative sub -division
Key words: integrate, put together
The patient demonstrates an ability to. generate an
integrative picture that combines thought and action
and shows an awareness that personal constructions
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.

.

of reality are cogenerated
via the ramixy necwoti..

Affect
o

o

The patient offers a wider range of emotions
and recognizes that it can change contextually
The patient recognizes that s/he can
change/adapt to new situations.

Cognition
o

o

B.

The patient demonstrates an ability to
coordinate concepts and put together a holistic
integrated picture.
The patient demonstrates an awareness that the
evolving integration was coconstructcd in a
dialectical or dialogic relationship with
family^ history, culture, etc.

Dialectic/trans formational/deconstruction subdivision
Key words:
challenge the integration, action
The patient demonstrates an ability to criticize and
challenge her/his own integrated system and discover
alternative perspectives. The patient will be able
to think about moving toward action based on these
alternative perspectives

Affect
o

The patient is able to look at her/his entire
realm of emotions and then still move beyond in
an infinite reflection on reflections.

Cognition
o

o

o

o

The patient intellectualizes and challenges
her/his assumptions/integrations
The patient can identify the flaws in the
reasoning/logic of her/his integration from
various relational perspectives
The patient demonstrates an ability to think
about action in relation to her/his new
perspectives
The patient demonstrates an ability to think
about action in relation to her/his new
pe rspectives
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EXAMPLE

I:

the sense I make of it is that luy
LATE SENSORI "MOTOR:
whole world is crumbling down around tae .... There s nobody
can trust to be there.
•

•

.

'

I

...because I think the way I see things, is
LATE FORMAL:
life is stable, things should remain constant and when these
things change, I'm totally thrown for a loop.
it's clear that what I learned when I
EARLY DIALECTIC:
was growing up has not really prepared me for dealing with
loss.... This talk is making it kind of clear that no one
ever told me or taught me how to deal with loss. So, at
this point my reaction is to completely pull into myself and
become paralyzed.
EXAMPLE II:

...It's like. .unless I feel that way
LATE SENSORI -MOTOR:
because of just being an overwhelming. .. sense of not being
able to handle all these things that are going on.
.

...when I do what I should do for others, I
LATE FORMAL:
stay in control .. .until I wear myself to the breaking
point... but when I sit to re-evaluate. .to think about
me... the feelings that I have are too much to bear... it's
like when I know what is expected of me I am in control, but
when I think about what I need... I am out of control.
.

EARLY DIALECTIC:
I think that being brought up in a family
that had an alcoholic in it [makes me feel like I have] an
overwhelming sense of responsibility for everybody else.
When you're in an alcoholic atmosphere, your needs just
don't count.

EXAMPLE III:
LATE SENSORI -MOTOR:
.•.it's my fault why I feel this way
right now and I really can't make sense of why I let this
happen.
.

lATE FORMAL:
...If I can't manage to keep things running
smoothly, then I think I ajn weak... not strong enough for
this fajnily of adventurers.
.1 should be able to hold
things together and if I can't, then that does say something
bad about me.

EARLY DIALECTIC:
...[My mother] never let me do things on
my own.... She always closely watched and helped. I felt
inadequate when she had to do everything over for me.
And I
and this
think that helped me to feel less than perfect
has left me with some feelings of not being strong enough or
not being competent enough.
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APPENDIX B

DCT ANALYSIS/CLASSIFICATION GUIDELINES FOR THERAPEUTIC
INTERVENTION

To faclliutc the tranif onnadon to the next itafc of dcrdopmcnt,
coMidcr tome itrracthj tix*t arc identified in the client
Recognition of
these ftrcnfthi by the thermpist m*y utiit the client
in appro»chin| the
derclopinentiJ tixkj of the next Mtx^ It will be difficult to make
the
traniformation to the next «ta^ unlcs* the client hat tome awareness
of
penonal itrcnftiu within the present stafe, Funherrnore, some minimal
undentanding or competence b needed at each lerel before the client can
move
1.

to the next leveL

Preparadon—Identify the Problem
a.

CoaL* To obtain a general picture of the problem or concern
and search for magical thinking, iiradonal thought or behavior. discrepancy between the real and ideal, or a
conflict faced

by
b.

c.

client.

you tell me what you'd like to talk
about?" listening skills to draw out facts, feclinp, and possibly underlying meanings of client concerns.
Theoretical Options: Range from free association and discussBaric Techniques: •*Could

ing a

2.

new dream

to identifying beharioral problems,
Sensori-Motor Issues
a.
Coal: To ground the client in sensory reality and to note basic
elements of the situation.
b.
Basic Techniques: "What did you sec?" "Hear?" "Feel?" Perhaps gire some special emphasis to how the body fdL Offer
solid attending skills (culturally appropriate eye contact, body
c.

language, Yocal tone, and verbal following).
Theoretical Options: Relaxation training exercises, Cestalt excitation techniques, netirolinguistic programming (R), overlapping techniques of seeing, hearings and feeling, or simply ask:
see? What did you hear? How did you
functional
analysis as conducted by a skilled
A careful
behavioral therapist to search out stimulus-response condidons
is also representative of this sensorimotor grouping. Through
functional analysis, it is possible to lead to later specific coi^
Crete operations and linear cause-and-effect esq^lanatiotu of
the (>roblem.
Transformational Question: ^'How do you organize the thznp
you see, hear, feel?" "What sense do you make of these elc-

"What behavior did you
feel?"

d.

menu?**
S*

Preoperational Issues
Coal: To clarify the preoperational, magical, or irrational ideas
a.
or behavior. At issue is for the therapist to hear the client's
frame of reference as it is brought to the interview. As sxich,

phase is often tied with phase 1.
Basic Techniques: Listening to the dient'i description of the

this

b.

(Rigazio-DiGilio,

1989)
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c.

jituidoa. Directly muting key wordi or cotutnicu
of the client nuy help acccu his or her unique
comtnictionj of the
event. Attempt to draw out jpccific
fact*, feelinp, and interpreutioiu of the event
Theoretical Optioni: Infinite (aj alwayj). For
cognitive pro^
ce«int the »carch for irrational ideai will be Important In
behavioral therapy, the distinction between present
behavior and
dejired behavior may represent the preoperational
Issue, In
psychodynamic therapy, the issue may be the desire to understand as compared %^ridi present lack of understanding. Each
theoretical school has iu

own

or preoperational
dressed in therapy.
irrational

constructiotu of the important
dimensions that should be ad-

d

Transformational Question: •^Could you fire me a specific
example of your concern?- The client may already have presented an example* The goal b to move the dient away
from
repeating the preoperational idea to a discussion of
either
sensorimotor dements or concrete details.
Concrete Opcratiotu
a.

Coal:

To draw out

form the concrete speof the client's concern. We are not inter^ted in interpreution; rather we want to know specific thinfi that happened in the most concrete form possible. Avoid subjective and
in linear, sequential

cifics

evsJuative
b.

langua^

bade Techniques: Questions and

listening skills oriented lo

drawing out concrete aspects of the situation. A major emphasis on facts, ••What happened specifically? What did you
say? What did the other person say? What did you do7 What
did he or she do?** Distinguished from preoperational in that
there the client's interpreution of data may be encouraged to
discover irrational dimensions- Here, the emphasis is on mutually agreed on facts, with a limited emphasis on feelings,
c.
Theoretical Options: Mainly bchavioraL Even if working in a
psychoanalytic orienution, the goal is still to obtain the concrete specifics of a trauma, a dream, or a **triggered*' reaction.
d.
Transformational Question: "Given these facts, what causes
what?" This question may lead to a return to the preoperational, iiradonal level of functioning but introduces the late
concrete operational issue of causation into the discussion.
Late Concr ete Operations
Goal: To airivc at a mutually satisfactory system explaining a
a.
situation, usually with an •*if/thcn" dimension. The dient
should be able to operate predictably in thought and acdon in
the
b.

environmenc

Basic Techniques: Drawing out what happens before and after
the occurrence of the problem, concern, conflict, or irrational
idea-

••What happened just before ?**
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Then, what happened?"

-What waj the mult?- This cm be rrprcicntcd
by
dcnt^-^mvior-<oiucquent in tcnni of bchivior

ABQi

*n antcccor
the

u

of rational-emotive therapy.
c.
Theoretical Option*: Behavioral and RET
option* »ecm to be
clearest, but their lyitcmatic formuUtionj
may be uacd la prychodynamic therapy, family therapy, or another frameworL
<L
Tranafonnational Question: "Is this a repeatinj pattern?"
"Art
there other situations where you act out this
sequence'"
Early Formal Operational Thinkinj
a.
Coal: To identify and think about behavior and
thoughu, particularly repeating patterns of behavior.
h,
Basic Techniques: "You seem to have a tendency
to repeat
that particular behavior, thoufht, or interpretation. How
do
you feel or think about thh pattern?** "What does this pattern
of behavior or thought
to you?" "What function does

mem

this particular pattern serre for you?" The focus
of these techniques will tend to be on the client and the dient'i

construc-

tions or interpretations of the situation.

Theoretical Options: Rogerian dicni-ccntered therapy %rith iu
emphasis on tiilnkinf about feelinp and, to some extent,
meaninp is a framework often effective at this leveL Frankl'i
lofotherapy and much of humanistic psychology seem to operate at this self-analytical leveL
d.
Transformational Question: **How is this patum related to
other patterns that may be i:j:»dcrprdL-'f vour ti:.'>!dnr and behavior?"
Late Formial Operational Issues
a.
Goal: To assist the client to see larger, consiitendy repeating
patterns in his or her life. In effect, we started at the sensorimotor level with many small fragmcnti of thought or behavlor, organized them at the preoperational level into sometimes
useful (but nonetheless magical) thinking, moved then to concrete descriptiotu of bdiaviors and thoughu, then to still
larger pattemi of thoughts and behaviors, and, at this level, to
c.

examining panems of patterns.
b.

c.

Basic Techniques: "We see the pattern of behavior you had
with your children and the panem you use with your employees- How might these two panems relate? Do these two
pattenu form a still larger pattern?** "What is the feeling you
have connected with this (these) patterns? Free associate from
that feeling to an earlier period of life.**
Theoretical Options: The prychodyrumic therapies of Freud,
Jung, and Adler are often characteristic of this level of cognition. Any therapy that deals with re framing reality, particularly from an unconscious orientation, foOowi this general
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modcL Note
d.

tlxxt ill

these oricntitionj

still

come from

i

**$clf.

oriented" model in that the client u consmictini reility.
Tnnsfonnationil Question: •^cVe constructed i comprehensive picture that

seems to repeat itself— there are positives and
neratires in that pattern. How is or was that pattern derdoped
or constructed

a family, sodal, or historical context?** This
transformational question mova to dialectical awareness that
personal constructions
meaninp ire cofenerated in a con*
text of rcladooship.
fai

md

Dialectical
a.

Coal:

lUnkinr
To derdop awareness

that **reality*'

is

constmcted

m

a

dialectical or dialofic relationship with one's family, one*s history, one's fender-a host of relational issues. The distinction

b.

c.

d.

between, knowledge {cpisteme) and inteflijence {no€sis) is not
critical at tiiis stage, but iwarcneu that either may be a coconstructed view may be usefuL
Basic Techniques: A major change occurs in »^«» the dient is
encouraged to move beyond hb or her own history and think
about history b codeveloped or cogmented with others.
As such, questions that bring out awareness of the impact of
one's family, ethnic background, race, gender, and so on all
help the dient see that hb or her cotistructiotu were derdoped
in the context of a network of relationshJni.
Tr.c-u;x;.t.,'U Opiioiii^
r^'-. \\j
witri^iy, icminbt therapy, and
lorinisn conceptions all seem to emphasize the (tialectic.
However, the analysis of transference phenomena in analytic
frameworks can lead to dialectic awireness, is can some ori*
enutions to object relations theory. AH these systems in various ways lead the dient to see him- or herself in a coconstructed, codeveloped context.
Transformational Question: *'WeVe seen that your original
problem or conflict can be viewed from many perspectives.
Identify the flaws in the reasoning or logic behind each of
those perspectives.** At issue here b devdoping swareness that
all perspectives in a deconstructiomst framework have fatal il*
logical, preoperational flaws. We have travded all thb distance
to find

oundves

again at the beginning.

Dcconstruction
Coal: To cncotmtcr Ratonic notsis Cintdligence) that each
a.
piece of hard-won knowledge has inherent flaws. We may find
a perfect form, but it soon slips away from us. Thb may require a winingneas to live with the unknowable and to accept
die logic of our fliogic
b.
Basic Techniques: "Each of our constructions, ideas, or behaviors contairu internal contradictions. Let us seek out and chal*
lengc those contradictions. Confront the contradiction!** Even
concepts taken for g^uted such as gender, nee, or a specific
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c.

ptttOT of life «rt iD open for mntetprcudon
tnd fyrtemxtk
deconitmction u one eximinea their meminj.
p»eorctic*I Optiotu: Derrid* tnd dccocutniction
theory, po^tlemmkt tad po«t-»tructuraI theory, Mme orientttionj to
Ktei^

UT

critidxm, toi^e modem Icminiit «ppro»che«. Tlie
Implications of the$e new philo«ophic trcadi srt
only now beyianmr
to be dimly •ensed by the dienpcutic field.
d.

TnniformAtlonJ Quettion: "Ij there a imity within thii direr•Ity?" Thli question for Kune deconitiucti
deconitructirion
»nd leads us b«ck to the unity of sensori-moior
experience and
the unity

we

w« can

experience with othert^t nitgttu that
may in trudi have been

orifinally defined as a '•problem"

an opportunity.

Which ix the higher coniciousneaT
S<nsori-motor
Setting and expcriendnf a flower
Concreu operational Puttxnf the flower b an
airanfement
Formal operational
Writinf a poem about the flower
Dialectical
Aaalyxini the poem about the flower (or ana}yzin( the analysis of the poem about the flower)

Haoe w€ errioed at the "end" only

to befin tfcinl
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APPENDIX C

THE STANDARD COGNITIVE-DEVELOPMENTAL INTERVIEW
by Allen

E. Ivey,

Sandra

A

[c]1987

RigazioDiGilio. and Mary Bradford Ivey
All Rights Reserved

GENERAL GUIDELINES
In order to ertsure standardtzatiorv the Imervtewer

mast adhere to the format

(e.g..

sequence

arxj

content of questiortt) t>elow.

The onfy techniques that can t>e used hi the dtecretton of the kmeMewer are those from Ive/s
Basic Lktening Sequence Ovey. 1971; 19a3). These techniques era attendlr^ encouragfrxj.
paraphrasing, reflecting fedings, reflecting mearwngs, and summarizing and are meant to etkA
further data and artsure darlry.

INTRODUCTION TO PATIENT
INTERVIEW GOAL
To )oln the

patient

and

ertsure comfort

and cooperation

INTERVIEWER TASK
To

dartfy parameters of Interview and to begin

INTERVIEWER STATEMENTS
TMs Interview wff take approxknatfify AS
wH

I

be typed out and afi
Therefore confberdanty Is ortsurod."

the Interview
k;

minutes to complete. AMxxjgh vt^ be audlotaplng.
names deleted before anyone from the research team reviews

OPENING PRESENTATION OF FAMILY ISSUE
INTERVIEW GOAL
key fads and feelings as organized by the patient
wtth mirvmaJ Inter^erer^ce from Inten/iewer. To assess the predominant cognftJve-developmentaJ

To obtain a broad
leve*

picture of a

famBy

Issue; the

used by the patlem

INTERVIEWER TASK
To obtain

3-5 sentences, or appn^xlmatefy 50-100

words

In

response to the htervtewer staiemert

below.

To

listen for patient's presentation of

a famBy issue to use as the foundation for the next phase.

INTERVIEWER STATEMENTS
^"0 begin wtK I wotid Rce you to respond to a stotament that I
for you
v«y. I v^xidttca you to say as much as you can about whfll happens
famty.*

Summartze

to ensure darty.
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EARLY SENSORI-MOTOR/ELEMENTAL ISSUES
KEYWORDS: SEE HEAR FEEL
IKTERVIEW GOAL

.

To obtain an urderrtar^lnfl

o(

how the

,

patient organtzes hef/hls visual, auditory,

representation o( a tamly biue. trti lo ensure tAie

below to fadttate pallenf s punctuation

o(

and kinesthetic

knows you understand.

her/hk sensory

reality

d the chosen Issue.

Accept

isndocnnett.

Do wx atternpt to move the
Focus on the

patkKTt

beyor^ the tpecKic

elernents as these

reference.

patler<"« ieH-perceptual frarne

iw «xportercina not understanding or Interpreting.

AJm lor her» and

STAGE CRTTERION
The

eler^

patWKtt should talk

^

about the sJtuatkxv t*H. or

con^^ the proWem.
»/he talks about what

b

Interviewer

may receh/e

seen, heard, and

In

a reiatVely

fragments and

random

p^

of

sensorwbas^l data as

left.

IhiTERVlEWER STATEMEKTS

^IS^S^tf^'^'^k^ue). DutxJthhKerv^.rmt^toasky^^^C^t^
Kw«be»m(«tBnC<cxyouto2r
Tobeginwthl^^youtofndoc^vbua*
ksue
kmoe the! occxrx for you when you focus oo „ Can^

SX^;S>l^t^rcJ!Sti«^^
SEKSORY PUNCTUATIONS
A,

VbuatPer^gdor-^^^^^^
2.

B.

-Oescrtoe the scene where

It

happened

Audlory Perceptions
Vrtwl are (did) you heanng)7"
1.
•Howare(dld)peop*eioundOnQ)r
2.
•o«cribe the sounds that happened

In

d«aL*

In detal.

3.

'**T''"SS^(<i«)y^^Cnfl)k.yo^txd^

1

^?«t^(dkiyoufedCnfl)whIethbb(w«^

Soo^ key perceptic^

P^tiart-s,

usl^

ISSUES
LATE SENSORI-MOTOR/ELEMENTAL

KEYWORDS: BEUEF
IKTEHVIEW GOAL

tK- ,vrtl«nt

InteMew.
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makes sense

of the elemental issues:

her/hb

INTERVIEWER TASK
To eocouraoe

patient lo discuss herA^ls Inlefpretallon

erf

the

example by asking any

of the

htarpTBtBfion QLiastkans be^ow.

To cfocouraoe any further

Do not chafleo^e

experier^ctr^ statefT>ems or

any discussion

o( facts.

patient's Interpretatioa

STAGE CRITERION
prwae

Patient ahouid

a frame o* reference or view o^

•erue out o( the aertsorv-based data.

roaltry that, to her/him. makes meanino and
At this stage, the Interpretation may be Incompiete or

lnatk>naL

IHTERVIEWER STATEMEhTTS
Parmphraae Ineoassary.
Hastala key words and phrases to assist potiert to access herAib unk^ue constnxtion of the

•xampte.

INTERPRETATK)N QUESTIOKS
Tk>^ do you moke aensa

K

of al this?*

B.

n^^doyoutNrOcaboUalDfthbr

C

"HoMrdoyoucxpUkiaflaftNsr
Ttowr do you put thb afl to^etherr
"What mrnning docs
thb have for you?"
"Whal one thing stands out for you from thfa?"

D.
E.
F.

Scmmartza to anBUTB darty.

EARLY CONCRETE 0PERATI0NAL7SITUATI0NAL ISSUES

KEYWORD: DO

GOAL

IfiTERVlEW

obtain concrete and specific facts pertaWng to the patient's Issue. The major emphasis b on
descriptkxi and facts wtth a limited emphasis on feelings and with no emphasis on evaJuatkxi or

To

artatysia.

IhTTERVIEWER TASK
good kjea of how the patient experiences and Interprets the stiuatkxv summarize
and assist herAUm to discuss the concrBte detals of the sfajaUon In linear, teqjjertiai kxm wtth
major emphasb on facts. Assist by using arry or all of the behavtora^ tracWng questkans listed
After obtalnir^g a

below.

To encourat^e

dlscusskxi of spedfk: things that happened

To discouraQe any further

In

as cxxxrete a form as possIWe.

Interpretatloo or subjectlve/evaJuatrve vert>aJLzatk)fts-

STAGE CRTTERION
The

patient

feefings.

It

shouW describe events

may

In

be that the patient

a Ur>ear re(atJveJy organized sequerv:* wtth a few basic
offers

a single perspective on the prottem
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al

thb stage.

INTERVIEWER STATEMENTTS
IKTBOOOCTORY STATEMEKT
n iNr* t«v« an boa about how you think and
I

tool

aboU thb _

(fcimly ksuo;

paraphrase or

prvAxts two togmerts). It vrtxid neve be holpfvi far me to oe< an klea
¥(t»f» thMs kiwoos, thoughts, and feelings occur tor yoa Tel mo al the tacts.'

•irr*Twrtz« data from

•xan^

o<

an

BEHAVIORAL TRACKING QUESTIONS

K
B.

"Can you lei be apedficalfy v^haJ happened?* (ui« example already preiented)
"Coiid you gfv» me an apecTtc example?' (use K an example has net been presented)
If

2.

'W»ldklyootay(do)thenr
"And than what happenedT

3.

"Wtwl dkJ the other peraon say (do)?"

1.

LME CONCRETE QPERATIONALVSITUATIONAL ISSUES

KEYWORDS:

IF

....THEN

INTERVIEW GOAL

^
under dlscusskw usuaBy wtth
anive al a mutually tatlsfactofy system exptalning the tJtuaUon
»n-«Ahen-dlfT>en$lonvvhlchmayl6adtobsucso<causattoa To draw out what happens before and

To

after the

occurmce

o( the axample/sltuatlon provided

by the

INTTERVIEWER TASK

patient.

,

_

STAGE CRITERION

^
The

,

S^rchfor«rti»cecW<andcoas«quof<condftk>n$whlettlIldlscou™
•mphasbwnalm on description, not on evsduatton or analysis. The question below
and after the tituatioa
assist the patient to review what happened before

are

mMnt to

.

^

linear KAhen- statemenis, may be able
The patlen: rrev be able to orpanke pnMous segments into
cons^jenc^s.
able to think in terms of antoc^en-^ arc
to control ar»d describe action, and may be
able to thlnlc about actions and the
Logic and revtKsJbllty may be evident and patient may be

Impact o( actions.

INTERVIEWER STATEMEKTS
AKTBXDeNT/COMSEQUEKT QUESTIONS

K
B.

C.

n
E.'

•What happened )ust before aB
•Wwl happened afterwards?"

this

ocxxrmfr

•What was the rasiirr
then what happens?*
"^infvrijdo
deserts thorn (perBp^

SJtfi«t«^you

you tMr* cauaesArSggors wharr
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.

EARLY FORMAL OPERATIONAUPATTERN ISSUES
KEYWORD: PATTERN
IKTERVIEWGOAL
To

trom description to examination and/or anaiysis of the facts o( the situation and/or of the
tett. To fadltate the patient's Identification of and examination of repetltKre
t>ehaviof
thoughts, and affect related to situations perceK^ to l>e simiar to the prtmary example and
rr)0/%

re^ed

sett.

INTERVIEWER TASK
To move

patient

«way from sensory expedences and toward

abstract

thWdng

t^y

asking

some

of the

below unti the patient demonstrates an abfltty to bentfy and tfM about repeotkig
psnems of behevtorx, thoughts^ and affect that occiff In situations simiar to tt\e primary

qtiestions

example,

STAGE CRTTERION
The patient wC be able to offer an borrKxphlc sttuatlon(s) where the sarrw sertsorWnotor eiements
and cor>crete-operBlionaI bsues occur. The patient wfll be at)le to analyze txjth situation arxj seW
In thte

Isomorphic example.

INTERVIEWER STATEMENTS
Paraphma/summartze the Dnear. sequerdaf format descrfiDed
constnxli; key words, and phrases.

prevtousfy using the petierf • maki

Mo^ tCM«nl an c»rnlr0tkxi of the stuBlion by aski^
prcNfdee an borTKxphIc cxampie.
A.

*An there ctfw sfciatkxis thai you find yourseff when you are wth your tamly. where
this same set of everts and feefngs occur for you?*

B.

"Does
"Doe*

CI

fcn

happen a lot for you
kind of tNng happen a krr

this kkid of thing

this

McNe toward an cxaminalion

of seff

In

your tamly?"

by asking sorne of the questions bdo^ irtl the
txtecAx thought, and affect.

sho^ an

patient

atJIty to kterpreC herAib repeating patterns of

A.
B.

C
D.

"What are you saying to you3e*f when thai happens?"
"How do you think aboU yoirsert/see your3eff In thai famty aJtualion?*
acted thai way In other famly stuatkxi^
Tiave you feft - thought
nroueeemtohflv^ateridefcytDrBpealthfllpaftkixiarbehavfcx/th^

nampie .
1.

2-

3.

For

(peraphrBse).'

•Wr«l do you tNnk about this tendency of yoirs?"
VAwl does thk peHem of behavior/thought mean to yoO?"
^Vto ti«3ion does thh panern of behavky/thought

LATE FORMAL OPERATIONAUPATTERN ISSUES
KEY WORDS: PATTERN OF PATTERNS

^

INTERVIEW GOAL

her/his

To assist the patient to Identify and examine larger, consistently repeating patterns In
fWds
We and to anatyze these patterns from the vantage point of the se« and the cortolua]
wtthln

wt^ the patient Interacts.
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INTTEFtVIEWERTASK
and examine simiar sttuatioos and repetitive partems erf
perspodjvw thai
thoughts, behavioo, and actions In lh« seW and In others from a mtidtude
the
jom«
asking
acx»mpllshed
wfll
by
be
ftccourt kx tknlartifts and dfflefBnccs This
qoestJoos beiow unJ th« patient demonstrates an ablltry lo recognize slmiarties, dWerences,
ar^d compiexWes,

To

assist Xht patient lo bentify

STAGE CRTTEFUON
examine patterns c< patterns. Stuationafty. s/he %vtl be
aUe to compare and contrast different situations and coordinate thb Into a Gestatt, manifest In
reiation lo
an aWtry to gain rmiiiple-perspectivei a^j a fundamentaJ unity for tituationi. In
lo recognize mbced
the aeif, the patient w«l be atrfe lo examine patterm In the setf ar^ be aUe

At thb stage the pattent

and complex

may be aUe

to

fee/lf>gs.

l^frEFMEWER STATEMENTTS
•Tou have

wth me two ways %*t«re you (and others) bohaveANnkAeei the aame way .
Kjmwtze), You have aiso sharBd wth me what you think thb al moartt kx/^^

»haf»d

(parmphrase or
you — (pafaphrase or aummartze)/

»e anyway these patterns are connected?'

A.

T>o you

B,

-Pucikig the

t^bsues together, ho^wotid you
and

We »ee the pattern of betevix arri thought thai you had/^
the pettern of

A.
B.

a
D,

E
F.

be^wviy and thought

that

Tiow do you thWc these patterm
"Do these eaan^ios speak
•What k the feefkig you

you had/that can occ^
refater

to even a larper pcttamT"

hM connected wth theae escampiear

•WhetboyouttWclheseexamptespeektor
'What brimlar about themr
Tk>i^ ck) you tt** your way of reacting In each

sftuarf^

DIALECTIOTRANSFORMATIONAU^^^^
KEYWORDS: INTEGRATE PUT TOGETHER
IKTERVIEW GOAL

ISSUES

.

^
personal
To assist the pattent k^ mcving to an awareness that
cogenerated vta a network of retatkDnsNps (thb sect^
obtain a bask: c>T?antzatkxxal sunv^
tott^ network of famly reiattonships). To
from
assbt the patient lo percetve thb Integration
patient kitegrates what hat been shared. To
,

^00^*^,^^^^

Mveral dWterent perspecttves.

to be*c^ thai asskt

rBialkx^

artd 10

kw^ie tha kjo^je

the pattent

th^l has

^Jf^*^
tn^

bet n shared

Interview.

S^^tL?SIIS^I^ aw to oer><Kzte .n lmegrat>v

I^^^p^es. so^ v^lch encompass

what has b**n

p.ctur,

the
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boa

^

^

ard v*ew this

l^^^ERVlEWER statements

^

k^amwlkan pained «t the wity and
to bitegnUkxi (A) «nd cooonsmictioo (B).

St*T«rnartz«

retated

1

^3h^v»twl you twv»»id about you- !amly.your»eK. and you-

2.

"Wh* meaning do you get henT

a.

^tMitsnd«oU lor you from thtetesskxiT

4.

"HcwfwoiidyouiYnttiedrBthbwpwtencer

Tl

tawm v»« hr^ b«n

to (kteoiyna

pattam of tt*ildna iMflna

lt»liapaat»lt»aKloryouv»twnyouBreyAhyouian*y. How do you think thfa
de^^opad h you- lan*y; ather In you^ lamiy erf origin. pr«wfc)U»
2.

pattern

or you currant Svkigananoenwft.'
famly thai cxartrtxla to Ihevw^
-Art thara other aituattomh your

X
4.

5.
6.
7.

^

b«*»^too'^

^

-Whrt nia are you operating unbarr
came
n*>*<Jo you tuppo-tNa^rfthinldng and actino

abouk^

¥i«y you think and bahavar
-VVtwt other sfaJBbont help to fcxrn the
tWnWng
and actkig In you fanr*yr
-How dap*3pl« teem these ways of
>>.

ni>*6oyou«uppoaathbwayofthlnidnQorftctkigcamaaboUlnyout8ni»^

KEY WORDS: CHALLENGE THE INTEGRATION
chanaoQedand

can b«
I'^I^J^^.^fide^op an awaraoess that aD .55umpdoojMi«from
whicMo

any
vantao. points
to^rd
rrv:^
perceptions To assist the patent to
to chaneoga the pat^nf,

i^^^zrOIoc ttS
action based

on this rxjva

IsWSaw, by

thera era a muttferie

»oo*vard alternaUva perspecJ»<«».

asidng a lew questiom Irom the

To

Irttegnrtion
assist patient to rathlnlc her/his

To

assist patient to

and to

aecond Ml, labeled
asJdng a few questions from the

first

dls<^ n<^^
ah«Tii^

nv^ tc^vard action bas^ on her/his

by asldng a faw questions from the

third

Mt

a^

si^^

labeled action tfatamerta.
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imHRVlEWER STATEMEhTTS

ttM INb p«ll«Ti arxl you- thcogft» about h«v«e devB^^
bohavVxi «nd
Of1gkVpf»Ax» tamly/cmBnt brnty kto rii«
11

thoogftx.'

CHALLE>4(aNG STATEMEKTS
nw(xidwrikpc«£fti«tolctonC*y«nyftawslnthese r\i«:;»n^

A.

_ or _ <tonn
any taw* In v*t«tfr/«yof»hM teemed

fcr tHf*kig »rri •ctkig «r» ix3t

vrfd or rwsonaUe

you
n^you»»«*ofmBav«hYOU-r»89orilnQlntheifiii«n«rtx

B.

(X

ALTERMMV/E STATEMENTS
-Art

A.
B.

C
D.

^

•ifyouooiid*ddtoorchBn9«th««fii«hc>^wotidyoudo»or
^-Wtwlcaid another poktrfvfcwft* on tWsTTk>*ni»{/<«fwther!amIyinefTiberd«cft»^

ACTION STATEMEKTS
A.
b!

sJ^^

thaw w,««^7or ^
thw« other ¥«yi to took «ith««rii«« you hMW«med_

^^.^^-r?-

VVhenyou^feerngthelw.y.ctoyouorcxxidyoaCto^^
^iK^tf»oorTvkD*yofeltha«poss»*t^
Ihhr

C.

WlyoudoanytNngabotttr

D

vrt^»ctionv*«youtakebeMdonthbnew«w»rBne«7"
"

E.

-VrtwiofietHriottanclsoutforyouandvrtialw^youdoaboatr

END
n hooe

thJs

way or dbcusslng you .«J yocr fan^ offwBd

questiorw you mlgrt v«nt to ask

soo^

Na^tf«lthelnlarvte-rbcv,r.doyouh^.ny

ma »boi< otx sessksnr
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APPENDIX D

IVEY'S

What

"WHAT IS YOUR PREFERRED STYLE OF HELPING"

Your Preferred Style of Helping?

Is

Allen E. Ivey, University of Massachusetts, Amherst*

Purpose
This instrument is designed to help you examine your conceptual style, the way
you think about relationships, and the way you make meaning in the world. It
will give you some clues as to your prefen-ed way of interacting in the
counseling and therapy session. It may be helpful to you in understanding
others who may approach things differently from you. Potentially, it can help you
in your personal relationships as well.

Directions
answering the ten questions on the following pages, focus on yourself and
what is typical for you. The more spontaneous and honest you can be, the more
helpful this instnjment can be.
1. In

have ten questions with four possible answers. Your task is to rank the
four responses from most descriptive of you through least descriptive. You are
to rank the responses from one (1) to four (4). Select the one which is most
typical of you first (mari< it #1), the one least typical of you next (#4), then select
(2) and (3) as midpoints between the two anchors.
2. You'll

3.

Example. Please rank the following from

When

1

to

4

(1 is

your

first

choice. 4

is

your

last).

think about myself as a counselor or therapist
a.
a.
prefer individual counseling.

I

I

3.

Move
Have

I

c.

I

d.

I

prefer couples counseling.
prefer group counseling.
prefer family counseling.

rapidly rather than

answers or
4.

b.

'best'

way to

fun and learn a

b.
c.

d.

wonying about your responses. There are no correct

respond.

little

about yourself!
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Marf<

Which type

1.

o( learning situation

1

as

ycxjr

preference, 4 as your

last

cfoce

do you prefer?

Organized, structured with clear directions
as lo what is lo be done.

a.

b. Ktghly Involving

and

a.

b.

experiential.

Experiences which help me apply the
concepts lo myself and urxlerstand myself

c.

better.

Those which allow for multiple Interpretations.
No one right answer Is really possible.

d.

in

Emotionally, you tend lo
a. Uke to look at patterns o( feeling.
b. Have spedfic feeEng which lends lo
remain consistent over time.
c. Feel deepty and immediately; feel

2.

easily In

my body.

c.

d. Often have mixed feeBr^s which change
deperKing on Ihe perspective lake.

d.

I

Which type o( counseling
techniques do you prefer?

3.

a.

theories, methods, or

Rogerian and other orientations which focus

on sett-devetopmenl.
b. Gestaft exercises,

a

body awareness, massage,

Behavioral arufysls, realty therapy, logical

analysis of ratlor^ai-emotlve therapy,
assertivenessiralnlng.
d. Fam'ly systems wori<, multicuHurai emphasis,

examining Issues
4. In

a group counseling session, you tend
a. Partldpale', but often

to:

ike lo stand back and

observe the group's Interaction
b.

dJ

of transference.

aJ

style.

Sometimes gel frustrated with an

that's

going

on. I prefer stmctured groups which have a
spedfk: purpose.
c. Uke groupworic which helps me understand

myself and others better.
K and share. I'm espedally
fond of here and now experiencing

d. Really get Into

5.

Which descrtoes you?
a.

Concrete

b. Sensory-oriented
c. Analytical

d. Self-reflective

2—

Do not add until finished
Total Page
(The total of columns 1,2,3,4 should equal 50.)
your family o( origin. Altow yourself
a moment of recollection before responding
on ttie next page.

6.

Stop

for

a

moment—recall
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6.

(Continued) Which Is closest lo what you did? Most distant?
a. You thought about your (anily genogram

and have intergenerational history affects
the way you and other (amily mennbcrs are
b.

You

rK)w.

a.

visualized your f anily and/or

some cpedfic leeEngs In your body.
You thought about patterns of

noted
c.

b.

Interaction In the family, particularly

those which affected you.
d. You thought about a cpedfic
Incident and thought about what happened.
7.

When thinking

c.
-

d.

about nxjtUcultural Issues,

which o( the (ottowing Is closest lo you?
a. People are people arxl that Is the
central thing we need to recall.
b. Feel some serise of anger because
of discrimlriallon and related Issues,
c. Rnd It helpful to t>ecome aware of

a
b
c

your own muWcullural heritage.
d. Rrxl ttiat aO of the above dimensions
can t>6 part o( your (eeGngs arxl thoughts.
What occurs lor you seems to change with context.
8.

d

People descrtt>e you as
a. IntetlectuaRzed, planful,

They see you as good

and deliberate.

at analyzing sHuatior^s

from several points of view.
b. Enwlional and quick lo react, creative and playful,
able to be with others In the here and now.
c Self -reflective and aware of yourself
d. Ordered and planful. dependable, sequential.
9. In

a

b
c
d

choosing woric, you would most prefer.
a. ConskJeraUe chance for creativity and
spontafV}lty. Td prefer a boss wtw lakes
care of details and structures things for

me when
b.

a

needed.

opportunity to think and use
skills at analysis and deductton.

An

my

prefer

a boss who gives

arxl toaves

me

me

I'd

an assignment

t

alone.

Being with people in good relationships. I'd
Ike a boss who consults and helps me become
more effective In my own way.

c.

c

and organization with
good planing. prefer a boss who Is there lo
help me when need him and who provides
coaching and support.

d. Sufficient structure
1

1

d

4

—

4

Total Page 3 Do not add until finished,
(The total of columns 1,2,3.4 should equal 40.)

1
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\

.

a.

I

am aoie

lo

confused before
b.

I

c

I

I

I

act.

lend

best
I

in the

moment.

happens
lo think

what the

me and my own thinking
d.

points of view

sometimes become

tend to react spontaneously

Just

It

many

seo so

arxJ possibi lilies that

crisis

means

lo

and then do the
I

Icaa

find

H help(uf to think about or make a

of positives

Est

and negatives and work my way

deCberatety through Ihe problem.

(The

total of the

4 columns

for

Hem # 1 0.

should equal

1

0.)

Scoring Instmctlons
1.

Total Ihe four columns at the bottom of each page

Total of

Columns

i

(S/M)

and put your totals below in
2 (C)

3

(F)

the spaces provided.

4 (0/S)

Page 2
Page 3
Page 4 (above)

Column total lor afl 3 pages
2.

Scoring Check for Accuracy of Addition
1 If you add an four columns, the total should
.

t>e 1

00.

If

the total of an your answers

is 1

00, you

have added correctly.
2. In you do rwt total 100:
a. Rnd the page where your error Ikely les. The total of page 2 scores should be 50.
page 3 should be 40, and page 4 should be 1 0. Did you add each page correctly?
c. If you did add correctly, then most Ikely you put the same number twice or left out an
answer. Change your answers that shoukJ lake care of the problem
your scores.by points
on Ihe devetopmenlal sphere. The
lowest scores Indicate your
prefeaed style areas.
3. Marie

Connect the four points
and note your areas of
4.

preference.

How abie are

you to work witti and
communicate with those
different from you?
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In terp retation
Counseling students should be reassured that there is no right answer or
best way to be. With certain cllents.the sensorimotor style
Is best, with
others the dlalecUc/systemlc, What Is Important Is to be aware that
we
typically have a preferred style and we need to be
careful not to Impose our
cognitive style on othc^s^ DCT stresses the Importance of
matching one's
IntcivcnUons to the cognltlve-cmoUonal style of the cUenL

The Item stems

In the Instrument were designed to
students will see that all of the responses are valid.

be poslUvc and hopefully

Sensorinwtor. Those who score most highly here are believed to be
especially good at being in the moment with clients and having access
to

Immediate

cxi>erlenclng.

who arc high here tend to be good at making plans
being specific, and taking action In the world.
FormaL These students tend to be good at reflecUon and dealing, with
patterns of thought of feeling. (Reflecting and experiencing feelings dlfi'er,)
Dialectic-systemic Multlperspectlvc, these students are good at
looking at systems of operations and dealing with complexity.
Concrete. Those

with

Each

style

times

may

clients,

has both strengths and weaknesses. The sensorimotor person at

ha,vc difllculty organizing experience, the concrete person may
become enmeshed In detail and have difllculty in reflecting, the formal
person may be good at reflecting feelings, but have real difllculty in
experiencing them fully at the sensorimotor level, and the dialectic/systemic
person may get caught in thinking and have dlfllcultles In feeling or in taking
action- In
I
suggesting that full dex>€lopment requires uscdltobe
•

^ecU am

more fully sensitive at each

level

of scores Is also interesting. We find a few people who have a
balanced proflle indicating ability to work at all levels, we flnd some with
"spikes" who strongly prefer one style. We find those who may be
predominantly formal, but also have strengths in concrete and/or
sensorimotor areas. Each person appears to have a unique pattern.

The ordering

The Instrument seems to help students understand the DCT model and
implications at a more personal leveLIt often helps them learn how to
diagnose preferred style in their clients and start matching their
Intervention more carefully with client needs.
FtoIIotx^up Instruments
Style-Shift Inventory. The SSI

Its

available from Mlcrotraining. It presents
eight cases and students develop treatment programs for the case studies. It
also presents a preferred style of action score.
Gregorc Style Delineator. I really like to have my students take this
Instrument. It covers very good Information on cognitive style. Is easy to
administer and score. Available froqi Gabriel Systems. Maynard, Mass.
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator. There are some Interesting similarities and
differences between the Instrument enclosed here and,the Myers-Brlggs. On
examination, I find that the sensing dimension seems to relate to
sensorimotor experiences, the thinking to concrete, feeling to formal, and
Intuition to dialectic/systemic. Perhaps you will see something dlfl'erent.
Is
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Leader Guide for ^What

is

Your Preferred Style of Helping

(by Allen luey)

an Informal Instrument which

I use In my teaching and workshops. I've
found It useful In helping students generate an understanding of the developmental
counseling and therapy (DCT) framework and the way they think about the helping
process. Some groups I work with are very formal and/or dialectic-systemic in
their thought patterns (seems to be characteristic of counselor/ therapist
educators), but others arc quite diverse in their patterns of response. Nothing
ma k es a group believe In cognitive-style differences more than looking around the
room and seeing that others responded differently from them.

This

Is

Administration andScoring

These are

relatively simple, indicated on the form, and I find that students can
take and score the Instrument In from 10 to 20 minutes. The score check Is
particularly important and you may need to help some people find addition errors.

Theoretical Background
The developmental sphere reproduced here catches the essence of the theoretical
framework. Essentially, It says that some theories of helping focus on stmcttiring
the environment for the client (eg. behavioral modification, relaxation training-body
work), some on a coaching process, more concrete in orientation (eg. assertiveness
trairiing, the early stages of RET), some on formal operational consultation
(Rogerian, psychodynainic theory), and some on systems of operations (feminist
theory, multicultural theory, transferential Issues), Furthermore. It is often
important to point out that most theories do work at multiple levels. Beck's
cogniave merapy, lor example, while predominantly lormaU aoes interesting work
at the sensorimotor and concrete levels as well, although the dialectic/systemic
type of thinking seems to be minimal.

Notr:
here will)

\\CT

diagTxm wai fini rfnwn by Loii T. Crady and U u»cd
permiition.
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APPENDIX E

STREHORN'S ''WHAT

YOUR PREFERRED STYLE FOR UNDERSTANDING
YOUR LEARNING DISABILITY"
IS

Purpose
This instrument is designed to help you examine your conceptual style, the w ay you
think about relationsliips, and Uie way you make meaning
the w orld. It will you sive
you some clues as to your preferred style of understanding your learning disability. ^Ii ma\also be helpful to you in understanding others who may approach tilings from different

m

styles than

your own.

Directions
In answering the nijie questions

what

is typical

on tlie following pages, focus on yourself and
for you. The more spontaneous and honest you can be, the more helpful

instrument can be.

this

You

have nine questions with four possible answers. Your task is to rank the
four responses from the most descriptive of you through the least descriptive. You are to
rank the responses from one (1) to four (4). Select the one which is most t)T>ical of you
first (mark it #1). tlie one least typical of you next (#4), then select (2) and (3) as midpoints
between the two anchors (1 and 2).
Move rapidly rather than worrying about your responses. There are no correct
answers or a "best" way to respond. Have fun and leam a httle about yourself.

1

.

Which

will

t}pe of learning situation do

you

prefer?

c.

Organized, structured with clear directions as to w-hat is to be done.
Highly involving and experimental.
Experiences wliich help you apply the concepts to youj-self and understand

d.

Nourself better.
Those wliich allow^ for multiple interpretations as no one right answ er

a.

b.

is

realh*

possible.
2.

Emotionally, you tend
a.

Like to look

b.

Have

c.

d.

3.

\^Tien

a.

b.

c.

d.

to:

at patterns

of feeling.

w liich tends

remain consistent ovei time.
Feel deeph' and inunediately; feel easily in your body.
Often have mixed feelings wliich cliange depending on iht: |>ersi>ective

you

specific feeling

tliink

of youj- learning

to

disabilit}'

and being

Panicipate. but often like to stand back and

Wliich describes \'Ou?
a.

b.

obsen e

you lend

ou take.

to:

the group.

Sometimes get fiaisti-aied with all that's going on. ^'ou prefer sinicuired LTOups
which have a specific |)urpose.
Like group work w liich helps you understand yourself and others beuer.
Re;dly get into il ;ind share. Vou are especially fond of litre and now
e.\|xrricncing.

4.

in a classroom,

\

C oncrete and specific
Sensoiy-orienled

c.

Analytical

d.

Self lencclive
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Slop for a raomcnl-rccall Ihc liistory of your learning
moment of recollection before responding.

5.

Which

a

what you did? Most distant?

is closest to

a.

Allow yourself

disability.

You

thought about your learning disability and how its histor}' affects tlie way
and others are now.
You visuaUzed your learning disabihly and/or noted some specific feelings in
your body.
\^ou

b.

c.

d.

6.

When

closest to

a.

You thought of patterns of interaction involving your learning disabiUt)'.
You tliought about a specific incident and thought about what happened
thinking about issues regarding learning disabihties, which of the following

is

you?
People are people regardless of

and

disabilities,

that is the central thing

we need

to recall.

Feel

some

sense of anger because of discrimination and other related issues.
c. Find it helpful to become aware of your own history with learning disabilities.
d. Find that all of the above dimensions can be a part of your feelings and
tlioughts. What occurs for you seems to change with context.
b.

7.

People describe you
a.

Intel! ectuah zed, planful,

situations
b.

c.

d.

8.

b.

c.

d.

and

deliberate.

They see you

as good

at

analyzing

from several points of view.

Emotional and quick to react, creative, and playful. Able
here and now.
Self-reflective and aware of vourself.
Oidered and planful. dependable, sequential.

In choosing work,
a.

as:

you would most

to be

with others

in the

prefer:

Considerable chance for creativity and spontaneity. You would prefer a boss
w ho takes care of details and siructiu-es things for you when needed
An opportunity to tliink and use your skills at analysis and deduction, ^ ou
would prefer a boss who gives you an assigimient and leaves you alone.
Being with people in good relationships. You would like a boss who consults
and helps you become more effective in your own way.
Sufficient stmcture and orgaiiization with good planning. You prefer a boss
who is there to help you when \'ou need herAiim and who provides coacl\ing and

suppoiL
9.

Wlien you face an important
a.

You

life crisis:

are able to see so

many

points of view and possibilities

become confused before you
b.
c.

You lend to
Y ou tend to
you do

d.

You

react
tliink

the best

fuid

it

\

you sometimes

act.

spontaneous!}

u hat tlie
ou can.

tiial

ciisis

moment. It
means to you and

in the

helpful to tliink about or

w ork yoiu way deliberately iluough

make

a

list

happens.

yoiu'

own

iliinking. ajid tlien

of positives and negatives and

the problem.
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APPENDIX

F

STREHORN'S '^HOW DO YOU VIEW YOURSELF AS A LEARNER"

Directions
In answering the ten questions on the following pages, focus on your learning
The more spontaneous and honest you are, the

disability and what is typical for you.
more helpful this instrument will be.

There are ten questions with four possible answers. Your task is to rank the four responses from
the most descriptive of you through the least descriptive. You are to rank the responses from one
(1) to four (4). Select the one which is most typical of you first (mark it #1). the one least typical
of you next (#4), then select (2) and (3) as midpoints between the two anchors ( 1 and 4).

Do

much time thinking about your
or a "best" way to respond.
not spend too

Have fun and

1.

Which
a.

b.
c.

better.

Lectures and activities that allow for multiple interpretations where no one

How would
a.

about yourself!

Organized/structured lectures and activities that have specific purposes.
Lectures and activities that allow me to express how I am feeling.
Lectures and activities that help me apply concepts to myself and understand

answer

2.

little

There are no correct answers

type of lectures/activities do you prefer?

myself
d.

learn a

responses.

is

correct.

you describe the way vou study for an exam?

look back at

1

me

my

previous study patterns and choose what has worked best for

in the past.

use the same study techniques for all exams.
know the best
c. 1 usually feel anxious about studying and sometimes do not
technique to use.
the type of exam.
d. I use different study skills and techniques depending on
b.

3.

How

I

would most people describe you as

a learner?

c.

looking at situations from several points of view.
Spontaneous and quick to react.
Self-refiective and aware of myself.

d.

Dependable, logical, and good

a.

b.

Good

at

at

planning.
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4.

5.

6.

7.

How

would you describe yourself

b.

1

the information presented applies to the "real" world.
organize the information presented by taking good notes.

c.

I

try to

d.

I

am

how

the information presented applies to myself.
I have in reaction to the material and classroom activities.

am

I

b.

I

c.

1

<L

I

specific and good with details.
pay attention to my feelings and I tend to go with my "gut" instincL
am good at taking in many ideas and I like to look at the "big picture."
am self-reflective and I like to think about how things affect me.

describes vou

when vou

are writing a paper ?

a.

I

b.

I

provide details in an organized fashion.
relate my own understanding of the topic.

c.

I

report

d.

I

from many different perspectives.
include many emotions and feelings.

vou had

b.
c.

d.

Which

a choice,

describes vou
I

b.

I

c.

I

d.

I

c.

d.

instructor

would vou choose?

when vou

talk to

someone about your

learning disability ?

able to talk about many points of view and possibilities.
tend to focus on the feelings I am having at that moment
am able to talk about how my learning disability affects my life.
am able to specifically describe the type of learning disability I have.

am

What do you

b.

what kind of

An instructor who structures things for me when needed.
An instructor who wants me to relate assignments to my own past experiences.
An instructor who connects assignments to the "real world."
An instructor who wants me to express my feelings within an assignment.

a.

a.

10.

understand

aware of the feelings

describes vou as a learner ?

a.

Which

9.

how

I

a.

8.

classroom ?

a-

Which

If

think about

in the

prefer

when given an assignment

in class ?

One that is organized, with directions and examples.
One that allows me to learn more about myself.
One that is practical and that I can relate to the "real worid."
One that allows me to be spontaneous.

Stop for a moment and recall the history of your

moment

1

b

1

c.

1

d.

I

Allow yourself a

of recollection before responding.

Which of the following
a

learning disability.

thought about

responses,
statements best describes your thoughts? Rank order your

how much

I

have learned about myself since being diagnosed,

my

learning disability,
my learning disability.
thought about the many people and situations that affect
disability.
thought about a specific incident involving my leaming

remembered emotions and

feelings

I

associate with
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APPENDIX G

INFORMATION SHEET

1

•

What type of learning

disability

do you have ? (Check

apply)

Attention

Head Trauma

Memory

Auditory

Language

Visual

Dyslexia

Math

I'm not too sure

Other (Specify

2.

At what grade

3.

How

4.

How much

).

were you

level

first

diagnosed with a learning disability ?

old were you ?

not very

do you

feel

you know about your learning

disability ?

^"'^^ ^

much
2

1

5.

all that

4

3

5

6

well do you feel you accommodate for your learn ing disability?

How

not very well
1

2

4

3
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5

6

APPENDIX H

CONSENT FORMS A & B

CONSENT FOR VOLUNTARY PARTICIPATION
volunteer to participate

I

1.

This

is

study and understand that:

in this

a study concerning college students with learning disabilities.

Kregg Strehom, a doctoral student
conducting
2.

is

is

new

to validate a

knowledge concerning the experiences of
and services offered to these students. The study

to increase the

college students with learning disabilities

3.

being conducted by

Amherst. Kregg

research under the supervision of his advisor, Dr. Allen Ivey.

this

The purpose of this study
hopes

It is

University of Massachusetts,

at the

also

instrument to be used in service provision with these students.

This study involves two

parts: a) a quantitative questionnaire,

and b) a follow-up,

qualitative question in the form of an interview.

4.

may

I

participate in part

give permission, and

5.

6.

if

*'a''

1

without participating

am randomly

in part

"b".

I

will only be interviewed if

I

selected from a group of other participants.

approximately 4-6 weeks. The interview will take approximately
five (5) minutes and will be tape recorded to facilitate analysis of the data. If selected to be
interviewed, I will receive a gift certificate for a slice of pizza at Antonio's in Amherst as

Interviews will take place

my

in

compensation

for

My

address are given

name and

matching

my

L.D.S.S.

My

participation.

at the

bottom of this page

in

order to assist Kregg in

questionnaire and/or interview to previous information I have shared with
name will not be used during any discussion or the study with persons

outside of Kregg's advisor. The only exception would be in the case where a participant proves
to be at clear and immediate risk of harming her/himself or others.
collected in this study will be included in Kregg's dissertation, and
incorporated into manuscripts submitted to professional journals for publication.

7.

The information

8.

I

have the right not

without prejudice
affect

9.

upon

my

to participate in this study or to

at

any time.

My

withdraw from

part or all of this study

non-participation or withdrawal from the study will have no

services at L.D.S.S.

Participation in this study will require

learning disability.

Due

me

to the fact that

to reflect

upon past experiences with

my

some of these experiences might be negative and/or

can request a list of counseling resources from Kregg that
emotions brought up during this study.
upsetting,

may be

I

can use

I

Signature-Date

Kregg Strchom-Date
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as a result of

s

CONSENT FOR VOLUNTARY PARTICIPATION

I

volunteer to participate in this interview and understand that:

1.

This is an interview that will ask you one, open ended question pertaining to
your learning disability. It is being conducted by Kregg Strehom, a doctoral
student at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst. Kregg is conducting this
interview under the supervision of his advisor. Dr. Allen Ivey.

2.

The purpose of this study

knowledge concerning the
experiences of college students with learning disabilities and services offered to
these students. The study also hopes to validate a new instrument to be used in
is

to increase the

service provision with these students.

3.

This interview

is

made up of one, open ended

question.

The interview

approximately five (5) minutes and will be tape recorded to

will take

facilitate analysis

of

the data.

4.

My name and address are given at the bottom of this page in order to assist
questionnaire and/or interview to previous information I
name will not be used during any discussion of
have shared with L.D.S.S.
would be
the study with persons outside of Kregg 's advisor. The only exception

Kregg

in

matching

my

My

in the case

where a participant proves

harming her/himself or
5.

The information
dissertation,

and

to

be

at clear

and immediate

risk

of

others.

collected in this interview will be included in Kregg'
incorporated into manuscripts submitted to professional

may be

journals for publication.

withdraw from part or
have the right not to participate in this interview or to
any time. My non-participation or
all of this interview without prejudice at
my services at L.D.S.S.
withdrawal from the interview will have no affect upon

6

I

7.

I

can request a

arises as a result

8.

of counseling resources from Kregg that
of emotions brought up during this study.

list

As compensation

for

certificate for a slice

my participation
of pizza

at

in this interview

Antonio's

in

I

I
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if the

will receive a gift

Amherst.

Signature-Date

Kregg Strehom-Date

can use

need

APPENDIX

I

EXPERT RATING FORM

1

SCORING SHEET
Please begin by thinking about the four statements under each question

numbered 1-10 on

the questionnaire provided.

Please rate each individual statement (la through lOd) as to

how much

it

each one of the four cognitive-developmental levels (you will be rating each
item four different times). For example, beginning with la ("Organized/structured
lectures and activities that have specific purposes"), you are asked to rate this statement

reflects

on a six point scale as
and D/S statement.

The

scale

you

to

alike

it

is

to a

SM

statement,

C

statement, F statement,

are asked to use:

2

1

how

4

3

5

6

Most Like

Least Like

Please use the following scoring sheet. Remember, you will be scoring each

statement

(

1

a-

1

Od) four different times.

SM

D/S

SM

D/S

la
lb

Ic

Id

2a

2b
2c

2d

143

SM

D/S

3a
3b
3c

3d

D/S

SM
4a
4b
4c

4d

D/S

SM
5a

5b
5c

5d

D/S

SM
6a

6b
6c

6d

D/S

SM
7a
7b
7c

7d

144

SM

D/S

SM

D/S

SM

D/S

8a

8b
8c

8d

9a

9b
9c

9d

10a

10b
10c

lOd
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EXPERT RATING FORM

2

Cognitive-Developmental Interviews

Listed on the following pages are statements given by students with learning
disabilities. These statements were given in response to a general question asking them
to focus

on

their learning disability.

The statements have been

exactly transcribed from

taped session with each student.
Please classify each student's statement as one of the four cognitive developmental
levels

(SM, C,

F,

DS).

For each statement please

list

level (second choice). Please
tie

between two

the primary level

(first

choice) as well as a secondary

do not emphasize early or

levels.

Thank you very much

for

your assistance and expertise.
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late stages

of development or a

U

\

SA

When

ibcus on

my

depends a lot on the day. If am having a
good day then don't mind as mueh having the disability. The days feel smart it
doesn't bother me as mueh. The days that ieel less than, it tends to bother me more.
When have to stand up in front of a group hate my learning disability beeause use a
lot of ums and
forget all ol the important things have to say and my heart beats so
fast that half of the wonderliil things
need to say are out the window.
I

learning disability

it

1

1

I

I

I

I

I

I

1

1

CDL

Primary

Seeondary

CDL

BM

//2

My

learning disability used to bother

mc

and when

I

used to think about

it

1

used

to get

diseouraged and more diseouraged. I'm sure you run into that a lot with people who
was diagnosed in the 4th grade with dyslexia and never
have learning disabilities.
came to eoUege. hid it beeause was embarrassed by it,
really told anybody until
1

1

1

1

1

because everyone else seemed to be normal, and because of this decision throughout
had all of the options have here,
high school struggled, never told my teachers.
notetakers and untimed tests, but never took advantage of them until got here.
I

1

1

1

1

1

Primai-y

CDL

Secondary

CDL

n MJ
when think abut my learning disability, that I'm not at a
by studying
disadvantage and was born with it so figure have to get around
harder and working harder than most other kids would. Can say am an engineer?
I'd

have

to say that

I

it

1

1

1

1

1

have to work a lot harder than most of the other kids
an engineering major.
who have had a better background. Maybe they are smarter than me, but feel that
have a disability and study a lot
have to just work that much harder than they do.
feel like a
harder. When 1 focus on my learning disability don't feel disadvantaged,

Yeah

1

am

1

I

1

1

I

1

1

regular old person.

Primary

#4

I

CDL

Secondary

CDL

EZ

have problems

like

understanding

my

readings for school.

complete work than other students. Usually
harder than other people in classes.

to

Primary

CDL

Secondary

CDL
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1

It

need untimed

usually takes
tests.

1

have

me
to

longer

work

#5 JBe

When

1

think about

was diagnosed with

my

learning disability

a learning disability.

more

out of a private school into an even
classes

Primary

#6

I

brings up memories of the

was

in the 4th

grade and

I

first

was

time that

I

transferred

private school for "special people" and the

one student and a teacher. So it w£is 1 1 and there were breaks and I
lunch time. I went back to public school in a couple of years but I had a lot

were

had OT at
of tutoring

it

like

in

:

many

different aspects.

CDL

Secondary

CDL

GL

when I focus on my learning disability my learning disability actually
becomes more difficult. I find that my learning disability becomes more real to me and
to focus on
thus I don't necessarily like to focus on it. The philosophy that I am starting
I

find that

"you get what you focus on." I try to pretend like I don't have a learning disability
keep the
and of course I will make accommodations when I need to, but I always try to
despite any sort of
belief in my head that I can accomplish anything that I need to do

is

learning disability.

CDL

Primary

CDL

Secondary

#7 IR

When
and

I

focus on

how knowing
Also,

classes.

if

think of all of the support I get from UMASS,
me throughout my
and learning about my learning disability will help
it for myself I can
go through my learning disability and understand
and 1
getting support from anyone, just by myselt,

my
I

learning disability

I

make accommodations without even
can do better

Primary

#8

in

CDL

my

classes.

Secondary

CDL

JM

had
was normal
style is very different than what
difficulty in school because my learning
a sort of extra explanation for it
And I think that when I did have my accident it gave
really it
and say let's take it step by step so
and people were really willing to sit down
were just like "why aren t you doing
people
before
Because
benefit.
a
of
was kind
"
well?" and I was like I don't know."

I

guess

I

Primary

really don't focus

CDL

on

it

very much.

Secondary

I

don't know,

CDL

148

I

mean

I've always

#9 JP

A

of times I am confused about my learning disability because I know what I was
diagnosed with but am not sure that that is the only thing I have. When I think about
that feeling of confusion I actually think about how I struggle like with my reading, and
my assignments, and my tests in school here because that's what I've actually just been
talking about here.
know that I have a lot of problems like with my studying,
focusing, and all that stuff.
lot

I

I

CDL

Primary

Secondary-

CDL

#10 DP

When

think about

I

my

learning disability,

school, and the high school
college,
easier

I

my

now,

had tutors

all

and told

me

Primary

CDL

#11

to didn't really give

grades are a

my

lot better,

the help

to give

me

I

I

had

needed.

I

feel

Now

So

extra time.

much

middle

in

it's

in

a

lot

better.

am having. But it's pretty good actually.
helped me learn about my learning disability

through high school that

Secondary

me

study skills are good.

the only difficulty that

is

about different ways that

1

could learn.

I

CDL

TS

What happens

for

me when

uncomfortable bringing
it's

think about the difficulties

have tutors and professors who are willing

Time management
I

went

1

I

a crock and that

something
learned to

1

am

up

focus on

my

learning disability

in a public situation.

using

it

is

somewhat

feeling

Feeling like sometimes people think

as an excuse and at the

same time

it

is real

have been going through since the third grade. It's something
live with and have almost tried to control in some way.

for

that

me
I

and

have

I

CDL

Primary

it

I

Secondary

CDL

#12 JV
depends on whether I focus on it being a
When I focus on it
hindrance or whether I focus on it being something to get around.
generate new techniques
being something to get around, I usually do better and kind of
my efficiency and more time management techniques and ways to like

When

I

focus on

my

learning disability

it

to like increase

disability, I
without going through it. To explain my one learning
come into my mind at
would probably say that it has to do with having a lot of thoughts
everything perfect and not really
trying to be a perfectionist and get absolutely

really

overcome

it

once and
starting and finishing an assignment.
Primary

CDL

Secondary

CDL
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#13

MG

When

my

focus on

I

found out about

it.

I

learning disability

seems fuzzy.

guess that doesn't matter.

I

I

can't

remember

remember when

feeling sick a lot to

I

first

my

can make me sick now. I've received a lot of help from
case manager and he really knows what's up for me. It is just kind of fuzzy. I don't

stomach. Just thinking about

my

it

know what
Primary

it

else to say.

CDL

Secondary

CDL

#14 JBu
concentration with reading for long periods of time.
When I do concentrate on it and work I try to read for short periods of time, but then go
back and question myself on whether or not I understood the information. In college I

my

guess

I

learning disabiHty

have learned

When was

what went on
get

in

#15

I

when I was in high school.
even know characters names or

read a lot better than

could read books and not
the book, but since I have been in college

high school

more information from

Primary

I

comprehend what

to
in

I

is

CDL

I

the material

Secondary

I

am

I

have taught myself how

to

reading.

CDL

MH

guess what happens

is

that

I

get confused, wait,

I

don't know, that

is

not the right

100% what my learning disability is so I can't say that I
I say this is my disability,
focus but when I do reading comp I can't do it because
certain areas and I get it. Othemise I
therefore it can't be done. I know I need help in
human being and it doesn't really attect
just pretend that I don't have one, and I'm a
word. Personally

I

am

not sure

me.
Primary

#16

CDL

Secondary

CDL

TL

When

I

focus on

my

learning disability

I

think about accommodations

I

get here at

assignments and papers.
need untimed tests and more time to complete
write pretty good. Some professors
Sometimes I have trouble taking notes, but I can
This semester l
others don't seem to care much.
are pretty good about helping out but
LDSS more and meeting with my Case
doing fine so that's good. I am coming to
probation because of poor grades, i
I was on academic
there
while
a
For
Manager.
in much.
guess that was a result of not coming

UMASS

I

1

Primary

CDL

Secondary

CDL
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MK

#17

When

I

focus on

something but

my

learning disability

I

usually feel blocked like I'm trying to do

and

But I know the
step right after it. I mean it's like I know the first step, don't know the second step, and
I know the third step.
So the whole time I'm struggling to find out what step two is. It
feels slow moving. It feels like trying to run through water. It can be really
complicated and hard.
like there

CDL

Primary

this barrier

Secondary

I

just cant get through

it.

CDL

DK

#18

think basically what

I

is

think about

1

is

student without a learning disability,

math,

I

what differentiates me from the other average
and I don't see that there is that much. I'm poor

don't take tests well, and then there are things that makes

this learning disability as

vocabulary,

1

it is

or as

it

is

supposed

can memorize vocabulary the

first

to

me

wonder, "hmm,

be?" For instance,

time that

I

hear

it.

is

an example

what my learning disability describes. So I'm not real sure as
extent or depth of this disability but I do know that there is something there.

that contradicts

Primary

#19
I

CDL

Secondary

is

Spanish

in

This

in

to the

CDL

BE

guess

I

don't

know what my

learning disability

is

exactly.

I

think of

it

as frustration,

something then getting frustrated because I'm not. I know
that it took me a long time to be able to verbalize what was happening to me. It's a
feeling that I should be getting this by now and I'm not, and this leads to the feeling of

you know, trying

frustration.

help

me out

Primary

#20

to learn

do better with school
has taken a lot of getting used to.

have realized

I

but that

CDL

that

I

Secondary

if

I'm honest with those trying

to

CDL

JM

My learning disability
major. Well

now

I

is

know

dyslexia which
that

my

is

pretty funny because

strengths are not in writing.

I

be an Enghsh
need a lot of help with
I

used

to

do better at oral tests or sometimes multiple choice. I am
difficult thing for me
basically coming to LDSS to get help and organization. That is a
sometimes I
being organized. Like writing a long paper is impossible and
papers and things like

in

my

that.

I

life,

don't even try because

Primary

CDL

it

gets

way

Secondary

confusing.

CDL
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